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Abstract
Thermal errors are one of the largest contributors to the geometrical errors of manufactured parts.
Thermo-mechanical models predict the thermal behavior of machine tools and the associated mechanical
displacements. Physical models can be created at early stages of the design phase when the physical system is still not available. They provide great flexibility to test the feasibility of design modifications and
are a useful tool to optimize the performance of the system. However, one disadvantage is their high computational expense, linked to the evaluation of the discretized partial differential equations. Therefore,
this work focuses on developing computationally efficient models that describe the thermo-mechanical
behavior of machine tools. The proposed surrogate models reduce the computational effort while maintaining the accuracy of the prediction. These efficient modeling approaches enable applications requiring
a large amount of model evaluations, as well as the possibility of real time predictions.
This work uses projection-based model order reduction (MOR) approaches to create efficient, surrogate
thermo-mechanical models of machine tools. This work develops a reduction method, Krylov Modal
Subspace (KMS), which takes advantage of the behavior of thermal models of machine tools for the
creation of the reduction basis. The KMS reduction basis exploits the fact that the thermal response
of machine tools decays at high excitation frequencies. The reduced system captures the most relevant
features of the original, high-fidelity model output. However, there is an error associated to the reduction.
Thus, this thesis proposes an a-priori error estimator to quantify the magnitude of the reduction error
in the frequency range of interest. The surrogate models by KMS method reproduce accurately the
temperature response in the frequency range of interest. However, the output of interest is the thermally
induced displacements between the tool center point (TCP) and the workpiece. Therefore, this thesis
presents an efficient coupling approach between the thermal reduced states and a dedicated mechanical
reduced system.
There are multiple physical parameters that describe the thermo-mechanical models of machine tools.
Some of these parameters might change over time due to different operation conditions. This thesis
concentrates on two parametric dependencies that are most relevant for thermal error models of machine
tools, namely the position dependency and the varying convective boundary conditions. Machine tools
fulfill the design requirements through the relative movements of several parts. The reduced models
need to provide the thermal and mechanical response of the system at any relative position between
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the machine tool components. This work introduces a method enabling the modification of the thermal
contact area after the reduction. The method approximates the contact area as a sum of a finite number of
harmonic functions, a truncated Fourier series. The main advantage of the trigonometric approximation
is that it enables the continuous traceability of the position dependency without considering of the nodes
of the finite element (FE) discretization.
This work focuses on another parametric dependency of the reduced models, the variation of the heat
transfer coefficient (HTC) after reduction. The HTC describes the convective heat exchange between
the structure and the fluid media, such as the air surrounding the structure of the machine tool. Due
to modifications of the conditions of the fluid flow, the HTC varies over time. This thesis proposes a
reduction method that enables the variation of the parameter of the HTC after reduction. The developed
MOR uses the concept of system bilinearization, adapting it to the KMS reduction approach. The reduced
model accurately approximates the original model for any value of the HTC. This work also proposes
a second reduction method for varying convective boundary conditions. The method creates several
reduced systems, each of them valid for a specific value of the HTC. The main advantage of this method
is that it enables the interpolation between the local system directly in the reduced subspace. This second
reduction approach is suitable for applications that require the transition between two discrete values of
the HTC, such as a switch between natural to forced convection.
A dedicated simulation platform, MORe, provides an efficient implementation of reduction methods.
The design of the software platform MORe facilitates the development of physical models of machine
tools with a straight-forward workflow. The software offers dedicated analysis tools and cutting-edge
visualization in order to investigate and optimize the thermal behavior of machine tools. The developed
methods and software implementation are tested with two study cases of thermo-mechanical models of
machine tools. The research therefore also extends the knowledge of thermal errors in machine tools,
contributing to an efficient design process and optimization of the thermal error compensation strategies.
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Zusammenfassung
Das thermische Verhalten von Werkzeugmaschinen ist die wichtigste Ursache für geometrische Fehler
am gefertigten Werkstück. Thermo-mechanische Modelle sagen das thermische Verhalten von Werkzeugmaschinen und die damit verbundenen mechanischen Abweichungen voraus. Physikalische Modelle
können in einem frühen Stadium der Entwurfsphase erstellt werden, wenn das physikalische System noch
nicht verfügbar ist. Sie bieten eine grosse Flexibilität, um die Machbarkeit von Konstruktionsänderungen
zu testen und sind ein nützliches Werkzeug, um die Leistung des Systems zu optimieren. Ein Nachteil
ist jedoch der hohe Rechenaufwand, der mit der Auswertung der diskretisierten partiellen Differentialgleichungen verbunden ist. Daher konzentriert sich diese Arbeit auf die Entwicklung rechentechnisch
effizienter Modelle, die das thermo-mechanische Verhalten von Werkzeugmaschinen beschreiben. Die
vorgeschlagenen Ersatzmodelle reduzieren den Rechenaufwand und erhalten gleichzeitig die Genauigkeit
der Vorhersage. Diese effizienten Modellierungsansätze ermöglichen Anwendungen, die eine grosse Anzahl von Modellauswertungen erfordern, sowie Echtzeitvorhersagen.
Diese Arbeit verwendet Ansätze zur Modellordnungsreduktion (MOR), um effiziente thermo-mechanische
Modelle von Werkzeugmaschinen zu erstellen. Eine Reduktionsmethode, Krylov Modal Subspace (KMS),
wird entwickelt, die das Verhalten von thermischen Modellen von Werkzeugmaschinen zur Schaffung der
Reduktionsbasis nutzt. Die KMS-Reduktionsbasis nutzt die Tatsache, dass das thermische Antwortverhalten der Modelle bei genügend hohen Anregungsfrequenzen mit der Anregungsfrequenz abklingt. Das
reduzierte System reproduziert die wesentlichen Verhaltensmerkmale des originalen unreduzierten Systems. Allerdings ist mit der Reduktion ein Fehler verbunden. Deshalb wird in dieser Arbeit ein a priori
Fehlerschätzer zur Quantifizierung der Grösse des Reduktionsfehlers im betrachteten Frequenzbereich
entwickelt. Die interessanten Simulationsergebnisse sind die thermisch induzierten relativen Verlagerungen zwischen dem Werkzeugbezugspunkt (engl. tool center point, TCP) und dem Werkstück. Daher entwickelt diese Arbeit einen effizienten Kopplungsansatz zwischen den reduzierten, thermischen Zuständen und dem zugeordneten mechanischen System.
Eine Vielzahl physikalischer Parameter wird zur Beschreibung thermo-mechanischer Modelle von Werkzeugmaschinen benötigt. Einige dieser Parameter können sich zeitlich aufgrund unterschiedlicher Betriebsbedingungen ändern. Diese Arbeit konzentriert sich auf zwei parametrische Abhängigkeiten, die für
thermische Fehlermodelle von Werkzeugmaschinen am relevantesten sind, nämlich die Positionsab-
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hängigkeit und die unterschiedlichen konvektiven Randbedingungen. Werkzeugmaschinen erfüllen ihre
Aufgabe durch die Relativbewegungen mehrerer Achsen. Die reduzierten Modelle müssen das thermische und mechanische Verhalten des Systems an jeder relativen Position zwischen den Konponenten bereitstellen. Diese Arbeit stellt ein Verfahren vor, das die Änderung der thermischen Kontaktfläche nach der
Reduktion ermöglicht. Das Verfahren nähert die thermische Kontaktfläche mit einer endlichen Anzahl
von harmonischen Funktionen, einer abgebrochenen Fourierreihe. Die trigonometrische Approximation
der Kontaktzone ermöglicht die kontinuierliche Rückverfolgbarkeit der relativen Positionen zwischen
den verschiedenen Teilen ohne Berücksichtigung der Knoten der Finite Elementen (engl. finite element,
FE)-Diskretisierung.
Diese Arbeit konzentriert sich auf eine weitere parametrische Abhängigkeit der reduzierten Modelle,
die Variation des Wärmeübertragungskoeffizient (engl. heat transfer coeffcient, HTC) nach der Reduktion. Der HTC beschreibt den konvektiven Wärmeaustausch zwischen der Struktur und den Fluiden.
Aufgrund von Änderungen in der Strömung des Fluids variiert der HTC zeitlich. Diese Arbeit schlägt
eine Reduktionsmethode vor, die die Variation des HTC nach der Reduktion ermöglicht. Die entwickelte MOR nutzt das Konzept der Systembilinearisierung und passt es an den KMS-Reduktionsansatz
an. Das so reduzierte Modell approximiert das Originalmodell für jeden HTC. Diese Arbeit schlägt
auch eine zweite Reduktionsmethode für unterschiedliche konvektive Randbedingungen vor. Das Verfahren erzeugt mehrere reduzierte Systeme, von denen jedes für einen bestimmten Wert des HTC gültig
ist. Der Hauptvorteil dieses Verfahrens besteht darin, dass es die Interpolation zwischen den einzelnen reduzierten Systemen direkt im Unterraum der Ordnungsreduktion möglich ist. Dieser zweite Reduzierungsansatz eignet sich für Anwendungen, die den Übergang zwischen zwei diskreten Werten des
HTC erfordern, wie beispielsweise einen Wechsel zwischen natürlicher und erzwungener Konvektion.
Eine spezielle Simulationsplattform, MORe, ermöglicht die effiziente Implementierung von Reduktionsmethoden. Das Design der Softwareplattform MORe ermöglicht die Entwicklung physikalischer Modelle von Werkzeugmaschinen mit einem unkomplizierten Workflow. Die Software bietet spezielle Analysetools und modernste Visualisierung, um das thermische Verhalten von Werkzeugmaschinen zu untersuchen und zu optimieren. Die entwickelten Methoden und die Software-implementierung werden
mit zwei Studienfällen von thermo-mechanischen Modellen von Werkzeugmaschinen dargestellt. Die
Forschung erweitert daher auch das Wissen über thermische Fehler an Werkzeugmaschinen und hilft zur
Optimierung des Maschinendesigns hinsichtlich des thermischen Verhaltens. Darüber hinaus ermöglicht
die vorgestellte Ordnungsreduktion die Nutzung der Modelle zur Fehlerkompensation auf der Maschine.
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Resumen
Los errores térmicos son uno de los factores que más afecta a los errores geométricos en fabricación.
Los modelos termo-mecánicos predicen el comportamiento térmico de la máquina herramienta y las
desviaciones mecánicas asociadas con la variación de la temperatura. Los modelos físicos se pueden
crear en las primeras etapas de la fase de diseño cuando el sistema físico aún no está disponible. Proporcionan una gran flexibilidad para probar distintas posibilidades de diseño y son una herramienta útil
para optimizar la precisión de la máquina herramienta. Sin embargo, una desventaja es su elevado coste
computacional, vinculado a la evaluación numérica de las ecuaciones diferenciales parciales. Por lo
tanto, este trabajo se centra en el desarrollo de modelos computacionalmente eficientes que describan
el comportamiento termo-mecánico de la máquina herramienta. Los modelos propuestos en este trabajo
reducen el esfuerzo computacional y mantienen la precisión de la predicción. Estos eficientes enfoques
de modelado permiten aplicaciones que requieren evaluar los modelos de forma iterativa, así como la
posibilidad de predicciones en tiempo real.
En esta tesis se utilizan modelos eficientes basados en la proyección de las ecuaciones del sistema en un
subespacio de menor dimensión. Se desarrolla un método de reducción, Subespacio de Krylov y Modal
(inglés Krylov Modal Subspace, KMS), que aprovecha el comportamiento de los modelos térmicos de
las máquinas herramientas para la creación de la base de reducción. La base de reducción KMS explota
el hecho de que la respuesta térmica de los modelos decae a frecuencias de excitación más altas. El
sistema reducido captura las características más relevantes del modelo original. Sin embargo, hay un
error asociado a la reducción. Por lo tanto, esta tesis propone una forma de estimar el error a-priori
para cuantificar la magnitud del error de reducción en el rango de frecuencias de interés. Los modelos
reducidos con el método KMS reproducen con precisión la respuesta de la temperatura en el rango de
frecuencias de interés. No obstante, la magnitud de interés son las desviaciones inducidas térmicamente
entre la herramienta (inglés tool center point, TCP) y la pieza. Por lo tanto, esta tesis relaciona de forma
eficiente los estados térmicos reducidos y el sistema mecánico reducido.
Los modelos termo-mecánicos máquina herramienta se describen mediante una gran cantidad de parámetros físicos. Algunos de estos parámetros pueden cambiar con el tiempo debido a las diferentes condiciones de operación. Esta tesis se concentra en dos dependencias paramétricas que son relevantes para
los modelos de error térmico de las máquinas herramienta, a saber, la dependencia de la respuesta tér-
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mica con posición de los ejes de la máquina herramienta y la variación de condiciones de contorno de
convección. Los procesos de fabricación requieren el movimiento de los distintos ejes para realizar su
función. Por lo tanto, los modelos reducidos necesitan proporcionar la respuesta térmica y mecánica
del sistema en cualquier posición relativa entre los distintos ejes. Este trabajo introduce un método que
permite la modificación del área de contacto térmico después de la reducción. El método que se propone
en esta tesis aproxima al área de contacto como la suma de un número finito de funciones armónicas. La
ventaja de la aproximación trigonométrica de la zona de contacto es que permite modificar la posición
relativa entre los ejes sin tener en cuemta los nodos de la discretización de elementos finitos (inglés finite
element, FE).
Este trabajo se centra en otra dependencia paramétrica de los modelos reducidos, la variación del coeficiente de transferencia de calor (inglés heat transfer coefficient, HTC). El HTC describe el intercambio
de calor entre la estructura y el medio fluido por medio de convección. Debido a las modificaciones de las
condiciones del flujo del fluido, el HTC varía con el tiempo. Esta tesis propone un método de reducción
que permite la variación del parámetro del HTC después de la reducción. La técnica de reducción desarrollada utiliza el concepto de bilinearización del sistema, adaptándolo al enfoque de reducción del KMS.
El modelo reducido se aproxima con precisión al modelo original para cualquier valor del HTC. En esta
tesis se propone un segundo método de reducción para las condiciones de contorno convectivo variables.
El método crea varios sistemas reducidos, cada uno de ellos válido para un valor específico del HTC. La
principal ventaja de este método es que permite la interpolación entre el sistema local directamente en el
subespacio reducido. Este segundo método de reducción es adecuado para aplicaciones que requieren la
transición entre dos valores discretos del HTC, como el cambio entre convección natural a convección
forzada.
En esta tesis se crea una plataforma de simulación, MORe, que integra las técnicas de reducción. El diseño de la plataforma de software MORe facilita el desarrollo de modelos físicos de máquina herramienta.
El software ofrece análisis especialmente diseñados para evaluar el comportamiento de la máquina herramienta y la posibilidad de visualizar los resultados. Los métodos desarrollados y la implementación del
software se utilizan para desarrollar dos modelos termo-mecánicos de máquinas herramientas de 5 ejes.
Por lo tanto, la investigación también amplía el conocimiento de los errores térmicos en las máquinas
herramientas, contribuyendo a la mejora del diseño térmico y a la optimización de los modelos de compensación de los errores térmicos.
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Introduction
Current industrial applications increasingly demand parts with tighter tolerances. Advances in many
technologies rely on the capability to manufacture more accurate parts in order to fulfill demanding
product specifications. As an example, the future of sustainable mobility depends on the accurate and
efficient production of electrical drives. However, the efficiency of the drives and supplied torque depend
directly on the manufacturing tolerances of the air gaps [120]. Therefore, advances in precision of
machine tools are essential to enable future engineering applications.
The improvement of accuracy is a driving force of research and development of machine tools. However,
the increase in accuracy is only sustainable if the required resources are minimized. Additionally, the
productivity level needs to satisfy the demand of the costumers. Thus, the industrial sector and the
academic community are devoting a great effort to build a next generation of machine tools that meet
the demands of an increasingly competitive market. Innovative machine tool concepts are required to
improve the balance between accuracy, productivity, and energy efficiency.
The challenges of the manufacturing industry require a new generation of accurate machine tools and
measurement systems, as stated by Wegener et al. [123]. The new machine tool concepts need to be created by means of systematic investigation and scientific design approaches. In the machine tool industry,
it is customary to rely on several physical prototypes during the development phase of new machine tools.
The main disadvantage of physical prototypes is that they are resource-intensive. Virtual prototypes are
therefore a more efficient way to test the different design alternatives. They are based on numerical
models capturing the physical behavior the machine tool. These models enable the understanding of the
causes leading to errors in manufactured parts.
In order to understand the potential of virtual prototypes, this section presents a motivating example.
Figure 1.1 shows a virtual prototype of a 3-axis reconfigurable machine tool (RMT). This machine tool
virtually performs a circular movement of 200 mm of diameter using the X- and Y-axis. The circular
test is used to visualize the effect of different error sources. Geometric errors is the first error source
considered, which refer to the position and orientation errors originated by geometry of the guiding
systems or assembly errors. As an example of geometric errors, the squareness between the X and Y
axis is considered and depicted in Figure 1.2a. The static effects are the second error source, referring
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Figure 1.1: Three axis milling machine

to forces that do not change over time. One example of static loads is gravity. Figure 1.2b illustrates
the resulting deviation between tool and workpiece due to gravitational forces. Dynamic effects are the
third error source under consideration. The acceleration of the mechanical structure generates inertial
forces, leading to displacements between the tool and workpiece. The resulting contour errors due to the
acceleration of the X and Y axes is shown in Figure 1.2c. The thermal behavior of machine tools is the
fourth error source considered. The heat losses in the machine elements and environmental temperature
fluctuation lead to a time-varying, inhomogeneous temperature field of the machine tool structure. This
temperature field results in structural displacements, leading to displacements between the tool and the
workpiece. Figure 1.2d shows the variation of the contour errors over 12 hours under environmental
temperature fluctuations for the machine tool structure shown in Figure 1.1.
The motivation behind this thesis is the creation of efficient physical models representing accurately the
behavior of machine tools. This work introduces methods for the systematic evaluation of the behavior
of machine tool and other complex mechatronic systems. Among the different error sources, this work
focuses on thermal error sources. Thermal issues of machine tools account for the largest share of
geometrical errors in manufactured parts, as pointed out by Bryan [27] and Mayr et al. [81]. Thermal
errors arise from internal sources as well as from external sources. The internal heat sources occur due
to frictional losses at the machine elements, such as bearings or ballscrew nuts. External sources refer
to the interaction of the machine tool with its surroundings, such as fluctuations of the environmental
temperature or introduction of metal working fluid into the working space.
The virtual prototypes, such as the motivating example of Figure 1.1, are a great asset to understand the
mechanisms leading to errors in manufactured workpieces. They enhance the metrology explaining the
causes of the measured position and orientation errors. Furthermore, this information can be used to
ensure an accurate and repeatable machine tool design. The use of physical models is not limited to the
design, it can be also used during the utilization phase of the machine tool. Once accurate and robust
virtual prototypes are available, they can predict the errors of the manufactured parts and compensate
these errors real time during the manufacturing process. These models can estimate whether a manufacturing system is capable of meeting the specifications required to produce a specific part. Alternatively,
virtual prototypes can determine the process parameters or limit external disturbances so that the final
workpiece meets the required manufacturing tolerances.
The virtual prototypes are essential to achieve the fully compensated machine tool. However, there
are still challenges associated with the development of models of machine tools based on the physical
description. On one hand, the complexity of the systems under consideration leads to models that are
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computationally expensive to evaluate. On the other hand, there is a lack of systematic approaches with
a dedicated framework for developing physical models of machine tools. Therefore, this work focuses
on the development of computationally efficient thermal error models of machine tools.
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2
State of the Art
This chapter presents the state of the art of efficient thermal models of machine tools. Section 2.1 presents
a review of the current approaches to deal with thermal issues in machine tools. This section distinguishes
two main approaches: design optimization and compensation. The design optimization is usually supported by virtual prototypes based on physical models. Section 2.2 summarizes the state of the art of
thermo-mechanical models of machine tools. Section 2.3 reviews the current approaches on thermal error compensation. Efficient modeling approaches are required in order to use thermo-mechanical models
to improve the thermal behavior of machine tools. Efficient physical models rely on numerical methods
that reduce the computational effort. The creation of surrogate models by means of projection-based
model order reduction (MOR) offers the possibility to create computationally efficient models. MOR
enables applications that require large number of model evaluations or real time capabilities. Section 2.4
reviews the MOR techniques available in the literature. The application of MOR to thermal error models
of machine tools is reviewed in Section 2.5. The state of the art is discussed in Section 2.6, leading to
the identification of the research gaps in Section 2.7.

2.1 Thermal issues in machine tools
Machine tools, such as milling or grinding machines, are complex mechatronic systems with a great industrial relevance. Innovative solutions in the machine tool sector enable the development of novel manufacturing processes and are key to foster industrial innovation. Großmann [50] summarized the three
conflicting goals of manufacturing technologies: productivity, precision, and minimization of resources.
The manufacturing of high added-value products demands accurate 3D shapes with tolerances in the
micrometer and submicrometer range. Therefore, the precision requirements of modern machine tools
are higher than the requirements for many other industrial systems. Schwenke et al. [108] reviewed the
main errors sources contributing to the precision of machine tools: kinematic errors, thermo-mechanical
errors, loads, dynamic forces, and motion control and control software. The combination of these error sources leads to a deviation of the nominal position between the tool center point (TCP) and the
workpiece, resulting in manufacturing errors in the part.
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From the different error sources affecting the geometric accuracy of machine tools, this work focuses
on the thermo-mechanical errors. The review paper of Bryan [27] as well as the update of Mayr et al.
[81] highlighted the importance of the thermal error sources as one of the main contributors to geometric
errors in manufactured parts. Putz et al. [102] presented a survey studying the industrial relevance of
thermal issues of machine tools. The authors highlighted the increasing awareness of the industry on
thermal issues as one of the most limiting factors in the resulting machine tool accuracy.
The chain of causes leading to the thermal errors in machine tools is summarized in Figure 2.1. The
heat losses of the machine elements and external devices lead to an inhomogeneous, time-varying temperature distribution. The temperature gradients result in a structural deformation, inducing position and
orientation errors between the TCP and the workpiece. Thermal errors can be understood as variation
of the reference geometry of the machine tool and the workpiece, measured at a homogeneous reference
temperature. Bryan [27] outlined the different heat sources in production machines and measurement
systems and classified the sources as either internal (e.g. drives, bearings) or external (environment,
process, cutting fluid, and people).

Power
Loss

Heat
Transfer

Temperature
Distribution

Mechanical
Deformation

Errors
TCP

Figure 2.1: Chain of causes of thermal error in machine tools, adapted from Ess [39]

Thermal issues are a focus of the academic and industrial research. From the academic side there is a
significant increase in the number of publications on this topic over the last years. From the 410 publications internally reviewed, total of 205 are published between the years 2012 and 2017. The industry
is also devoting research resources to thermal issues of machine tools in order to increase the overall
precision and remain competitive in the market. Academic and industrial efforts to reduce thermal errors
in machine tools focus on two strategies: reduction of the effects and minimization of the causes. The
reduction of effects consists on developing compensation strategies that predict the thermally induced
displacements. The minimization of the causes is handled by design methods, optimizing the structural
design and heat flow in the structure. For design strategies, thermo-mechanical models are a great asset,
serving as virtual prototype to test different design modifications.

2.2 Physical thermo-mechanical models in machine tools
One alternative reduce the thermally induced displacements is minimizing the causes from the design
phase of the machine tool. Virtual prototypes, based on physical models, can be created at early stages
of the design phase when the physical system is still not available. They provide a great flexibility to test
the feasibility of design modifications and are a useful tool to optimize the performance of the system. In
addition, physical models are a valuable tool to understand the current machine tool behavior and design
new thermal error compensation strategies.
Thermo-mechanical models of machine tools are based on the discretization of the heat transfer and
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elasticity equations. The heat transfer equations describe temperature distribution of the machine tool
as well as the heat exchanged with the surrounding environment. These equations define the dynamic
evolution of the system. The stationary linear elasticity equations provide the mechanical response of
the system, where the temperature distribution is introduced as a thermal strain. Numerical methods,
such as finite element method (FEM) or finite differences method (FDM), allow solving numerically the
partial differential equations (PDE) by transforming them into a system of ordinary differential equations
(ODE).
The focus of a physical thermo-mechanical model can be the characterization of the behavior of a particular machine tool element, such as ballscrews feed drive systems (Shi et al. [109]) or main spindles (Mori
et al. [86]). These models aim at the characterization and optimization of a machine element, without
considering the interaction with the whole machine tool assembly. Another approach is the development
of models considering the whole machine tool assembly and the interactions with the surrounding external influences. Sun et al. [117] investigated the effect of internal heat sources in a 3-axis precision
grinding machine. The thermo-mechanical model focused on the effects of the heat dissipation of the
linear drives and the spindle system. The model of the original design was validated with temperature
measurements after reaching the steady state. This work proposed a design optimization of the structural
parts close to the heat sources modifying the heat transfer direction and enhancing the heat dissipation.
The design modifications were tested directly with the virtual prototype. The authors showed that the
new design led to a more homogeneous temperature distribution in the machine tool structure.
Other authors also investigated the effect of external influences, such as the environment or cutting fluid,
on the thermal response of the machine tool. Mian et al. [83] considered the environmental effects in
a thermal FEM model of a three-axis vertical milling machine. The authors stated that the initial state
of the machine is usually unknown and therefore there is always a discrepancy between the first hours
of the simulation and the measured values. Mian et al. defined the settling time as the required time in
which the error associated to the unknown initial conditions fade out. In their investigations a the settling
time was about 12.5 h.
Shi et al. [110] developed a thermo-mechanical model to predict the thermal deviations in a gear grinding
machine tool. The authors investigated the effect of internal heat sources, i.e. the permanent magnet of
the synchronous motorized spindle, the roller bearings, ballscrews and guideways. This work focused
on evaluating the thermally induced errors after reaching a thermal steady state. The viscosity of the
lubrication and the preload of the bearing varies with temperature, leading to a temperature dependent
heat generation. Defining temperature dependent thermal loads leads to a non-linear system, resulting
in an iterative solver to determine the steady state temperature distribution in the structure. Shi et al.
also considered the effect of the process heat and cutting fluid on the thermal response. The authors
estimated that 30% of the heat produced during the grinding process is removed by the cutting fluid,
whose temperature thus increases. This work used empirical values of the heat transfer coefficients
(HTC) in order to characterize the convective heat transfer between the structure and the fluid. The
thermo-mechanical model was validated comparing the temperature values at the steady state. Shi et al.
concluded that the validated model can be used for further design improvements of the current machine
tool design.
Weng et al. [127] investigated the thermal volumetric errors of a machine tool considering the environment, the electronic cabinet, and the hydraulic pump as thermal influences. The authors developed a CFD
model accounting for the convective and radiative heat exchange between the heat sources and the machine tool structure. The multiphysics simulation considered several locations of the heat sources where
the steady state temperature distribution was computed. The thermally induced structural deformation
was evaluated at a single machine tool position. The structural deformations at the guideways and other
links were used to build a multibody simulation. Neglecting the position-dependent compliance of the
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Figure 2.2: Finite Difference Element Method, according to Mayr [78]

machine tool, the authors extrapolated the calculated structural deformation to the whole working space
of the machine tool.
The reviewed works so far makes use of commercial software packages in order to evaluate internal or
external thermal effects for specific machine tools. The other approach is the development of dedicated
simulation environments for the evaluation of the thermo-mechanical behavior of machine tools. Mayr
[78] used the finite difference element method (FDEM) in order to compute efficiently the thermal errors
of machine tools. This method is schematically shown in Figure 2.2. The numerical integration of the
system was performed with an adaptive time step, in order to compute abrupt changes of the loads of
the system. Mayr proposed a substructure approach of the system output, reducing the computational
effort to compute the TCP-displacements and orientation errors. The thermal errors were calculated for
the whole working volume for linear and rotary axes. Similarly to the work of Bringmann [24], who
investigated geometric errors in machine tools, the component and location errors were derived from the
simulated thermally induced volumetric errors in the working space.
Mayr et al. [82] applied the FDEM to the design improvement of a machine tool frame. Figure 2.3 illustrates the initial machine tool design (right column) and the new machine tool design (left column). The
new concept modified the geometry of the machine tool frame ensuring a thermo-symmetric design. The
new design concept was tested under different load cases. Figure 2.3 shows the temperature distribution
after 24 h of the machine tool structure for a heat load homogeneously distributed around the working
space (first raw) and a heat source located on the right column (second raw). Mayr et al. showed that
a symmetric design reduces the thermally induced displacements in the working space. In addition, it
avoids the introduction of angular errors, which are more complicated to incorporate in a thermal error
compensation strategy.
Ess [39] developed a software package, Virtual Machine Prototype (VMP), which connected the axes
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Figure 2.3: Effect of two different thermal load from Mayr et al. [82]: The left column depicts the thermal deformation of the initial design and the right column depicts the thermal deformation of the thermosymmetric design. The load case of the first row corresponds to heat source affecting the whole
working area. The load case of the second row corresponds to a heat source located on the right
column.

through models representing different machine tool elements. The solution of thermo-mechanical problem was performed by FEM, with an Euler backwards integration scheme. In the computation of the
TCP-displacement, Ess considered the effect of the thermal deformation of the linear glass scales and
reader heads. The software provided a large library of machine elements, such as bearings or ballscrews,
which were described the thermal conductivity, heat losses and mechanical stiffness. VMP allowed the
computation of the thermal response of the machine taking into consideration the movement of the axes
given by NC-code.
In VMP simulation environment specialized analyses were developed, in order to characterize the thermal behavior of machine tools in frequency domain. Mayr et al. [79] studied the effect of the environmental temperature fluctuations in frequency domain. They evaluated the frequency response function
of a 3-axis precision machine of the environmental temperature oscillation to the TCP displacements.
The analysis was performed at different positions of the linear axes. The authors found out that certain
frequencies maximized the thermally induced displacements, defining the concept of thermal resonance
frequency. By modifying the interactions of the machine tool structure with the environment by means
of isolation material, the authors could reduce the amplitude of the thermally induced displacements.
Boundary conditions in thermal models of machine tools
The boundary conditions in machine tools define the interactions between the different structural parts
with the surrounding environment. An accurate estimation of the boundary conditions is a topic of
active research. In many of the models found in the literature, it is customary to find some simplifying
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assumptions in order to describe the boundary conditions. Some works opt for a coarse approximation
defining just one value of the HTC for all the surfaces of the domain. Other models define specific values
of the HTC for each area of the boundary, according to empirical correlations.
In order to evaluate the convective boundary conditions, one option is measuring directly the values of the
HTC. Jedrzejewski et al. [67] determined experimentally the HTC due to forced convection in a rotating
spindle. The work of Heisel et al. [53] focused on the experimental determination of the HTC on planes at
different inclinations and flow regimes. The authors defined several empirical correlations of the Nusselt
number in terms of the Rayleigh number and the inclination angle. The main goal of the research was to
create a database which assists the thermal simulation. This database does not only contain the HTC for
the natural convection but includes material properties, heat fluxes (developed for example in the spindle
bearings), forced convection and radiation boundary condition. The work of Kohút et al. [69] developed
a custom made probe for the determination of the HTC in machine tools. The probe consisted on three
temperature sensors, from which the coefficients are calculated by local heat balance. The system is
calibrated for known empirical formulas for forced convection in a wind tunnel.
Another approach to estimate the HTC is to use empirical formulas available in the literature, which correlate the Nusselt number with other dimensionless numbers such as Prandtl or Rayleigh. The VDI-Heat
Atlas [44] provides a compilation of the empirical correlations for general cases. Zwingerberger [134]
used these empirical correlations for the heat transfer coefficients and applied them to the whole machine
tool model. The work considered two types of boundary conditions, natural convection and radiation.
The only convective heat transfer considered was the natural convection in open spaces, i.e. the influence
of the machine housing was not taken into account. In this work, Zwingenberger implemented an automatic HTC calculation routine. It classified the different elements on the convective boundary conditions
according to its orientation respect to the gravity vector. In addition, Zwingenberger considered air stratification, assigning a different environmental temperature depending on how far the element is from the
foundation.
In order to have an accurate estimation of the convective boundary conditions the enclosure of the machine tool needs to be considered. Pavliček et al. [98] showed experimentally that the measured thermal
response of a machine tool is clearly affected by the influence of the machine housing. In order to have
a estimation of the values of the HTC inside the enclosure, Pavliček et al. [96, 97] developed novel modeling strategy. Considering simplified geometries and localized heat sources, the authors simulated the
convective heat exchange by means of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The authors defined several
dimensionless numbers characterizing the geometry of the enclosure and the heat source. The numbers
were then correlated to a Nusselt number, which incorporated the combined effect of natural convection
and radiation.
Another important aspect in order to characterize the boundary conditions is an accurate estimation of
the heat losses in the different machine elements. Thermo-energetic models characterize the energy
demand of the whole machine tool assembly. By determining the energy efficiency of the machine
elements, the heat losses can be also evaluated providing values for the boundary conditions of thermomechanical models. Züst [133] implemented a simulation platform EMod to evaluate the energy demand
of machine tools and implemented models to characterize the behavior of several elements, such as
bearings, synchronous motors or pumps. The values of the heat losses and contact conductivities can be
exported to a text file and incorporated into a physical thermal model of the machine tool, as shown by
Züst et al. [132].
The definition of the boundary conditions, i.e. convection and heat losses at the elements, define the
thermal behavior of the model. However, the parameters associated to the description of the thermal
boundary conditions of the model are not deterministic. Therefore, the thermo-mechanical models need
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to deal with the intrinsic uncertainty associated to the values of the boundary conditions. For the case
of thermo-mechanical models of machine tool, the parameters describing the heat transfer between the
machine tool and the surrounding fluids, namely the HTC, are one of the main sources of uncertainty.
These values are affected by the conditions of the air flow inside the machine tool housing as well
as outside the enclosure. These flow conditions are hard to be assessed. Therefore, the values of the
HTC are exposed to a variability and uncertainty, which need to be considered during the modeling
process. The concept of parameter uncertainty is usually linked to sensitivity analysis. During the
model development and validation, it is useful to know how sensitive the outputs are to variations of
the parameters describing the model. The sensitivity analysis determines which parameters are more
relevant to describe the thermo-mechanical behavior of the system.
Denkena et al. [36] introduced the concept of parameter uncertainty and sensitivity analysis applied to
a thermo-mechanical model of a 5-axis machine tool. Figure 2.4 illustrates the kinematic configuration
of the investigated machine tool. Denkena et al. concentrated on the evaluation of the sensitivity of the
model to the variation of four different parameters, i.e. thermal expansion coefficient, thermal conductivity, HTC, and emissivity. The thermal model considered the steady state respond of the machine tool
under homogeneous fluctuations of the environmental temperature. The outputs of the model were the
ratio between the thermally induced deviation and the temperature variation. The structural deformations
of the model were evaluated at 5 different point of the structure in X-, Y- and Z-direction, as illustrated in
Figure 2.4. The thermo-mechanical model considered one homogeneous convective boundary conditions
affecting the whole machine tool structure. The values of the nominal values of the HTC were calculated
according to a empirical formula for slow air flow, leading to values between 2 to 12 mW
2 K . Denkena
et al. evaluated the thermo-mechanical model at 3 different values of the HTC, as shown in Figure 2.4.
The authors concluded that the deformation of the Z-axis in Z-direction showed the largest sensitivity to
variations of the HTC, leading to variation of the output results up 10 % of nominal value.

Figure 2.4: Thermo-mechanical model of a 5-axis machine tool from Denkena et al. [36] and effect of the variation
of the HTC in the TCP displacements relative to the workpiece

2.3 Thermal error compensation
The second alternative to reduce the thermally induced displacements is creating models that predict
real-time the thermal errors. According to Wegener et al. [124], the compensation approaches can be
classified depending on the sensor technology, the modeling approach, and the actuator technology. This
classification is illustrated in Figure 2.5. Firstly, the information from the thermal state of the machine
tool needs be collected. The numerical control (NC) or external sensors (e.g. temperature sensors or
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measurements at the TCP) can provide the required data. Secondly, a prediction model needs to be created that estimates the thermally induced displacements. Finally, an actuator compensates the resulting
thermal errors using the predictions of the model.
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Figure 2.5: Thermal error compensation strategies, adapted from Wegener et al. [124]

The different approaches to predict the thermally induced displacements differ in their level of description
of the physics. This section distinguishes four types of compensation models: black box static models,
black box dynamic models, simplified physical models, and physical models. The black box static
models are based on a time-independent correlation between inputs (e.g. temperature data) and outputs
(e.g. TCP displacements). These models rely on artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms and other types of
regression algorithms. The static models based on regression algorithms aim at predicting thermal TCP
position and orientation errors using temperature measured at certain locations of the machine tool. Chen
et al. [32] used polynomial regression in order to map the measured time-variant surface temperature
to a volumetric thermal machine tool error model. The approach of polynomial regression has been
extensively used by other researchers [37, 88, 131]. More complex algorithms have been proposed to map
the surface temperatures to thermal TCP errors. Mou [87] presented a method based on artificial neural
networks. Characteristic diagrams are another option for the description of thermally-induced errors from
temperature data. Naumann et al. [91] developed characteristic diagrams based on kernel polynomial
functions, which map several temperature measurements to an axial displacement of the machine tool
spindle. Using as training data the results of a finite element (FE) model, the characteristic diagram
succeeded in predicting the displacement of the TCP in Z-direction. Naumann et al. [91] considered
exclusively one thermal load at a fixed position and with a homogeneous environment. The introduction
of more than one position of the machine as a further input factor was regarded in the outlook of the
work as well as the practical implementation in a machine tool.
The second modeling approach black box dynamic model, also described in the literature as phenomenological models. The static compensation models rely on the quasi-static behavior of the thermoelastic
process. They aim at predicting the structural displacements assumed that the temperature distribution
on the machine is known. Yang and Ni [129] pointed out that the main drawback of the regression
models is that describing the whole temperature field with a finite amount of temperature sensors is not
enough. They described the concept of pseudo-hysteresis of the thermoelastic deformation, showing that
the correlation of a temperature sensor data to the machine displacement is not unique. They developed
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a dynamic model with a multiple input single output (MISO) structure, where the inputs of the system
were temperature sensors located close to the location of the heat losses. Numerical and experimental
validation of the axial elongation of a spindle were carried out. The authors claimed that the model was
able to predict 80% of the maximum error range, showing the validity of the approach. Yang and Ni
[130] also proposed recursive adaptation of the dynamic model. The recursive adaptation of the model
parameters, based on Kalman filter, allowed the compensation strategy to deal with long-term process
variation. The authors conducted their experimental validation on a three-axis machining center where
the thermal error in Z-direction was compensated.
Horejš et al. [58] presented a phenomenological model based on a first order transfer function capable
of predicting the displacement in Z-direction due to thermal effects of a 4-axis milling center. They
considered as input parameters the temperature of the spindle, environment, and inlet and outlet of the
coolant. Furthermore, they also selected as an input the rotational speed of the spindle. They succeeded
in reducing the range of the Z-displacements over 3 days from 97 to 24 µm. The authors compared their
approach with regression models based on eight temperature sensors distributed throughout the machine.
The authors showed that the model based on a transfer function was more robust and accurate than the
regression models.
Gebhardt [42] concentrated on phenomenological models to compensate the thermally induced location
errors of the rotary table and the swiveling axis of a five-axis machine tool. The position and orientation
errors were measured with the R-Test, evaluated at four different positions of the rotary table. This work
described each error with a first-order differential equation, whose input was the velocity of the axis,
read out from the control of the machine tool. The NC-Code was generated arbitrarily and automatically,
which facilitated programming the movement of the axes over the whole duration of the identification
period. The author studied further the optimal time for the appropriate parameter identification. The
author showed the statistical distribution of the residual of the compensation for different identification
intervals. This study led to a compensation strategy, which corrected up to 85% of the thermal position
and orientation errors of the rotary and swiveling axes requiring 48 h for the parameter identification.
Mayr et al. [80] used the same approach to include the effect of the cutting fluid and the main spindle.
Several examples, e.g. [22], of phenomenological models can be found in the literature.
The third modeling approach is based models with simplified physics, such as thermo-balance models or lumped physics models. In comparison with static and dynamic models reviewed before, the
thermo-balance models use a simplified physical description of the machine tool thermal behavior and
empirically identifies the models parameters. Gebhardt [42] proposed a compensation strategy based
on the concept of thermo-balance. The machine tool parts were models by simplified geometries, with
homogeneous, lumped material properties. The heat exchange between the parts and the environment
was considered. The values of the model parameters were identified in order to minimize the difference
between the measured and predicted displacements. Gebhardt [42] succeeded in reducing the thermal
displacements applying thermo-balance models to a 5-axis machine tool. As an example, the thermally
induced deviation in Y-direction due to the rotation of the C-axis was reduced by 84%.
Physical models are also used for thermal error compensation. These models, based on the discretized
physical equations, predict thermo-mechanical behavior of the system. Mayr [78] explained the potential to compensate thermally induced errors at different positions of the working space based on the
FDEM simulation. The methodology was introduced for a three-axis portal machine, without implementing an online compensation. Ess [39] outlined a thermal compensation strategy based on a physical
model. The volumetric errors were computed at 27 positions every minute, while the thermal system
was solved with 2.5 s time step. The TCP was corrected every 250 ms, interpolating the current thermal
TCP-displacement from the simulated volumetric error at the 27 locations. Several temperature probes
measuring the environment and the feed drives were the input of the model. Three displacement probes
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measured online the X-,Y- and Z-displacements of the TCP respect to the workpiece. In order to capture
the position dependent errors, a cross-grid was also installed. The compensation could capture certain
trends of the thermal errors, showing the potential of the physical models for online compensation. The
challenges associated to implementing a compensation based on physical models were summarized by
Thiem et al. [118]. The authors studied the different cycle times required for capturing the thermal
loads, solving the thermal system of equations and computing the compensation values. The authors
also explained theoretically the challenges associated to correcting not only thermally induced linear
TCP-displacements but also orientation errors in the whole working volume of a machine tool with a
more complex kinematic chain.

2.4 Model Order Reduction
2.4.1 Non parametric MOR
The complexity of thermo-mechanical models of mechatronic systems leads to a FEM discretization with
a large number of degrees of freedom. Therefore, the applicability of physical models is limited when a
large number of model runs or real time capabilities are required. Surrogate models are computationally
efficient models that reproduce the characteristic behavior of the high-fidelity physical model. Benner
et al. [18] grouped the surrogate models into three different categories: data fit models, hierarchical
models, and projection based models. The data fit surrogate models fit the model outputs to a functional
depending of the model parameters. Kriging or polynomial chaos expansion (see Sudret et al. [116]) are
examples of data fit surrogate models. The main advantage is that they are not intrusive, i.e. only an
evaluation of the high fidelity model is required. On the other side, the main drawback of these surrogate
models is that they are only valid for the values of the parameters that they are trained. Hierarchical
models are based on simplifying the physics of the higher fidelity model. Lumped mass multibody
simulation is an example of hierarchical models.
Projection-based surrogate models or MOR are based on the projection of the high fidelity model in a
lower dimensional subspace. All states of the reduced system are contained in this subspace, which provides the most relevant information about the dynamics of the system. The main advantage of projectionbased model reduction is that it retains the system structure and allows the traceability of the dynamical
evolution. Projection-based reduction use the underlying structure of the system enabling the derivation
of error bounds of the surrogate model, as explained by Benner et al. in [18]. The main disadvantage
compared to data fit models is that it is an intrusive method, as it requires the access and modification
to the system matrices. MOR is increasingly used both in academia and industry enabling applications
such as parameter identification [89, 92, 93], uncertainty analysis [33, 34, 35, 59], design optimization
[6, 73, 74, 76], and real-time control of systems [7, 21, 119].
Figure 2.6 illustrates the concept of MOR. Let the state x be the position of a particle in the space.
In principle, x can be at any point of in the space. This can be mathematically expressed as x ∈
span(e1 , e2 , e3 ), where e1 , e2 , e3 are an orthonormal basis of R3 . Due to the dynamics of the motion
of the particle, the trajectory of this particle is restricted to the trajectory shown in Figure 2.6. MOR
searches for the optimal plane defined by span(v1 , v2 ) where the trajectory of the particle is projected.
This basis span(v1 , v2 ) is computed such that the difference between the original and projected trajectory
is minimized.
The concept shown in Figure 2.6 can be generalized to a linear time invariant (LTI) system, such as
E ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
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Figure 2.6: Concept of MOR, from Spescha [113]

where A is the system matrix, E is the mass matrix, B is the input matrix, and u(t) is the input vector.
The output of the system can be defined as
y(t) = Cx(t)

(2.2)

where C is the output matrix and y(t) is the system output vector. The projection based MOR consists
of finding a basis V such as
x(t) ≈ V x̃(t)

(2.3)

being x̃(t) the reduced state. Substituting Equation (2.3) into Equation (2.1) and (2.2)
˙
EV x̃(t)
= AV x̃(t) + Bu(t)

(2.4)

ỹ(t) = CV x̃(t)
By enforcing the Petrov-Galerkin condition, a basis W can be found such that
˙
W EV x̃(t)
= W AV x̃(t) + W Bu(t)

(2.5)

leading to the projected system matrices Ẽ, Ã, B̃, and C̃ and the following reduced system
˙
Ẽ x̃(t)
= Ãx̃(t) + B̃u(t)

(2.6)

ỹ(t) = C̃ x̃(t)
The different MOR techniques for LTI dynamical systems are well established, being already integrated
in commercial FEM software packages. Antoulas [7] provides a comprehensive review of the reduction
algorithms for LTI systems. Different MOR techniques construct the reduced subspaces according to different criteria. This section reviews the following MOR techniques to approximate large dynamical systems: proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), balanced truncation (BT), and moment matchig (MM).
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Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
POD is a MOR method applicable to both linear and non-linear systems. A description of this method can
be found in Kunisch and Volkwein [70]. POD evaluates the original system in time domain at different
time steps, called snapshots. These snapshot are stored in a matrix X. A singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the snapshot matrix as follows
X = U ΣY T

(2.7)

where Σ is the singular value matrix and U and Y contain the right and left singular value vectors. The
reduction basis V is constructed with the singular vectors of the snapshot matrix X. For the projection
matrix V , the singular vectors that correspond to the largest singular values are chosen. The truncation
criteria is that the squared sum of the singular values in the reduced system is similar to the singular
values of the snapshot matrix.
Pr
σi2
Pi=1
(2.8)
ns
2 '1
i=1 σi
being r the size of the reduced system, ns the number of snapshots, and σi the singular values. This
truncation criterion implies that the energy captured by the POD is similar to the full system. The choice
of the snapshots is critical to the quality of the reduced model, as these snapshots need to contain all the
information of the behavior of the system.
Balance Truncation (BT)
BT originates from the linear system theory, from concepts as controllability and observability. According to Antsaklis and Michel [8], a system is controllable if ∀x0 ∈ Rn there exits an input u that steers the
system from x0 at t0 to x1 at t1 . The subspace that contains all controllable states is the controllability
subspace, which is the range of the reachability map Lr , namely
Lr : L2 ([t0 , t1 ], IRm ) 7→ Rn
Z

t1

Lr : u 7→

eE

−1 At

E −1 Bu(t)dt

(2.9)

t0

The reachability maps from the Hilbert space of input functions L2 ([t0 , t1 ], IRm ) to an finite dimensional
space, Rn . In order to calculate the range of the reachability subspace, the P reachability Gramian is
defined as
Z

t1

P=

eE

−1 At

T E −T t

E −1 BB T E −T eA

dt

(2.10)

t0

which is a map from two finite dimensional spaces. According to the finite rank lemma [70], the range
of the reachability map is the same as the range of the reachability Gramian. Considering the principle of duality between reachability and observability, the observability Gramian Q can be analogously
defined. In practice, the Gramians are calculated solving the Lyapunov equations instead of evaluating
the integrals. The Lyapunov equations, which have implications in deriving the system stability, are as
follows
APE T + EPAT + BB T = 0
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AT QE + E T QA + C T C = 0

(2.11)

BT selects those states the more observable and controllable states, i.e. those states that require the least
energy to be controlled and provide the most energy during the observation. From the Gramians, the
Hankel singular values can be evaluated, which are the square root of the eigenvalues of PQ. The states
that are linked to the highest Hankel singular values are the one considers forming the reduced subspace
by means of BT.
The main advantage of this method is that it preserves stability and it provides a theoretical error bound
of the reduced output. The main disadvantaged is solving the large-scale Lyapunov equations, especially
for original models with a large number of degrees of freedom.
Moment Matching (MM)
Several MOR approaches are based on matching moments of the transfer function of the original system.
The transfer function H(s) can be derived applying the Laplace transformation to the LTI system of
Equation (2.1) as
H(s) = C(Es − A)−1 B

(2.12)

The transfer function H(s) can be approximated as a Neumann series, i.e. a sum of infinite terms around
the expansion point s0 as

H(s) =

∞
X

C(−(s0 E − A)−1 E)j (s0 E − A)−1 B(s − s0 )j

(2.13)

j=0

This formulation of transfer function can be interpreted as a Taylor expansion series. As explained by
Salimbahrami and Lohmann [106], terms of the infinite series are called moments around s0 and are used
to describe the similarity between the original system and the reduced system. The Padé approximation
relies on matching the r first moments of the transfer function, that is, at s0 the transfer function of
the reduced system matches the first r derivatives of the transfer function of the original system. When
the expansion point s0 = 0, it is usually called moment matching. Multipoint moment matching or
multipoint rational interpolation refers to approaches where several moments are matched at several
expansion points.
In order to understand how to calculate the reduction basis V and W , first the concept of Krylov subspace needs to be reviewed. According to Saad [104], given a matrix P and a non-trivial vector v, the
subspace
Kr ≡ span{q, P q, P 2 q, . . . , P r−1 q}

(2.14)

is defined as the Krylov subspace of dimension r. The Krylov subspace methods are widely used in
different areas of numerical analysis, such as eigenvalue problems or iterative methods for solving linear
systems [104]. The application of Krylov subspaces to MOR comes from the fact that building the
projection matrix V as
span(V ) = Kr {(s0 E − A)−1 E, (s0 E − A)−1 B}

(2.15)
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leads to matching the first r moments around s0 , as explained by Salimbahrami and Lohmann [106].
Similarly for the projection matrix W considering the output matrix.
span(W ) = Kr {(s0 E − A)−1 E, (s0 E − A)−1 C T }

(2.16)

The most common algorithm for computing an orthonormal basis of the Krylov subspace is Arnoldi or
Laczos (see Saad [104]). These methods can be understood as modified Gram-Schmidt algorithm, where
the next vector of the basis is computed such as that it is orthonormal to the other vectors of the basis.
As a generalization of multipoint rational interpolation methods, Gallivan et al. [41] proposed a MOR
technique via tangential interpolation. Tangential interpolation constructs a reduction basis such that the
reduced transfer function H̃(s) interpolates tangentially the original transfer function H(s) at several
frequencies. A left and right tangential direction need to be selected, namely r and l. Baur et al. [12]
showed that given a right tangential direction r, the following relationship is satisfied
(s0 E − A)−1 Br ∈ Range(V ) =⇒ H(s0 )r = H̃(s0 )r

(2.17)

Similarly for the left tangential direction. One advantage of this method is that by adding of one vector
to V and W that interpolates tangentially the transfer function the derivative of H(s) at s0 is matched
automatically. There could be several choices for the tangential direction such as the singular vectors
associated to the highest singular values of the matrices. Gugercin et al. [51] developed a method for
selection of the optimal expansion points and tangential direction named iterative rational Krylov algorithm (IRKA). The method searches iteratively for the expansion points and tangential direction in a H2
optimal sense.

2.4.2 Error estimation
The error of the developed reduced models needs to be efficiently estimated. It is a common practice
to evaluate the true error by evaluating the transfer function for a large number of frequencies and comparing the transfer function of the full model to the reduced system. This true error evaluation can be a
computationally expensive task when dealing with systems of high order. In order to avoid the computational costs associated to computing the true error, an error estimator can be defined. Bechtold et al. [14]
use the difference in frequency domain of two reduced models of successive order. The authors showed
that the true and the estimated error have similar behavior for frequencies close to the expansion point
of the Arnoldi algorithm. Grimme [49] proposed also the comparison of two different reduced models,
which had the same number of expansion points and different expansion frequencies. It was assumed
that a small difference between the two reduced systems indicates that the true errors are also small.
The residual can be used as an alternative to the previously mentioned error estimation, which was based
on comparing two reduced systems. Grimme [49] proved that the error can be expressed in terms of
the residual and therefore a small residual at a certain frequency s0 typically implies a small error. BuiThanh et al. [28] also stated that the squared norm of the residual can be used as an a priori convergence
indicator. If the basis of the reduction is increased, this leads to a decrease in the residual and consequently in the output error. The authors used these results for the development of an adaptive sampling
method using constrained optimization, namely greedy sampling algorithm [121, 122, 47, 48]. Wolf et
al. [128] proposed a H2 error bound for reduced models based Krylov subspace methods. The authors
showed a way to factorize the error into two terms, enabling an error bound based on the calculation
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of the observability Grammian Q. The developed error estimator was demonstrated for SVD-Krylov
methods with a numerical example.

2.4.3 Parametric MOR
A large number of physical parameters, such as material properties, describe the models of mechatronic
systems. However, after the reduction the values of the parameters are fixed and cannot be longer modified in the reduced system. Therefore, MOR techniques of dynamical systems that enable the modification of the model parameters after reduction, parametric MOR, have become an active research topic.
Let p be a set of parameters of interest in the model. The LTI representation of Equation (3.12) can be
now expressed as
ẋ(t) = A(p)x(t) + B(p)u(t)
(2.18)
y(t) = C(p)x(t)
The parametric MOR techniques search for a reduction basis V and W such that the parametric dependency is still present in the reduced system as
˙
Ẽ(p)x̃(t)
= Ã(p)x̃(t) + B̃(p)u(t)

(2.19)

y(t) = C̃(p)x̃(t)
Benner et al. [18] reviewed the state of the art and challenges associated with parametric MOR. In their
review paper, Benner et al. classified the parametric reduction approaches into two groups, namely MOR
with local basis at several parameter points and MOR with a global basis over the whole parameter
space. The first group of parametric MOR techniques construct different bases at different values of
the parameters distributed in the whole region of interest of the parameter space. The system can be
evaluated when parameters take different values than those used for the calculation of the local bases. In
this case, an interpolation between the different systems is required. This can be done by interpolating
the local subspaces (see Amsallem and Farhat [5]), interpolating the locally reduced system matrices
(see Panzer et al. [94]) or interpolating the transfer functions (see Baur et al. [13]). The quality of the
reduction depends directly on the how the parameters are sampled in order to construct the local bases.
For small to medium size of the parameter space latin hypercube can be used, while for high dimensional
parameter space more sophisticated, problem aware algorithms can be used, such as greedy sampling (see
[38]).
The second group of parametric MOR techniques constructs a single set of V and W for all the values in
the parameter space. One option for constructing a global reduction basis is the concatenation of the local
basis, which are derived similarly as in the MOR approaches with local bases. The rank revealing QR
factorization follows the concatenation of the local bases. The other option is the creating a global basis
by means of bilinearization. The bilinearization process consists in considering an affine representation
of the parameter dependency of the system matrix as

A(p) = A0 +

P
X

fi (p)Ai

(2.20)

i=1

where f (p) is a function that depends on the parameters of the system. The parametric system of Equation (2.18) can be expressed as
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ẋ(t) = A0 x(t) +

P
X

fi (p)Ai x(t) + Bu(t)

(2.21)

i=1

This system can be interpreted as bilinear system with f (p) considered as new inputs to the system.
Bilinear is a nonlinear system of a particular form, namely they are linear in the state and input and at the
same time have a nonlinear term. Phillips [100, 101] investigated the reduction of bilinear systems with
application to RC-circuits. The author applied rational interpolation to bilinear systems using functional
series expansion. Bai and Skoogh [10] generalized the work of Phillips constructing the reduction basis
in a way that it matches a desired number of moments of the bilinear system. Breiten and Damm [23]
continued the generalization of the reduction of bilinear systems with Krylov subspace methods including
expansion points at different values than zero. Benner and Breiten [17, 16] combined the previous work
on bilinear systems with IRKA, creating the bilinear iterative rational Krylov algorithm (BIRKA). This
reduction method proved to be optimal in H2 for parameter-varying systems. Bruns and Benner [25]
applied this method to a reduced thermal model of an electric motor, where the parametric dependency
of several convective boundary conditions and contact thermal resistance was studied.

2.5 Application of MOR for mechatronic systems
In the literature, several works apply the concept of projection-based MOR for thermo-mechanical models of machine tools. Galant et al. [40] developed a reduced thermal model of a milling machine column. The transformation matrices for the projection into a Krylov subspace were handled by the classic
Arnoldi process. In order to deal with the variable position of the heat load due to the movement of the
machine tool axis, the guideways were divided into certain segments. For each segment a reduced system
was computed and for intermediate positions the results were linearly interpolated. In order to calculate
the thermally induced displacements, the authors reconstructed the full temperature field and multiplied
it by the output matrix. The preprocessing of the model as well as the division of the segments was automatically done in Ansys, while the MOR and the solution of the system were implemented in Matlab.
The authors concluded that the temperature and the displacements of the machine column simulated with
the reduced model showed good agreement with the results of the full model.
Lang et al. [72] studied the reduction of models with moving thermal loads, applying their results to
the same study case of Galant et al. They compared two reduction methods to deal with the parametric
dependency of the system matrices due to the movement of the axes. Firstly, they introduced the concept
of switched linear system (SLS) approach. Similarly to Galant et al. they divided the guideway into
different segments and computed the reduced system matrices for each discretized position of the axis.
In contrast to the previously presented work, the authors opted for BT as their reduction method. With
this reduction method, they computed two projection matrices (V and W ) for each possible position of
the axes. The output of the reduced model was the displacements of 9 nodes. As an alternative to the
reduction techniques with local projection matrices presented so far, Lang et al. considered the structural
variability as a continuous parameter. The thermal system matrices expressed the parametric dependency
by an affine representation. The projection matrices were calculated using the IRKA, which considered
information at different sampling points of the parameter space. They implemented the continuous parametric dependency of the position of the axes by dividing the guideway into horizontal layers, which
were coincident with the mesh of the contact area. In order to preserve the stability they used a one-sided
projection. The SLS and the parametric reduction via IRKA were compared to the full model.
Partzsch et al. [95] focused on the moving heat fluxes on stationary structures. The motivation for their re-
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search was moving parts in thermo-mechanical models of machine tools. Partzsch et al. claimed that the
course time integration of moving loads leads to systematic errors of the heat that is input to the system.
They proposed a correction approach of the heat fluxes from continuous motions increasing the accuracy of integrations with coarse time steps. In their work, the authors considered exclusively Neumann
boundary conditions, which correspond to the heat losses in the machine elements. They neglected heat
introduced due to the contact between the parts. Naumann et al. [90] reviewed the thermo-mechanical
modeling approaches with structural motions and compared their performance. The performance criteria
of the methods were accuracy, real-time capability, and memory demand. The authors compared the results of MOR by IRKA presented by Lang et al. [72] with commercial FE-software and an open-source
full FE-model using standard target and contact elements. The study case for the performance test was
a thermo-mechanical model of a column stand with a moving headstock over 16.5 h with a varying velocity profile. The author showed that the errors between the methods are below 10% while only the
reduced models enable the tractability of these model for real time application purposes.
Efficient thermo-mechanical models of machine tools are used also for applications requiring large number of model evaluations. An illustrative example is the problem optimal temperature sensor placement,
which aims at selecting the optimal place of temperature sensors maximizing the information about the
thermal state of the system. The structural temperature distribution can be estimated from the optimal
measured temperatures and subsequently the TCP errors. Herzog et al. [54, 55] used POD for reducing
the full FE model of a machine tool column. In their work, the authors considered a fixed position of
the heat loads, leading to a time-independent optimal placement algorithm due to the linearity of the
problem. The methodology placed the sensors sequentially, in order to maximize the information by
adding the next sensor. This work stated that the optimization of the sensor location needs to focus on
the reconstruction of the TCP-displacement instead of the temperature field. Benner et al. [19] continued
the research on optimal sensor placement by comparing the performance of different reduction methods.
The authors focused on the same study case of the machine tool column introduced in Herzog et al. The
evaluated MOR approaches were POD, BT, and two MM methods, i.e. Padé approximation and IRKA.
The authors explained that for all the reduction approaches the larger the number of degrees of freedom
of the reduced model the larger the number of coefficients that need to be estimated to map temperatures
to displacements. Thus, reduced models with a small number of degrees of freedom showed the best
performance. Comparing the different reduction approaches, the best performance was achieved with
POD in terms of the TCP prediction accuracy for loads inside the POD training set. However, if noisy
temperature data or the thermal loads differ from those of the POD training set, IRKA or BT achieved
better or comparable performance.

2.6 Discussion of the State of the Art
This section discusses the state of the art presented in the previous sections, in order to identify the
different research gaps which are the focus of this work.
Physical thermo-mechanical models of machine tools
Most of the thermo-mechanical models of machine tools reviewed in Section 2.2 evaluate the response
of the full system. Due to the structural complexity of machine tool assemblies, the evaluation of the full
model is computationally time consuming. Therefore, full thermo-mechanical models cannot be used as
real time state-observers or for applications requiring a large number of model evaluations.
Some of the reviewed works (see [110, 117, 127]) only considered the thermal steady state for evaluating
the thermally induced displacements. In most applications, the thermal loads are time-varying, e.g. envi-
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ronmental temperature fluctuations, and therefore the different time constants of the parts of the machine
tool assembly play an important role. Other authors (see [39, 83]) evaluated the transient response of the
full machine tool assembly. However, the temperature distribution and the associated displacements of
the TCP relative to the workpiece was simulated at only one single axis position due to the complexity of
the system under consideration. Therefore, the effect of the position dependency on the temperature field
was not considered. Weng et al. [127] computed the temperature distribution at one point of the working
space and then evaluated the thermally induced displacements at different positions of the working space
by a multibody simulation. This approach neglects that the machine tool compliance varies with the
position of the machine tool axes, i.e. the stiffness matrix is not the same at different positions of the
axes.
Most of the reviewed publications used a commercial FEM software package to simulate the thermomechanical response of a machine tool to some specific internal or external influences. Ess [39] showed
that having a dedicated simulation package increases the efficiency of the modeling workflow, providing
some required macro models and dedicated analyses.
Model Order Reduction
As presented in section 2.4, there are several MOR techniques available in the literature. POD requires
the evaluation of transient response of the full thermo-mechanical model, which is computationally expensive. The selection of the snapshots, i.e. training data for the reduction basis, is critical for the
performance of the POD reduction approach. If the model needs to be evaluated for loads considerably
different from the training set, the performance of POD decreases. Thus a re-computation of the reduction basis is required, which is a computationally demanding task. One of the main advantages of POD
is that it is one of the most general MOR techniques, capable to deal with nonlinearities of the system.
While this might be interesting to investigate the transient behavior of physical models with high nonlinearities (e.g. CFD models), POD does not take advantage of the system properties of thermo-mechanical
models of machine tools.
BT is MOR approach based on concepts from linear system theory and control. This method is mainly
oriented to small and medium sized problems, which appear often in control systems. For full models
with a large number of degrees of freedom, solving the large system of equations associated to Equation
(2.11) is computationally too expensive. For large original systems, methods based on the low-rank
approximation of the Gramians are available (see e.g. Kürschner [71]). However, the geometry of the
thermo-mechanical models of machine tools normally leads to a complex FEM-discretization with a large
number of degrees of freedom, which makes BT with low-rank approximated Gramians not tractable.
The MM techniques and the numerical implementation via the Arnoldi method is robust and well established. MM techniques are suitably for large sized models and exploit the linearity of the systems under
consideration. In physical models of machine tools, there is a frequency range of interest. An error estimator is needed to ensure that the error of the reduced model does not exceed a certain tolerance in the
frequency range of interest. The error estimators available in the literature are computationally expensive, as they require evaluating the full system [14], creating several reduction bases [49], or computing
the system Grammian [128]. Considering that the interest lies in a specific frequency range, IRKA methods computing an H2 optimal reduction base are not required. These methods would lead to excessively
large models in order to capture the response of the system at frequency ranges far from the region of
interest.
Thermo-mechanical models include a large amount of physical parameters, describing their thermal
behavior. One of the main challenges of conventional MOR is that these physical parameters can no
longer be changed after reduction. The reviewed parametric MOR techniques enable the possibility
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to modify the physical parameters after the system is reduced. These methods have the disadvantage
that they require a computationally more expensive offline phase, associated with the creation of the
projection basis. Additionally, the resulting reduced models have a larger number of degrees of freedom.
The parametric reduction approaches can be divided into two groups. The first group of parametric
MOR techniques reviewed [5, 13, 94] compute local bases for each of the parameter samples. There
are applications that require a continuous parameter modification over a large parametric space, such
as parameter identification in model validation. For these cases, a parametric MOR approach implies
storing many different local reduction systems and interpolating between them, which is computationally
inefficient. The main advantage of these methods is that the local subspaces have a smaller number of
degrees of freedom compared to global bases. The second group [10, 17, 23, 100] constructs a global
basis for the whole parametric space. The concatenation of the local bases relies on a previous sampling
of the parameter space. This is not desirable during the model validation phase, where the range of the
parametric dependence is not well established in advance. MOR methods based on the bilinearization
of the system provide the flexibility of a continuous change of the system parameters without previous
knowledge of the parameter range, as long as an affine representation of the parameter dependency is
available.
Model Order Reduction in mechatronic systems
Several publications used MOR on thermo-mechanical models of machine tool structures [40, 54, 55, 72].
These works concentrated on simple machine tool kinematics, namely, a machine tool column with a
headstock, and did not extend their approach to a full machine tool assembly. The authors tried several
MOR reduction approaches, such as POD in Herzog et al. [54], MM in Galant et al. [40] or IRKA in
Lang et al. [72]. The parameters describing the reduction were chosen by experience, requiring a great
expert knowledge.
The reviewed works focused on one specific parametric dependency, the thermal response of the system
at different positions of the linear axes. Galant et al. [40] discretized the position of a headstock of a
machine tool, considering as several heat inputs along the movement of the axes. For a smooth transition
between different positions, a large number of discretized inputs is required, which increases considerably the size of the reduced system. Lang et al. [72] presented a parametric affine representation of the
position of the linear axis. The authors split the guideways in several discrete contact regions according
to the FE mesh. Then the local reduction bases for each of the positions were calculated by means of
IRKA. The main disadvantage of this method is that the offline phase of the reduction is computationally expensive, as there is a large number of local reduction bases to compute. In addition, the mesh
dependency of the parametric description is not desirable.
Another important aspect is the coupling of the thermal model with the mechanical model. Galant et al.
[40] calculated the mechanical response directly in the full model. This requires a high computational
cost by inverting the stiffness matrix at every new position of the axes. Lang et al. [72] and Herzog et al.
[54] considered the mechanical response as part of an output matrix C. However, these works did not
consider that the stiffness matrix and thus the output matrix is also position dependent and needs to be
considered in the parametric reduction as C(p).
The reviewed models concentrated so far on one parametric dependency, namely the position dependency
of the machine tool axes. Several works (see Pavliček [96]) highlighted the importance of the convective
heat exchange with the environment, which is described by the HTC. The parameters defining convection
might change over time, due to variability of the surrounding environmental conditions. Therefore,
parametric MOR is required in order to enable the traceability of the HTC after reduction. The reviewed
publications do not use parametric MOR to trace the HTC of thermo-mechanical models of machine
tools.
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2.7 Research Gap
From the reviewed state of the art in thermal error models, the research gaps can be identified and serve
as a basis to set the objectives of this thesis.
Developing MOR approach for thermal models
A MOR technique needs to be introduced, especially suited for reduction of thermo-mechanical FEmodels of machine tools. The MOR approach needs to consider that the amplitude of the thermally
induced displacements decays at higher frequencies. Thus, only the information regarding a limited
frequency bandwidth needs to be included for the reduction. The reduction technique needs to provide
an a priori error estimator, so that the parameters describing the MOR can be chosen automatically
according to some tolerances specified by the user.
Developing MOR approaches with varying boundary conditions conditions
The possibility of tracing several parameters of the thermal model of the machine tool after reduction
enables the use of the model under varying loading conditions. The focus of this thesis lies on the
traceability of the HTC describing the convective heat exchange with the environment or external fluid
media. It needs to be studied how this parametric dependency is included in the system matrix in order
to develop an efficient parametric MOR approach.
Coupling efficiently the thermal and the mechanical response
For thermal error models of machine tools, the output of interest is the displacement of the TCP relative
to the workpiece. This requires the evaluation of the mechanical deformation due to the changes in the
temperature field. Therefore, an efficient coupling between the thermal model and the mechanical models
needs to be investigated. In order to characterize the mechanical response, the reduced mechanical model
needs to include not only the thermal loads but also other static loads, such as gravity or preloads.
Developing MOR approaches with moving boundary conditions
Methods that describe the thermal response of the system at variable position of the axes need to be
developed. A continuous, affine representation of the thermal moving boundary condition needs to be
defined, depending exclusively on the geometry instead on the FE-mesh discretization. In addition to the
traceability of the thermal contact, the mechanical model needs to take into account that the mechanical
compliance varies at different positions of the TCP in the working volume. For one temperature distribution, a mechanical models needs to provide the volumetric position and orientation errors at different
points of the working space.
Developing a software platform
The MOR reduction methods need to be implemented in a dedicated software platform. This enables
an efficient workflow for developing thermo-mechanical models of machine tools. This implementation
provides an efficient interface to integrate macro-models or specialized analyses useful to understand the
thermal behavior of the system.

2.8 Outline of the thesis
The present work is divided in four chapters. Chapter 3 concentrates on the development of MOR
techniques of thermo-mechanical models. Section 3.1 describes the FE discretization of the heat transfer
equations. This FE model constitutes the high fidelity model, which is the reference system for the
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surrogate model. Section 3.2 focuses on developing a MOR technique that approximates the high fidelity
model. The parameters defining the developed MOR approach is chosen according to an a priori error
estimator introduced in Section 3.3. Finally, Section 3.4 describes the efficient coupling between the
thermal system and the mechanical system, considering other quasi-static effects, such as gravity or
static loads.
Chapter 4 presents the MOR approaches for the modification of the parameters describing the convective
boundary conditions. Section 4.1 describes the thermal interfaces and introduces the bushing interfaces
in the context of MOR. Section 4.2 presents an approach to evaluate the thermal response at different
positions of the axes with reduced models. Section 4.3 focuses on the development of MOR that handle
the parametric dependency of the convective boundary conditions. After introducing the concept of
distributed interfaces, MOR reduction approaches based on global and local basis are presented.
Chapter 5 presents the developed simulation environment, MORe. This simulation platform integrates
all the methods presented in the previous chapters. MORe is designed to enable an efficient model
development and includes analysis tools for the evaluation of the behavior of machine tools. Chapter
6 focuses on two study cases of efficient thermo-mechanical models of 5-axis machine tools. The first
example concentrates on the thermal response of the machine tool to the fluctuations of the environmental
temperature. The second example studies the thermal behavior of a machine tool to internal heat sources
and cutting fluid influences. Chapter 7 presents the main conclusions of this thesis and outlines the future
work.
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3
Model order reduction of thermo-mechanical
models
This chapter describes the MOR methods for thermo-mechanical models. Section 3.1 presents the mathematical description of thermal models, namely the FE discretization of the heat transfer equations.
Section 3.2 introduces the Krylov Modal Subspace (KMS) reduction method applied to thermal models.
The chapter continues in Section 3.3 with the derivation of an a priori error estimator for KMS reduction.
The error estimator ensures before reduction that the error between the original and the reduced system
is bounded in the frequency range of interest. Finally, Section 3.4 presents an efficient coupling method
between the thermal and the mechanical system, in order to enable the evaluation of thermo-mechanical
displacements.

3.1 FEM discretization of the heat transfer equation
Physical models of mechatronic systems describe the temperature distribution on the structure. The
temperature distribution is a continuous function T (t, z) for each point z in the domain Ω and at each
time. The heat transfer equation, based on the energy conservation principle, describes the temporal and
spatial evolution of the temperature field. A PDE describes heat transfer as
ρcp Ṫ (t, z) − div(λT (t, z)) = 0

(3.1)

where cp is the specific heat capacity, ρ is the material density, and λ is the thermal conductivity. In
order to have a unique solution of the PDE, boundary and initial conditions need to be defined. The
Neumann boundary conditions can be interpreted as a heat flux applied to a surface Γ1 . Neumann
boundary condition are defined as

λ

∂T (t, z)
= q̇(t, z)
∂n

(3.2)
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where q̇(t, z) is the heat flux applied on the boundary Γ1 . Convection is represented by Robin boundary
conditions. The Robin boundary conditions are defined as

λ

∂T (t, z)
− h(t, z)(T (t, z) − Text (t, z)) = 0
∂n

(3.3)

where h(t, z) is the heat transfer coefficient and Text (t, z) is the external temperature acting on Γ2 . The
Robin boundary condition represents the convective heat exchange between an external fluid media and
the structure or the contact condition between two parts. Finally, the initial condition can be stated as
T (z, 0) = T0 (z)

(3.4)

over the whole domain Ω.
The PDE equations presented have an analytical solution for some simple geometries and simplifying
assumptions. Carslaw and Jaeger [30] summarized the available analytical solutions of the heat transfer
equations in solids. For general complex domains, the PDE cannot be solved analytically. Numerical
methods, such as FE or finite differences, can provide a solution. This work opts for a FE-discretization
of the heat equations, as FE methods are widely accepted and established. Bathe [11] provides a comprehensive review of FE methods. There are many open source and commercial FE software packages
available, which are essential to computer aided engineering (CAE).
The FE method approximates the temperature field of any point z inside a domain Ωe , i.e. z ∈ Ωe , by
means of the values of the temperature at some discrete points θ e . The domain Ωe is called element
e and the discrete points are nodes of the element. The shape functions define the interpolation of the
temperature at any point of the element e from the nodal values as
T (t, z) = nTe (z)θ e (t)

(3.5)

where ne (z) is the vector with the values of the shape functions of the element at z and θ e (t) are the
temperatures of the nodes of the element. Applying the principle of virtual work, the weak form of the
PDE can be obtained and system of ODE for the element e can be expressed as
e
e
e e
e
θ̇ (t) + Kcond
θ e (t) + Kconv
(t)θ e (t) = qext
Cth

(3.6)

e is the thermal capacity matrix, K e
e
where Cth
cond is the thermal conductivity matrix, Kconv is the thermal
e is the thermal heat input vector. These matrices are defined as
convection matrix, and qext
Z
e
Cth =
ne cp ρnTe dz
(3.7)
Ωe

e
Kcond

e
Kconv
(t)

e
qext
=
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Z
=
Ωe

Z
=
Γe2

BeT λBe dz

ne h(t, z)nTe dz

(3.8)

(3.9)

Z
Γe1

ne (q̇(t, z) + h(t, z)Text (t, z))dz

(3.10)
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where Be is the spatial derivative of the shape function ne . Assembling for all the elements of the
FE-mesh, the ODE for the whole system can be obtained as
Cth θ̇(t) + Kcond (t)θ(t) + Kconv (t)θ(t) = qext

(3.11)

Equation (3.11) shows that the thermal system a first order system of ODE. In order to analyze the
properties of this system, it is useful to derive its state space representation as
E ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

(3.12)

where the mass matrix is E = Cth , the system matrix is A = −Kcond − Kconv , the input matrix is B,
and the input vector is u. In addition, temperature output of the system can be defined as
yth (t) = Ctherm x(t)

(3.13)

where yth (t) is the output temperature vector and Ctherm is the output matrix.
This chapter only considers that the system is LTI, i.e. the system matrices are constant over time. This
is satisfied as long as the physical parameters, such as heat transfer coefficient h(t, z), stay constant
over time. The invariant property allows the derivation of the transfer function. The transfer function
describes the relationship between the inputs and outputs in frequency domain of the systems of Equation
(3.12) and (3.13). Applying the Laplace transform to Equation (3.12) and (3.13) leads to
yth (s) = H(s)u(s) = Ctherm (Es − A)−1 Bu(s)

(3.14)

where H(s) is a multiple input multiple output (MIMO) transfer function.
The matrices forming the thermal Equation (3.11) are symmetric real matrices and positive semi-definite.
A matrix M is positive semi-definite if it satisfies that
xT M x ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ Rn ∧ x 6= 0

(3.15)

The semi-definiteness of the matrices conforming the thermal system implies that all the eigenvalues
of Equation (3.11) are real and non-negative. The state space representation of the system in Equation
(3.12) is thus negative semi-definite, with all real and non-positive eigenvalues.

3.2 Krylov and modal subspace reduction of thermal models
The geometrical complexity of the mechatronic systems results in thermal models a large number of
degrees of freedom (DOF). The dimension of Equation (3.12) is typically in the order of magnitude of
106 . Therefore, developing computationally efficient surrogate models is needed. This enables applications that require large number of model evaluations or real time capabilities. Among the different
surrogate modeling techniques, this work concentrates on projection based MOR applied to thermal
models of mechatronic systems. The reduced model needs to satisfy the following requirements:
• Matching the steady state response
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• Approximating the dynamics of the thermal system in the frequency range of interest
In order to satisfy both requirements, a combination of two MOR techniques is proposed. On one hand,
MM Krylov Subspace methods approximate the response of the system around an expansion point se .
The expansion point can be placed at a low frequency close to zero in order to match the steady state
response of the system. On the other hand, several modes of the thermal system can be included in the
projection basis. Thus, the reduced system considers the thermal dynamics up to a certain frequency.
This combination leads to the proposed reduction technique, Krylov Modal Subspace Reduction (KMS).
Spescha [113, 114] introduced the KMS reduction technique for second order systems with application
in structural dynamics.
Let Vk ⊂ Rn be the Krylov subspace with one expansion point se , such that
Vk = span((se E − A)−1 B)

(3.16)

An orthonormal basis Vk of Vk can be constructed, such that Vk = span(Vk ). The original Equation
(3.12) can be projected into the subspace Vk . The reduced system matches the response of the system
around the expansion point se . If the expansion point, se , is close to 0 and one iteration is included in the
Krylov subspace, the reduced system matches the steady state response.
Let Vµ ⊂ Rn be the truncated modal subspace. The subspace Vµ is the span of the first µ eigenvectors
of Equation (3.12), defined as
h
i
Vµ = span( φ1 φ2 . . . φµ )
(3.17)
where φi is an eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue αi such that (se E − A)φi = αi φi . The system
matrices A and E, defined in Equation (3.11), (3.9), (3.10), and (3.12), are negative semi-definite, resulting in all real non-positive eigenvalues. Therefore, the eigenvectors form an orthonormal basis Vµ of
Vµ , such that Vµ = span(Vµ ). The original Equation (3.12) can be projected into the subspace Vµ . The
reduced system approximates the dynamic thermal behavior in a certain frequency range.
The KMS reduction projects Equation (3.12) by means of a projection matrix V . The basis V spans
linear subspace V ⊂ Rn , i.e. V = span(V ), such that
V = Vµ + Vk = {x ∈ Rn / ∃v1 ∈ Vµ v2 ∈ Vk x = v1 + v2 }

(3.18)

The subspace V captures the information about both the steady state response and the thermal transient
behavior of the system. Therefore, this projection basis satisfies the requirement for accurate approximation of the thermal behavior of mechatronic systems. The Algorithm 1 summarizes the numerical
implementation of the KMS reduction method. Appendix A provides a detailed description of the algorithmic implementation of the numerical methods required in Algorithm 1.
This work considers one-sided projection, i.e. W = V . As explained by Antoulas [7], the main advantage of one-sided projection is that it ensures the preservation of the stability after projection. One-sided
projection is satisfied if the inputs of the system are the same as the outputs, i.e. B = C T .
Numerical example: First order random system
The reduction method can be illustrated by means of a numerical example of a first order system with
randomly allocated poles. A single input single output h(SISO) system
i of dimension n can be defined,
T
such that A = −diag(ωi ), E = I, and b = c = 1 . . . 1 . The system is already in modal
coordinates, facilitating the evaluation of the FRF h(ωj) as
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Algorithm 1 Krylov Modal Subspace Reduction
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

procedure KMS(A, E, B, ωm , nguess , nmax , se , me )
A, E, B
. System matrices
ωm
. Maximum considered eigenfrequency
nmax , nguess
. Maximum number of modes and guessed number of modes below ωm
s0 , me
. Expansion point and number of moments
Vk = B LOCK A RNOLDI(A,E, B, se , me )
. See Algorithm 5
Φ, ω = M ODAL(A, E, ωm , nguess , nmax , se )
. See Algorithm 6
V = O RTH(Vk ,Φ )
. See Algorithm 7
return V

h(ωj) =

n
X
i=1

1
ωj + ωi

(3.19)

The system can be reduced by means of KMS and the transfer function of the system reduced h̃(ωj) can
be evaluated. For this system h̃(ωj) has an analytical expression as

h̃(ωj) =

µ
X
i=1

1
+
ωj + ωi ωj

2
ν
1
i=1 ωi +se
Pν
Pν
ωi
1
i=1 (ωi +se )2 +
i=1 (ωi +se )2
P

(3.20)

where µ is the number of eigenfrequencies below ωm and ν are the remaining eigenfrequencies, such
that ν = n − µ. For the numerical example, the following values are chosen:
• The dimension of the system is n = 100
• The values of wi are logarithmically uniformly distributed between 10−2 and 102 rad/s
• The maximum frequency considered for the modal part is ωm = 5 rad/s
For the selected numerical values, Figure 3.1 shows the transfer function of the original and reduced
system. The reduced and original system match for the frequency range of interest, namely ω < ωmax .
The frequency range of interest, ωmax , is different than the maximum frequency considered, ωm . In
fact, ωmax < ωm . In order to study the error introduced by the reduction method, an appropriate error
definition needs to be provided. The relative error between the original and reduced system can be
expressed as

e(ωj) =

h(ωj) − h̃(ωj)
h(ωj)

(3.21)

For the numerical example, Figure 3.2 displays the error e(ωj). As already observed in the comparison
of the frequency response of Figure 3.1, the relative error is small for the frequency region of interest.
The error increases with ω until it reaches a maximum value at high frequencies. This motivates the need
of providing a theoretical bound of the error of reduction, which is addressed in Section 3.3.
Numerical example: thermal FE model
In order to illustrate the KMS reduction approach, a thermal FE-model is presented in this section. The
case study is the table of the RMT machine tool, shown in Figure 1.1. The FE discretization of the part
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Figure 3.1: Frequency response function (FRF) of the original and reduced system described in Equation (3.19)
and (3.20) respectively

under consideration is depicted in Figure 3.3. The thermal model is meshed with tetrahedral elements,
leading to an original system of 4157 DOF. The relative small dimension of the full FE model allows
directly the evaluation of the response of the original system in order to compare it to the response of the
reduced system.
The machine tool table under consideration is exposed to the following thermal loads:
• Convection to the environmental temperature
• Heat dissipated by the linear drive
The thermal response of the original system is compared to the response of the reduced system by means
of KMS reduction. The expansion point for the Krylov subspace reduction is chosen at se = 10−8
rad/s. An expansion point at a low frequency provides a good matching of the steady state response.
The number of thermal inputs to this system is 2, therefore the Krylov part of the reduction provides a
basis Vk of dimension 2. In addition to the steady state response, the transient part of the response is
considered including thermal modes of the system, creating the modal basis Vµ . For the current study
case, 97 modes are included, being the maximum frequency ωm < 0.044 rad/s. Section 3.3 focuses on
the selection of the number of modes considered in the KMS reduction. The combination of the Krylov
and modal part creates the projection basis V , leading to a reduced system of dimension 99.
The thermal modes of the system are included in the projection basis. Figure 3.4 illustrates the shapes
and eigenfrequencies of the first 6 thermal modes of the system.
Similarly to the previous numerical example, the relative error between the response of the original and
reduced system can be evaluated. The input of the frequency response is the heat flux at the linear drive
and the temperature output is measured at the same location. Figure 3.5 shows the relative error between
the original and reduced system. The FE thermal model presents a similar behavior to the previous
numerical example. At low frequencies, the thermal error is negligibly small and it increases at higher
frequencies.
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Figure 3.2: Relative error between the original and reduced system described in Equation (3.19) and (3.20) respectively

Figure 3.3: FE mesh of the thermal model of the table of the RMT introduced in Figure 1.1

3.3 Error estimation
The reduced system needs to represent accurately the thermal response of the system in the frequency
range of interest, i.e. for all ω ∈ [0, ωmax ]. The upper bound of the frequency range of interest, ωmax ,
determines how many eigenvectors, µ, are to be included in the KMS reduction basis. Therefore, this
work proposes an a-priori error estimator for the KMS method that relates the maximum eigenfrequency,
ωm = |αm |, of the KMS basis with the frequency range of interest.
The error estimator presented in this section considers that the input and output matrix of Equation (3.12)
T
and (3.13) are the same, i.e. B = Ctherm
, leading to one-sided projection. For the derivation of the error
estimator of the KMS method, the Krylov subspace defined in Equation (3.16) has an expansion point
se ∈ R close to zero and a single iteration. Before introducing the error estimator, some definitions and
preliminary results are introduced.
Firstly, a suitable error definition is required. Different error values are proposed in the literature, as
summarized by Benner et al. [18]. Let E(jω) be the absolute reduction error frequency response function
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(a) ω1 = 1.14 × 10−4 rad/s

(b) ω2 = 7.30 × 10−4 rad/s

(c) ω3 = 8.76 × 10−4 rad/s

(d) ω4 = 1.26 × 10−3 rad/s

(e) ω5 = 1.76 × 10−3 rad/s

(f) ω6 = 2.59 × 10−3 rad/s

Figure 3.4: Shape of the thermal modes of the FE model
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Figure 3.5: Relative error between the reduced and original system of the thermal model shown in Figure 3.3.
Input/output heat source at the linear drive

(FRF) defined for each frequency ω as
E(jω) = H(jω) − H̃(jω)

(3.22)

where H(jω) and H̃(jω) are the FRF of the original and reduced system respectively. E(jω) is a
matrix of dimension p (number of outputs) by m (number of inputs). Let eij (jω) be the relative error for
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the ith input and jth output combination as
eij (jω) =

hij (jω) − h̃ij (jω)
hij (jω)

(3.23)

where hij (jω) is the element in ith row and jth column of H(jω), and h̃ij (jω) is the element in ith row
and jth column of H̃(jω).
Secondly, some remarks about the subspaces associated to the KMS V are required. The subspace
Vν ⊂ Rn can be defined as the subspace of the remaining modes not included in Vµ , i.e.
h
i
Vν = span( φµ+1 φµ+2 . . . φn )
(3.24)
Due to the properties of the system matrix, the subspace Vµ is the orthogonal complement of Vν , such
that Rn = Vµ ⊕ Vν . Let Φ be a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors φi of Equation (3.12),
normalized to the capacity matrix such that ΦT EΦ = I. Equation (3.12) and (3.13) can be expressed in
modal coordinates x = Φxm as
I ẋm (t) = Ωxm (t) + ΦT Bu(t) = Ωxm (t) + Bm u(t)

(3.25)

yth (t) = Ctherm Φxm (t) = Cm xm (t)

(3.26)

where Ω = diag(α1 , . . . , αn ) is a diagonal matrix with the n eigenvalues αk of the system. The system
matrix can be expressed as block matrix, such that

  
   
I
0
ẋ
Ω
0
x
B
 µ
  µ =  µ
  µ  +  µ  u(t)
(3.27)
0 Iν
ẋν
0 Ων
xν
Bν

yth

h
= Cµ

 
i xµ
Cν  
xν

(3.28)

Let Vνk ⊂ Rn be the Krylov subspace with one moment around the expansion point se ∈ R of the
original system projected into the subspace Vν , such that
Vνk = span((se Iν − Ων )−1 Bν )

(3.29)

The definition of Vνk leads to a preliminary result expressed in Fact 1.
Fact 1. The KMS V is the direct sum of Vµ and Vνk .
V = Vµ ⊕ Vνk

(3.30)

Proof. Equation (3.25) expresses the LTI system in modal coordinates. The Krylov subspace of the
system expressed in modal coordinates is
Vk = span((se I − Ω)−1 Bm )

(3.31)
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As se I + Ω is a diagonal matrix, the Krylov subspace of the original system can be expressed as
Vk = Vµk + Vνk = span((se Iµ − Ωµ )−1 Bµ ) + span((se Iν − Ων )−1 Bν )

(3.32)

The Vµk is a subspace of Vµ , i.e. Vµk ⊂ Vµ . Therefore, V = Vk + Vµ = Vµk + Vνk + Vµ = Vνk + Vµ .
In addition, Vνk is also a subspace of Vν , i.e. Vνk ⊂ Vν . Since Vν ∩ Vµ = ∅, it follows that Vνk ∩ Vµ = ∅.
This implies that Vνk is the orthogonal complement of Vµ , i.e. V = Vνk ⊕ Vµ

Fact 1 relates the subspaces V, Vµ , and Vνk , stating that any vector in V can be decomposed uniquely
into two components, one in Vµ and another one in Vνk . This property is useful to separate the error of
the reduced system, as shown in Fact 2.
Fact 2. The error eij (jω) of Equation (3.23) can be expressed as the product of two terms
eij (jω) = −eµij (jω)eνkij (jω)

(3.33)

being eµij (jω) and eνkij (jω) defined as
eµij (jω) =
eνkij (jω) =

hij (jω) − h̃µij (jω)
hij (jω)
h̃νkij (jω) − h̃νij (jω)
h̃νij (jω)

(3.34)

(3.35)

where h̃µij (jω) is the element in ith row and jth column of the FRF of the system projected into Vµ ,
h̃νij (jω) is the element in ith row and jth column of the FRF of the system projected into Vν , and
h̃νkij (jω) is the element in ith row and jth column of the FRF of the system projected into Vνk .
Proof. The Fact 1 enables to express the FRF of the reduced system as h̃ij (jω) = h̃µij (jω) + h̃νkij (jω).
Additionally, the transfer function of the original system can be expressed as hij (jω) = h̃µij (jω) +
h̃νij (jω). Substituting in the error definition
eij (jω) =

h̃µij (jω) + h̃νij (jω) − h̃µij (jω) − h̃νkij (jω)
hij (jω)

Multiplying the previous expression by

h̃νij (jω)
h̃νij (jω)

eij (jω) =

(3.36)

, the following is obtained

h̃νij (jω) − h̃νkij (jω) h̃νij (jω)
hij (jω)
h̃νij (jω)

(3.37)

Substituting h̃νij (jω) in the numerator by hij (jω) − h̃µij (jω) and reorganizing the terms, the error
separation of Equation (3.33) is obtained as
eij (jω) = −
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h̃νkij (jω) − h̃νij (jω) hij (jω) − h̃µij (jω)
·
hij (jω)
h̃νij (jω)

(3.38)

3.3 Error estimation

The result of Fact 2 enables the separation of the error in two terms. The goal is to find a bound for
the error eij (jω). The first step for an error bound of the KMS method is to determine an upper bound
for the term eνkij (jω). The following theorem shows a theoretical error bound for all frequencies of the
term eνkij (jω), provided that the input and the output are the same, namely i = j.
Theorem 1. The magnitude of the error eνkii (jω) defined in Equation (3.33) is bounded by eest (jω)
defined as
ω 2 + s2e
> |eνkii (jω)|
|eest (jω)| = 2
(3.39)
2
ω + wm
for all ω ∈ [0, ∞] such that ω ∈ R given that ωm < ωmo+1 and that the input and the output are the
same, i.e. i = j.
Proof. The FRF of the system projected into Vν , is
ν
X

h̃νii (jω) =

k=1

b2k
(jω + ωk )

(3.40)

where ν = n − µ is the dimension of the subspace Vν , ωk are the absolute value of the eigenvalues of
the system, and bk corresponds to the kth element of the ith column of Bν . The subspace Vνk can be
defined according to Equation (3.29) as range(v) where
h
i
bk
b2
br
1
v T = ω b+s
(3.41)
.
.
.
.
.
.
ω2 +se
ωk +se
ωr +se
e
1
Projecting Equation (3.40) into Vνk , the following system is obtained
ẽx̃˙ + ãx̃ = b̃u(t)

(3.42)

where ẽ, ã, and b̃ take the following values
ν
X

ã =

k=1

ẽ =

b2k
ωk
(ωk + se )2

ν
X
k=1

b̃ =

ν
X
k=1

(3.43)

b2k
(ωk + se )2

b2k
= c̃
ωk + se

The transfer function of the reduced system h̃νk is

h̃νkii (jω) =

b̃2
jωẽ + ã

b2k
ν
k=1 ωk +se

P
=
jω

b2k
k=1 (ωk +se )2

Pν

+

2

b2k
k=1 (ωk +se )2 ωk

Pν

(3.44)

Firstly, some properties of the error eνkii (jω) need to be discussed. According to Equation (3.35), the
poles of the transfer function of the real error, eνkii (s) with s ∈ C, are the poles of h̃νkij (s), the poles
h̃νii (s), and the zeros of h̃νii (s). Given that the system matrices are positive semi-definite, all the poles
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(c) Counterexample: the slope of the error is lower (d) The error estimator is an upper bound of the real
than the slope of the estimator
error for all frequencies
Figure 3.6: Magnitude of the error of the estimator eest (jω) of Equation (3.39) compared to theoretically possible
magnitude of the error eνkii (jω) defined in Equation (3.35)

of h̃νii (s) are real. Additionally, the poles of h̃νii (s) are real, as it can be seen from Equation (3.43).
Furthermore, the zeros of the transfer function h̃νii (s) are real numbers. This fact can be shown by
contradiction. Let s = α ± jβ be zeros of the transfer function h̃νii (s), such that β > 0. The zero of the
transfer function needs to satisfy that

h̃νii (α + jβ) =

ν
X
k=1

Given that β > 0 and

ν

X
b2k
b2k
=
(α + ωk − jβ) = 0
(α + jβ + ωk )
((α + ωk )2 + β 2 )

b2k
((α+ωk )2 +β 2 )

(3.45)

k=1

≥ 0, the transfer function is only zero for β = 0, reaching a

contradiction. Therefore, the zeros of transfer function h̃νii (s) are real. Thus, the poles of eνkii (jω) are
all real. This leads to a smooth FRF response, without any resonance frequency. This property is relevant
for the derivation of the error bound.
In order to proof that the proposed estimator of Equation (3.39) bounds the error for all frequencies,
several counterexamples are created, which are illustrated in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.6a shows the case
where the magnitude of the error, eνkii (jω), is higher than the magnitude of the estimator, eest (jω), at
high frequencies. Figure 3.6b depicts the case where the poles of the error are at lower frequencies than
the poles of the estimator. The third counterexample in Figure 3.6c illustrates the case where the slope
of the error is lower than the slope of the estimator. The slope of the error is related with the number of
zeros at low frequency. The error estimator has two zeros at the expansion point se . Thus, it needs to
be shown that the actual error at least two zeros at the expansion point, which is placed close to zero.
Figure 3.6d shows graphically that if the other three counterexamples are not true, the error estimator is
an upper bound of the FRF of the real error for the whole frequency range.
Therefore, it needs to be proven that the counterexamples of Figure 3.6 are not possible following the
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next steps:
1. lim |eest (jω)| > lim |eνkii (jω)|
ω→∞

ω→∞

2. All the poles of the actual error eνkii (jω) are at a higher frequency than the ones of the error
estimator eest (jω)
3. eνkii (jω) has at least two zeros at ω close to zero
The first condition refers to the magnitude of the FRF at infinity, which is associated to the Markov
parameters. From the definition of the error estimator lim |eest (jω)| = 1. The magnitude of eνkii (jω)
ω→∞
at infinity can be expressed as
h̃νkii (jω)
h̃νkii (jω)
− 1 = lim
−1 <1
ω→∞
h̃νii (jω)
h̃νii (jω)

lim |eνkii (jω)| = lim

ω→∞

ω→∞

In order to evaluate the limit of the error, the limit lim

h̃νkii (jω)

ω→∞ h̃νii (jω)

h̃νkii (jω)
lim
=
ω→∞ h̃ (jω)
νii
where

b̃2
ẽ

1 b̃2
jω ẽ
1 Pν
2
k=1 bk
jω

=

(3.46)

needs to be evaluated.
b̃2
Pν ẽ 2
k=1 bk

(3.47)

can be expressed according to Equation (3.43) as
b̃2
ẽ

Equation (3.47) shows that the limit lim

b2k
ν
k=1 ωk +se

P

2

= P
ν

(3.48)

b2k
k=1 (ωk +se )2

h̃νkii (jω)

ω→∞ h̃νii (jω)

is a positive real number. Therefore, the condition on

the magnitude of the error of Equation (3.46) can be expressed as
h̃νkii (jω)
<2
ω→∞ h̃ (jω)
νii

0 < lim
In fact, an upper bound for the term
b̃2
ẽ

b̃2
ẽ

can be found as follows

b2k
ν
k=1 ωk +se

P
<

1
ω1 +se

(3.49)

2

b2k
k=1 ωk +se

Pν

=

ν
X
ω1 + se
k=1

ωk + se

b2k

<

ν
X

b2k

(3.50)

k=1
2

considering that ω1 ≤ ωk for all k ∈ [1, ν]. The upper bound for the term b̃ẽ implies that the condition
of Equation (3.49) is satisfied. Therefore, the magnitude of the actual error is bounded by 1, as stated
in Equation (3.47). This completes the first step of the proof, showing that the magnitude of the error
estimator is an upper bound of the magnitude of the actual error, eνkii (jω), at infinity.
The second step in this proof is ensuring that the poles of the actual error are at a higher frequency than
the ones of the error estimator. Let eνkii (s) the transfer function of the actual error, where s ∈ C. The
error estimator, eest (s), defined in Equation (3.39) has two poles at ωm . The poles of the error eνkii (s)
are the poles of h̃νkii (s), the poles h̃νii (s), and the zeros of h̃νii (s), which need to be at a lower frequency
than ωm .
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The poles of h̃νii (s) are ω1 . . . ων . By definition, these poles are at a higher frequency than ωm .
The zeros of h̃νij (s) are real numbers, as discussed in the beginning of this proof. Furthermore, it needs
to be shown that these zeros are at higher frequencies than ωm , which is proven by contradiction. Assume
that ω0 is a zero of the transfer function, i.e. h̃νii (s = −ω0 ) = 0, such that 0 < ω0 < ω1 . Substituting
this into Equation (3.40), the transfer function is
h̃νii (s = −ω0 ) =

ν
X
k=1

b2k
(−ω0 + ωk )

(3.51)

However, given that 0 ≤ ω1 ≤ ων , then all the terms of the summation are strictly positive. Thus,
h̃νii (s = −ω0 ) 6= 0, reaching a contradiction. Therefore, it is shown that the zeros of the transfer
function of the reduced system h̃νii (s) are at a higher frequency than ωm .
The pole h̃νkii (s), ωνkii , can be written as
ωνkii

b2k
ω
(ωk +se )2 k
b2k
k=1 (ωk +se )2

Pν
ã
k=1
= = P
ν
ẽ

(3.52)
b2

k
which can be understood as a weighted summation, where the weight factors are (ωk +s
2 . This shows
e)
that the poles of the transfer function satisfy ω1 ≤ ω0 ≤ ωr . The location of ω0 depends on the static
gains, bk . The more controllable and observable a mode ωk is, the closer ω0 is to ωk . Thus, the pole of
the transfer function of the reduced system h̃νkii (s) is at a higher frequency than ωm . This concludes the
second step, ensuring that the poles of the actual error eνkii (s) are at a higher frequency than the ones of
the error estimator.

The third step needs to ensure that the transfer function of the actual error, eνkii (s), has at least two
zeros close to zero. The zeros of the actual error are related with the zeros h̃νkii (s) − h̃νii (s). Due
to the properties of moment matching Krylov reduction, the reduced-order system matches at least two
moments of the transfer function at the expansion point, se , as explained by Antoulas [7]. By choosing
the expansion point sufficiently low, the h̃νkii (s) − h̃νii (s) has two zeros close to zero, s = 0. Therefore,
the transfer function eνkii (s) has also two zeros close to zero.
This proof shows that the error eνkii (jω) has a bounded magnitude at infinity, the poles of the error
are a higher frequency than the poles of the estimator, and the error has at least two zeros close to zero
frequency. The combination of these three conditions proves that the magnitude of the error eνkii (jω) is
bounded by the estimator |eest (jω)|.

The result of Theorem 1 proposes an error bound of the term eνkii (jω) of Equation (3.33). In order
to estimate the reduction error, eii (jω), an upper bound of the term eµii (jω) of Equation (3.33) is also
required.
Fact 3. The magnitude of the error eµii (jω) defined in Equation (3.33) is bounded by 1, i.e.
|eµii (jω)| ≤ 1

(3.53)

for all ω ∈ [0, ∞] such that ω ∈ R.
Proof. The FRF of the error eµii (jω) defined in Equation (3.34) of Fact 2 can be expressed as
eµii (jω) =
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h̃νii (jω)
hii (jω)

(3.54)
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considering that h̃νii (jω) = hii (jω) − h̃µii (jω), as shown in Fact 1. In order to prove this fact, the two
extreme conditions are considered. Firstly, the case where all modes in Vν are not observable and not
controllable is analyzed. In this case, the magnitude of h̃νii is zero. Thus, the magnitude of the error
|eµii (jω)| is zero for all frequencies, as all the relevant modes describing the response of the system are
contained in Vµ . Secondly, it is considered that all modes in Vµ are not observable and not controllable.
In this case, the original system and the system projected into Vν are the same, i.e. h̃νii = hii (jω).
Thus, the magnitude of the error |eµii (jω)| is 1, as none of the relevant modes describing the response
of the system are included in Vµ . These two cases represent the two extreme conditions. For any other
case, some of the modes Vµ and Vν are observable and controllable, leading to a magnitude of the error
between 0 and 1. Therefore, |eµii (jω)| ≤ 1 for all frequencies.
The results of Theorem 1 and Fact 3 state that an error bound of eii (jω) for the KMS reduction error is
|eii (jω)| = |eµii (jω)| |eνkii (jω)| < |eνkii (jω)| <

ω 2 + s2e
2
ω 2 + wm

(3.55)

Theorem 1 shows a theoretical error bound for the KMS reduction, provided that the same inputs and
outputs are considered. This error bound estimates a-priori the error and enables to choose how many
modes need to be included in the KMS projection basis. Provided a frequency range of interest [0, ωmax ],
the error estimator determines that all modes under ωm need to be included in the reduction basis so that
the magnitude of the error of the reduced-order system, |eii (jω)|, does not exceed a certain value .
Numerical example: First order random system
In order to understand the error estimator, the numerical example of Equation (3.19) can be revisited.
In order to visualize the error bound, 100 random systems can be generated. The numerical values are
similarly as in Section 3.2.
• The dimension of the system is n = 100
• The values of wi are logarithmically uniformly distributed between 10−2 and 102
• The maximum frequency considered for the modal part is ωm = 5
Figure 3.7 shows the error between the original and the reduced system as well as the error estimator. It
can be observed that the error estimator is an upper bound of the error for the whole frequency range.
Numerical example: thermal FE model
Section 3.2 presents a thermal FE model of a table of a machine tool, illustrated in Figure 3.3. The
error estimator proposed in this section can be used to select the reduction parameters. Given a certain
tolerance  and frequency range of interest, i.e. ω ∈ [0, ωmax ), the frequency ωm can be calculated. The
frequency ωm determines how many modes are included in the basis Vmo . For the FE thermal model
under consideration, the following parameters are chosen:
•  = 0.05
• ωmax = 0.01 rad/s
Considering the proposed error estimator, for this FE model ωm = 0.044 rad/s. This implies that 97
modes are included in the projection basis. The relative error between original system and the reduced
system can be evaluated for the different input and output combinations, as presented in Section 3.2.
Figure 3.8 compares the error estimator for all input and output combinations. It shows that the error
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Figure 3.7: Relative error between the reduced and original system for 100 random systems

estimator is an upper bound of the error for all frequencies, remaining below 0.5. Therefore, the error
estimator ensures that the true error remains below  for all ω ∈ [0, ωmax ). In fact, the error in the
frequency range of interest is smaller than 0.001.
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Figure 3.8: Relative error between the reduced and original system of the thermal model of the machine tool table
of Figure 3.3 for different input and output combinations
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3.4 Efficient coupling of the thermal and mechanical model
The heat loads as well as the convective boundary conditions lead to an inhomogeneous temperature
distribution. The temperature difference results in thermal stress in the structure, leading to thermally
induced deformation. This is called thermo-mechanical coupling and is the focus of this section.
In thermo-mechanical models, the temperature field and the associated mechanical displacements are
weakly coupled. The weak coupling implies that the temperature field affects the structural deformation
due to non-zero thermal expansion coefficients. However, the mechanical work resulting from the deformation of the structure does not alter the temperature field. This assumption of weak coupling holds for
thermo-mechanical models of mechatronic systems, where only small deviations occur.
For the sake of completeness, the PDE describing the thermo-mechanical system is presented. In continuum mechanics, the force balance equation is expressed as
− div(σ) = f

(3.56)

where σ is the stress tensor at a point z and f is the external force vector. Due to the small values of the
deviations, a linear elastic model is considered. The stress tensor can be decomposed into an elastic part
σe and a thermal part σth . Considering the constitutive equation, they can be expressed as

σe =

E
Eν
+
tr()I
1+ν
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

σth = −

E
α(T − Tref )I
(1 − 2ν)

(3.57)

(3.58)

where  is the strain tensor, E is the Young modulus, ν is the Poisson number, I is the identity tensor,
α is the thermal expansion coefficient, and Tref is the reference temperature. Under the assumption
of small deformations, the strain tensor can be expressed in its linearized form as the gradient of the
displacements us as
1
 = (∇us + ∇uTs )
2

(3.59)

Similarly to the thermal system, there is no general analytical solution for the mechanical PDE. FEM is a
well established numerical method to find an approximate solution to Equation (3.56). The displacement
at one point z of the element can be evaluated as
us (z) = nTe (z)υ e

(3.60)

where ne (z) is the vector with the values of the shape functions of the element e at z and υ e are the
displacements of the nodes of the element. Applying the principle of virtual work, the weak form of the
PDE can be obtained and system of equations for the element e can be expressed as
e
e
K e υ e = fth
+ fext

(3.61)
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e is the thermal force, and f e the external mechanical force applied
where K e is the stiffness matrix, fth
ext
to the element. The stiffness matrix of the element is

e

Z

B T DBdz

K =

(3.62)

Ωe

being D the elasticity matrix and B the spatial derivative of the shape function. The elasticity matrix D
depends on the Young E and Poisson ν modulus The thermal forces can be expressed as
e
fth

Z

B T Dα(T (z, t) − Tref (z))dz

=

(3.63)

Ωe

h
iT
where α is the expansion coefficient vector defined as α = α 1 1 1 0 0 0 . Considering that
the temperature distribution at a point z can be expressed according to Equation (3.5), the thermal forces
can be rewritten as
e
e
e
)
(θ e (t) − θref
= Kth
fth

(3.64)

e is the thermal coupling matrix of the element e, defined as
where Kth

e
Kth

Z
=

B T DαnT dz

(3.65)

Ωe

e for any temperature distribution
Creating the thermal coupling matrix allows calculating the forces fth
e for every different temperature
at any time step. Commercial FE-software packages instead calculate fth
distribution and assemble the force for the whole FE-mesh afterwards.

After assembling the matrices for all the elements of the FE-mesh, the structural displacements can be
obtained by solving the following system of equations
Kυ = Kth θ(t) + fext

(3.66)

Similarly to the thermal system, the stiffness matrix K is symmetric and positive semi-definite (see
definition in Equation (3.15)). After constraining the solid rigid DOF, there is a unique solution to the
linear system of equations of Equation (3.66). Section 3.1 presents the state space representation of
the thermal system. The output of the system in Equation (3.13) can be now extended to include the
displacements at certain points of the structure, creating a new, mechanical output.
ymech (t) = Cmech x(t) = Ci K −1 Kth x(t)

(3.67)

where Cmech is the output matrix, and Ci selects the displacements at a structural point i. The structural
point of interest is typically the displacement measured at the TCP and workpiece. The transfer function between the thermal inputs u(s) and the mechanical outputs ymech (s) in frequency domain can be
defined analogously to (3.14) as
ymech (s) = Cmech (Es − A)−1 Bu(s)
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Equation (3.67) extends the outputs of the system to include the mechanical response, creating a thermomechanical system. The reduced models need to reproduce the thermo-mechanical behavior. Thus, the
reduction techniques developed in Section 3.2 are to be extended to efficiently provide the displacement
of the structure.
There are two options for considering the mechanical outputs, namely increasing the output space or
creating a dedicated reduced mechanical model. The first option refers to considering a new output
matrix
h
i
y(t) = Cmech Ctherm x(t)

(3.69)

where Cmech is the mechanical output matrix from Equation (3.67) and Ctherm is the output matrix
from Equation (3.13). The projection bases V and W are calculated considering MM Krylov subspace
methods, according to Equation (2.15) and (2.16) respectively. This method has several disadvantages
from a practical point of view. Firstly, it does not allow including other mechanical inputs to the system
(e.g. mechanical preloads, gravity). The thermal inputs are the only inputs determining the response of
the system and thus other quasi-static mechanical loads of interest cannot be included. Secondly, the
projection bases V and W span different subspaces. For this system output, two-sided projection is
required. The main disadvantage of two-sided projection is that the preservation of the stability is not
guaranteed (see Antoulas [7] for more details on one- vs. two- sided projection). The third disadvantage
of this method comes from the workflow in model development. It is common practice to create and
validate a mechanical model of the structure and then extend it in order to consider thermo-mechanical
effects. Therefore, having a dedicated mechanical model seems reasonable from a practical point of
view.
In order to formalize the concept of a dedicated model, a new state is defined xmech , which is the
displacements at every node of the FE discretization. The quasi-static part of the mechanical response is
considered, leading to the following state space representation

Amech xmech = Bmech umech



h
i x

= Kth Fext 
uext

(3.70)

where Amech = K is the mechanical system matrix, Bmech the mechanical input matrix, and umech the
mechanical inputs. The external forces from Equation (3.66) can be expressed as matrix multiplication
as fext = Fext uext , while the thermal body forces are fth = Kth x.
The reduction techniques to create dedicated mechanical models need to provide an efficient way to
couple the temperature field to the mechanical response. The size of the reduced system depends on
the number of inputs, as explained in Section 3.2. The number of inputs of Equation (3.70) is equal
to the number of possible independent temperature distributions and the number of external loads. In
principle the number of independent temperatures is n, i.e. the dimension of the original thermal system.
However, the reduced thermal model determines the temperature distribution. This implies that the
possible temperature distributions are limited to a linear combination of the vectors of the reduction
basis V . Therefore all the possible linearly independent thermal body forces Fth are
Fth = Kth V

(3.71)

This enables to express the state space representation in terms of the reduced temperature state x̃ instead
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of the full states as

h

Amech xmech = Kth V

i

x̃


(3.72)


Fext 
uext

The number of independent temperature inputs is considerably smaller than the number of independent
temperature distributions of the original system of dimension n. The reduction basis Vmech for the
mechanical system can calculated as
h
span(Vmech ) = Kr {(se I − Amech )−1 , (se I − Amech )−1 Kth V

i
Fext }

(3.73)

where the expansion point se is chosen at a low frequency.
Algorithm 2 describes the numerical implementation in detail. The main advantage of this method is
that the reduction basis Vmech does not need to be computed again after a new transient simulation.
In addition, this method does not require the reconstruction of the full temperature state x. Instead it
couples directly the reduced state to the mechanical system x̃. This is a great advantage, as computing
the full temperature field is a computationally expensive process. The trade-off is that considering all the
possible temperature distributions might result in a reduced model with a larger number of DOF.
Algorithm 2 Thermo-mechanical coupling
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

procedure T HERM M ECH R EDUCTION(Amech ,Fext , Kth , V , se )
Amech ,Fext , Kth
. System matrices
V
. Projection basis of the thermal system
s0
. Expansion point of the mechanical system
h
i
Bmech = Kth V Fext
. Create the input matrix of the thermo-mechanical system
Bmech = M OD GS(Bmech )
. See Algorithm 9
Vmech = B LOCK A RNOLDI(Amech ,E = 0, Bmech , se , me = 1)
. See Algorithm 5
return Vmech

Numerical example: thermal FE model
The thermo-mechanical model of Figure 3.3 presented in Section 3.2 is revisited to evaluate the mechanical response. In order to have a fully mechanically constrained system, the following boundary
conditions and parameters for the mechanical model are defined:
• The structure is fixed at the location of the guide carriages
• The stiffness value is 1010 Pa in all directions
The outputs of the system are measured at the center of the machine tool table, where the workpiece
is placed. The thermally induced displacements can be calculated in frequency domain. The input of
the system is the fluctuation of the environmental temperature at frequencies from 10−5 to 1 rad/s, as
illustrated in Figure 3.9. Similarly to the temperature response, the system has a decaying amplitude at
higher excitation frequencies.
The thermo-mechanical reduced system is computed according to the reduction method of Algorithm 2.
Section 3.3 presents the reduction parameters chosen for the thermal FE model under consideration. A
maximum frequency of interest ωmax = 0.01 rad/s and a tolerance  = 0.05 is chosen. These parameters
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Figure 3.9: Frequency response to the environmental temperature fluctuations in X-, Y- and Z-direction measured
at the center of the machine tool table of Figure 3.3

result in a thermal system, defined by the projection matrix V , of dimension 100. The mechanical inputs
and outputs also need to be considered, resulting in a thermo-mechanical reduced model of order 136.
The thermo-mechanical response of the full and reduced system is evaluated. The thermal input of the
system is the environmental temperature oscillations and the outputs are the X-, Y- and Z-displacements
measured at the center of the table. Figure 3.10 presents The relative error between the reduced and full
model for the frequency range between 10−5 to 1 rad/s.
Similarly to the thermal system, the relative error is negligible at low frequencies, i.e. the steady state,
and increases at higher frequencies. The reduced model is selected for a frequency of interest ωmax =
0.01 rad/s, where the relative error is expected to remain below  = 0.05. For the thermo-mechanical
model under consideration the error remains below 0.01 in the frequency range of interest, as predicted
by the error estimator presented in Section 3.3. The main advantage of this coupling method is that it
couples directly the thermal reduced states with the reduced thermo-mechanical model, without the need
to reconstruct the full temperature field.
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Figure 3.10: Relative error between the original and the reduced FRF response shown in Figure 3.9
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4
Model order reduction with varying boundary
conditions
Chapter 3 introduces the MOR methods for thermo-mechanical systems. The surrogate models reproduce
efficiently the behavior of the original model. If the physical parameters describing the original model
are modified, the reduced model is no longer valid. However, the thermal boundary conditions are
exposed to variations over time. Therefore, any change in the boundary conditions requires reducing the
original model again, which is a computationally expensive process. This motivates the development of
MOR techniques that enable the traceability of physical parameters. As identified in Section 2.7, there
are two boundary conditions for thermo-mechanical models of mechatronic systems that change over
time, namely position dependency and varying convective boundary conditions. Section 4.1 describes
the interfaces of a thermal model. The interfaces determine the locations where the thermal loads are
applied and temperature outputs are measured. Section 4.2 introduces the methods that enable to modify
the position of the axes after the reduction. Section 4.3 presents the developed MOR techniques for
the modification after reduction of the parameters describing the convective heat exchange with the
environment.

4.1 Definition of interfaces for thermal systems
Before introducing the parametric MOR techniques, this section defines the interfaces of a thermal FE
model. In the context of this work, an interface refers to the boundaries of the model where the inputs are
applied and the outputs are measured. An interface i is defined as a boundary Γi of the whole domain Ω
of the thermal model. The interface is union of the boundaries Γe of all the elements at the boundary Γi .
Let w(z) be a scalar function defined for every point z at the boundary Γi . On one hand, this function can
represent a thermal input to the system, such as a heat flux. On the other hand, it can represent an output,
such as a weight function of the temperature field. Section 3.1 defines the concept of the shape function,
which is at the basis of the FEM. The shape functions ne (z), defined for every node of the element e,
interpolate the temperature values at the nodes to any point z inside the element. The shape function
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(a) FE element mesh

(b) Representation of the nodal weights

Figure 4.1: Nodal weights of b over an thermal interface Γ

provides a way to map the scalar function w(z) to a vector of nodal values we . This is performed by the
following integral over the boundary of the element e, Γe , as
e

Z

w =

ne (z)w(z)dz

(4.1)

Γe

Each of the nodal values we represents how much of the weight of the scalar function is assigned to each
node of the element. The integral in Equation (4.1) is evaluated numerically as a finite summation by
means of Gaussian quadrature. Appendix B provides more details on the numerical integration in the
FEM.
The function w(z) can be any scalar, continuous function defined at the boundary Γe . An particular case
is when it is w(z) = 1. On one hand, this particular case represents an input of a homogeneous heat
flux. In fact, Equation (4.1) is equivalent to Equation (3.10), where the heat flux in the FEM system is
defined. On the other hand, Equation (4.1) evaluates the mean temperature over the element as

T̂ e =

(we )T θ e
A Γe

(4.2)

where θ e are the nodal temperature values and AΓe the area of the boundary Γe at the element e. Equation
(4.2) can be understood as a weighted average, where the values of the vector we are the weight for each
nodal temperature. From the definition of we in Equation (4.1), the sum of all the weights is equal to the
area AΓe .
The definition of the input and output can be extended from the element e to all the elements of the
mesh. The vector we can be assembled for all the elements resulting in the vector b. Figure 4.1 depicts
the values of the vector b over the interface Γ. On one hand, an external heat flux of magnitude q can be
defined then as
qext = bq̇

(4.3)

On the other hand, the mean temperature over Γ is

x̂Γ =

bT x
= bTn x
AΓ

where AΓ is the area of Γ and bn is the vector normalized by the area.
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(4.4)

4.2 Moving boundary conditions

The relationship between inputs and outputs can be further exploited to evaluate the heat transfer between
two structural parts. The Robin boundary condition of Equation (3.3) defines the thermal contact between
two domains Ω1 and Ω2 . The contact between parts happens at the boundaries Γ1 and Γ2 respectively.
Compared to other types of boundary conditions, the thermal contact occurs at localized areas. For
example, in thermo-mechanical models of machine tools the thermal contact occurs at the bearing or
between the guideways and guide carriages. Therefore, it is customary to assume that the temperature
distribution at contact area Ω1 and Ω2 is homogeneous [40, 72]. Under this assumption, the heat flux
transfered between the two parts is proportional to the difference of the mean temperature at the two
boundaries, i.e.
q̇ = h (x̂Γ1 − x̂Γ2 ) = h(bn |Γ1 − bn |Γ2 )T x

(4.5)

where h is the HTC or thermal contact conductivity (TCC). The heat flux is then applied to Γ1 and Γ2
according to Equation (4.3) as
q = q̇(b|Γ1 − b|Γ2 ) = h(b|Γ1 − b|Γ2 )(bn |Γ1 − bn |Γ2 )T x

(4.6)

Equation (4.6) defines the contact between two parts, coupling the thermal models of two different domains. In the context of this work, the boundaries describing this type of coupling are called bushing
interfaces. The term bushing interface has its counterpart in distributed interfaces, which are introduced
in Section 4.3.1. The bushing interfaces can be used for defining stationary loads and thermal contact
between two different parts.
The main advantage of defining a thermal contact with bushing interfaces is that only the input (B)
and output (C) matrices of Equation (3.12) are involved. This assumption decouples the parameter h
defining the thermal contact from the system matrix A. Therefore, the projection basis V calculated
according to the KMS algorithm in Section 3.2 remains valid. However, the simplifying assumption of
the bushing interface is no longer valid for large contact areas. If a stationary thermal contact between
two large parts is defined, there are well-established contact algorithms, such as Multi Point Constraint
(MPC) [15]. Another case of thermal boundary conditions over large areas corresponds to convection.
In both cases, convection and thermal contact over large areas, the value of the HTC h(t, z) cannot be
easily decoupled from the system matrix A. The HTC parameter h(t, z) can be, in principle, any spatial
distribution which varies over time. Dedicated parametric MOR techniques handle the traceability of the
parameter h(t, z) after reduction. Section 4.3 introduces the parametric reduction focusing on convective
boundary condition.

4.2 Moving boundary conditions
Mechatronic systems consists in several parts that can move relative to each other. In order to investigate the thermal behavior of the system, the models need to represent the thermal response at different
positions. Section 4.1 introduces the concept of bushing interfaces and its application to thermal contact.
However, the definition of the bushing interfaces assumes that the contact zone Γ1 is stationary. If there
is a relative movement between the two parts, then Γ1 depends on the relative position between the two
parts. Therefore, the contact area depends on a parameter sc that defines the position of the parts along a
trajectory. In the context of this work, the interface defining the contact between two parts with relative
movement is called moving interface. The moving interfaces are an extension of the Fourier interfaces,
introduced by Spescha [113, 115] for static and dynamic models. The definition of the moving interfaces
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enables the traceability of the position dependency, described by the parameter sc , after the reduction of
the system.
Trigonometric approximation of a moving heat load
A moving interface defines a non-stationary contact between two parts. The contact between guideway
and guide carriage or ballscrew and nut are examples of moving thermal contacts in machine tools.
Figure 4.2 shows systematically the contact between a guideway, which is the stationary part, and the
guide carriage, which is the moving part. The area of contact Γ1 changes at different relative positions
between the two parts.

Figure 4.2: Representation of a moving interface

Firstly, the concept of a moving interface needs to be formalized. Let z(s) ∈ R3 be a trajectory in the
space, where s ∈ [0, 1] define any point along the trajectory. Let Γ1 be the contact area that can move
along the trajectory z(s), being sc the actual position. The heat exchange between the two parts happens
only at the contact area. Therefore, a weight function w(s, sc ) can be defined that determines where
the heat transfer occurs. Figure 4.2 shows the weight function defining the thermal contact between the
guideway and guide carriage. The weight function satisfies the following conditions:
w(s, sc ) = 0 ∀s ∈
/ Γ1

Z

(4.7)

1

w(s, sc )ds = 1

(4.8)

0

The first condition represents that the heat transfer is zero outside the contact area. The second condition
states just a normalization of the weight function. However, the two conditions do not define w(s, sc )
completely. Therefore, the weight function of Equation (4.9) is proposed. Figure 4.3 depicts heat distribution defined in Equation (4.9). The weight function has a trapezoidal distribution of the weight
centered around sc , with nonzero value along a contact zone of length L.


0
: s ∈ [0, sc − L2 ]
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L
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Figure 4.3: Representation of a moving interface

The weight function defines the heat input to the thermal system. The weight function can be defined for
any value of the infinite values of the parameters sc ∈ [0, 1]. This infinite number weight function needs
to be discretized to a finite number, in order to have a finite number of inputs to the thermal system.
One alternative is to sample the parameter sc at several values and define for every sample skc a weight
function wk (s, skc ). The weight function for any value of sc can be calculated interpolating between
the closest samples wk (s, skc ). However, the main drawback of this approach is that the quality of the
approximation of the contact area depends on the number of samples of the weight function wk (s, skc ).
In order to have a smooth representation of the contact area, a large number of samples is required. This
results in an increase in the number of inputs and therefore in the dimension of the reduced system.
This work proposes another alternative in order to describe the parametric dependency of w(s, sc ). The
weight function can be described as a finite summation of n terms, decoupling the parameter sc from the
variable. This is called an affine representation of w(s, sc ) and can be expressed as

w(s, sc ) =

n
X

wk (sc )g(s)

(4.10)

k=1

The affine representation of the parametric dependency of the weight function is achieved by means of
a trigonometric approximation. The function w(s, sc ) is approximated as a summation of nh harmonics
and a constant term, as expressed in the following equations

w(s, sc ) = a0 +

nh
X

ak (sc ) cos(k2πs) +

k=1

nh
X

bk (sc ) sin(k2πs)

(4.11)

k=1

Z

1

w(s, sc )ds

a0 =

(4.12)

0

Z
ak (sc ) =

1

w(s, sc ) cos(k2πs)ds

(4.13)

0
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Z

1

bk (sc ) =

w(s, sc ) sin(k2πs)ds

(4.14)

0

Evaluating the integrals of the Fourier series for the weight function defined at Equation (4.9), the following coefficients are obtained.
a0 = 1



kπL
9
2 kπL
cos
sin
cos(k2πsc )
ak (sc ) =
2L2 k 2 π 2
3
3




9
kπL
2 kπL
bk (sc ) = 2 2 2 cos
sin
cos(k2πsc ) sin(k2πsc )
L k π
3
3

(4.15)



(4.16)
(4.17)

From the properties of the Fourier approximation, increasing the number of harmonics results in a better
approximation of the weight function. Figure 4.4a and 4.4b show the approximation of a contact area of
length L = 0.25 with 2 and 4 harmonics respectively. The higher the number of harmonics, the better
approximation of the weight function. More interestingly, the number of harmonics required for a good
approximation is inversely proportional to the size (L) of the contact area. The smaller the values of
the parameter L defining the contact zone, the steeper the weight function and therefore the higher the
number of harmonics required to approximate it. Furthermore, the higher the number of harmonics the
smaller the non-zero values of the weight outside the contact zone. Figure 4.4 depicts the trigonometric
approximation of the contact area for different values of L. A good compromise between the number of
harmonics and the quality of the approximation can be achieved with the following rule of thumb,
nh =

1
L

(4.18)

Equation (4.10) provides an affine representation of the weight function with a finite number of terms.
This representation of the weight function can be used to calculate the heat input to each of the node,
according to Equation (4.1). The nodal values for each harmonic g(s) can be calculated evaluating the
integral for the element e along the trajectory z(s)
wke

Z
=

ne (z) cos(k2πs)dz

(4.19)

Γe

The vector wke can be assembled for all the elements resulting in the vector bk for the k harmonic. The
bk depends only on the trajectory and not on the position of the heat source sc . Finally, the nodal values
b(sc ) at the position sc can be calculated adding the different harmonics with their corresponding weights
as

b(sc ) =

nh
X

wk (sc )bk

(4.20)

k=1

Figure 4.5 shows a moving interface along a trajectory z(s). The nodal values bk for the different
harmonics are depicted as well as the resulting nodal weights b(sc ) at sc = 0.5.
Numerical example: thermal FE model
The approach of the trigonometric approximation of a moving thermal contact is illustrated with an example. There are several examples of thermal moving contacts in thermo-mechanical models of machine
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Figure 4.4: Trigonometric approximation of the contact area. Black: nominal contact area. Red: approximated
contact area
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(a) Harmonic 1

(b) Harmonic 2

(c) Harmonic 3

(d) Harmonic 4

(e) Harmonic 5

(f) Nodal weights at sc = 0.5

Figure 4.5: Nodal weights of a moving interface
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Figure 4.6: Simplified thermal model of a guideway and a guide carriage

tools, such as ballscrew, linear guides, bearings or linear motors. This section presents a simplified model
of a guideway and guide carriage. Figure 4.6 shows the geometry as well as the FE discretization of the
model.
The focus of the model of Figure 4.6 is the moving thermal contact between the two parts. The moving
thermal contact of the guideway can be defined as in Equation (4.9). The normalized contact length L
is 0.25 for the guideway under consideration. A trigonometric approximation of the moving thermal
contact is applied, leading to a distribution of the nodal weights as shown in Figure 4.5. Equation (4.18)
relates the number of harmonics nh with the contact length L, resulting in nh = 4. On the guide carriage
a stationary thermal interface, i.e. bushing interface, is defined, as explained in Section 4.1. In order
to enable the heat exchange between the guideway and guide carriage, a TCC is defined coupling the
thermal models of the two parts.
In order to define the thermal model, the following boundary conditions are applied:
• Convection on the remaining boundary conditions with a HTC of 5

W
m2 K

• Constant environmental temperature Tenv = 0
• Thermal contact between parts with TCC of 100

W
K

• Heat flow of 1 W applied to the guide carriage
The heat flow applied on the guide carriage represents the heat dissipated by a friction movement between
the two parts. The reference environmental temperature Tenv is set to a homogeneous value of 0 °C. The
resulting temperature distribution on the structure can be interpreted as the temperature increase ∆T
from any other homogeneous reference temperature. Figure 4.7 shows the temperature distribution of
the guideway and guide carriage at four different positions different positions sc , namely 0.25, 0.375,
0.5, and 0.625. The heat flows from the moving thermal contact to the structure of the guide carriage and
guideway. The resulting temperature distribution varies with the relative position of the parts.
The trigonometric approximation of the moving thermal contact can be compared to a stationary thermal
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(a) Position sc = 0.25

(b) Position sc = 0.375

(c) Position sc = 0.5

(d) Position sc = 0.625

Figure 4.7: Nodal weight of a moving interface

Position sc [-]

T̂bushing [K]

T̂f ourier [K]

Relative error [-]

0.250

0.015076

0.015083

0.00048

0.375

0.014275

0.014261

0.00097

0.500

0.013944

0.013927

0.00120

0.625

0.014003

0.013985

0.00124

Table 4.1: Mean temperature at the thermal contact zone. Comparison of a stationary contact (T̂bushing ) with a
trigonometric approximation of a moving contact (T̂f ourier )

contact. In order to perform this comparison, a thermal bushing interface with a contact length L = 0.25
can be defined. This bushing interface can be moved at different positions sc of along the path, at the
same positions evaluated in Figure 4.7. The temperature distribution with a thermal contact to stationary
bushing interface serves as a reference to numerically validate the trigonometric approximation proposed
in Equation (4.11). The mean value of the temperature at the contact zone at each of the positions is
evaluated for the contact with bushing interfaces T̂bushing , which serves as the reference case, and the
trigonometric approximation T̂f ourier . Table 4.1 shows the means values of the temperatures as well as
the relative errors. The mean values are calculated using the nodal values of Equation (4.20) as an output
matrix. The difference in mean values of the contact zone remains below 0.13 % for the four positions
evaluated.
Table 4.1 compares the mean value of the temperature. However, it is also interesting to evaluate the
temperature distribution along the trajectory z(s). The mean value of the temperature with the stationary
interface is T̂bushing (s) while the mean value with the trigonometric approximation is T̂f ourier . A relative
error can be defined as
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e(s) =

T̂bushing (s) − T̂f ourier (s)

(4.21)

T̂bushing (s)

Figure 4.8 illustrates the relative error e(s) along the trajectory for different positions of sc . It can be
observed that the error is small around the contact area, i.e. close to sc , while it increases for location
further away from the heat source. The relative error e(s) between the two contact regions remains below
2.2 % along the whole trajectory.
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Figure 4.8: Relative error e(s) of the temperature distribution of the trigonometric approximation of the moving
contact. The relative error e(s) is evaluated along the trajectory for different positions of sc

4.3 Varying convective boundary conditions
This section presents a reduction method to trace the parameters describing the convective boundary
conditions after reduction. The Section 4.3.1 reviews the definition of convection in FE thermal models,
introducing the concept of distributed interface. The Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3 present two different
reduction approaches to enable the traceability of the HTC after reduction.

4.3.1 Definition of interfaces for thermal systems
In order to develop the parametric reduction method, the introduction of convection in the FE discretization needs to be reviewed. Equation (3.3) defines the Robin boundary condition, stating that the heat
flux applied in the boundary is proportional to the temperature difference between the structure and the
surrounding fluid temperature. The proportionality constant between the heat flux and temperature difference is the HTC, h(z, t). The HTC is defined for every point z of the boundary Γconv , as defined
in Equation (3.3). Section 3.1 provides a detailed explanation of the derivation of the discretization
of the heat transfer equations, leading to discretized FE system of Equation (3.11) and its state space
representation of Equation (3.12).
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The FE discretization presented in Equation (3.11) allows any spatial representation of the HTC on
the boundaries. FE models usually discretize the spatial distribution into a finite number of convective
boundaries as

Γconv =

n[
dist

Γi

(4.22)

i=1

For every boundary Γi , a function hi (z, t) describing the HTC is defined. It can be further assumed that
a separation between the spatial and the temporal distribution is possible, such that
hi (z, t) = hi (t)fi (z)

(4.23)

The separation of the function hi (z, t) implies that the spatial distribution of the HTC, fi (z), does not
change over time and only the magnitude of the HTC is time dependent. If the spatial distribution of
the HTC is different at different time steps, it can always be found a more refined discretization of the
boundaries, as in Equation (4.22), so that the spatial distribution of the HTC is constant over time. In most
of the applications, a spatially homogeneous boundary fi (z) = 1 is enough to describe the convection.
The discretization of the convective boundaries of Equation (4.22) in combination with the separation of
the spatial and temporal dependencies of Equation (4.23) enables to express the state space representation
of Equation (3.12) as

E ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +

nX
dist

hi (t)Di x(t) + Bu(t)

(4.24)

i=1

P dist
The system matrix of the Equation (4.24) is Ad (t) = A + ni=1
hi (t)Di . The time dependency of
the system can be understood as a parametric dependency, where hi are a set of ndist parameters. This
can be understood as an affine representation of the system matrix. Di are the convection matrices, as
defined at Equation (3.9) and further explained in Appendix B. The convection matrix Di is a symmetric
matrix with zeros in all the DOF not included at the boundary Γi .
Figure 4.9 presents an example of a beam exposed to a convective boundary condition to an environmental temperature Tair . Due to the convection, each of the nodes of the boundary is exposed to a heat flow
qi . Considering that in Equation (4.24) the convection matrix Di is zero outside the area of convection,
the heat flow qi applied to the node i is proportional to the difference between the temperature xi at the
node and the environmental temperature, i.e. qi ∝ xi − Tair . These types of interfaces are distributed
interfaces, as opposed to the bushing interfaces defined in Section 4.1. The heat flow of a bushing interface is proportional to the difference between the mean value at the interface x̂Γ , as defined in Equation
(4.4), and the external temperature. This external temperature can be the mean value of the temperature
of the contact area of another part or, as in the example of Figure 4.9, the environmental temperature
Tair . This proportionality can be expressed as qi ∝ x̂Γ − Tair . There lies the main difference between
distributed and bushing interfaces. The bushing interface approximates the Robin boundary condition
by considering the mean value of the temperature while the distributed interface considers that the heat
flow introduced to each node is proportional to the temperature of each node. Therefore, the distributed
interfaces modify the system matrix, as expressed in Equation (4.24).
Distributed interfaces require the development of MOR reduction approaches that can handle the parametric dependency of the system matrix. One straightforward alternative to include distributed interfaces
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(a) Convective boundary condition

(b) FE discretization of a distributed interface
Figure 4.9: Concept of distributed interface

in MOR is considering the heat flows qi applied to each of the nodes as independent inputs. At every
node of Γ a heat can be applied independently of the value of the xi − Tair . However, the size of the
reduced system is directly proportional to the numbers of inputs in the KMS method. Therefore, this
approach is only feasible if the boundary Γ has a small number of nodes. This is not the case for thermal
models of complex mechatronic systems. Considering the example of Figure 1.1, the original system is
composed of 124667 thermal DOF. Among all the nodes of the FE discretization, 40012 of the nodes
are located on the convective boundary conditions, which corresponds to over 30% of the original DOF.
Considering all these nodes at the convective boundary as independent inputs results in an unfeasibly
large reduced system. In the following section, two parametric reduction approaches to deal with the
convective boundary conditions are introduced.

4.3.2 Parametric reduction with a global reduction basis: bilinearization
Section 2.4 classified the parametric MOR approaches into two groups: local basis and global basis.
MOR techniques with local basis create several reduced systems at sampled values of the parameters,
while the global reduction basis is valid at several values of the parameters. This section presents a
parametric MOR method with global basis to trace the changes of the HTC, which is the parameter
describing the convective boundary conditions. The aim of this method is creating a projection basis V
that projects the system Equation (4.24) into a reduced subspace V for any value of the HTC hi .
Before introducing the reduction method, a closer inspection of the system of Equation (4.24) is required.
The system matrix is separated into two terms: a constant term A and finite sum of terms of ndist
terms hi Di depending on the parameter hi . This is called an affine representation of the parameter
dependence. The system of Equation (4.24) with an affine representation of the system matrix can be
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P dist
be also understood as special class of non-linear systems. The term ni=1
hi Di x(t) can interpreted as
an input of the system that depends linearly on the state. These class of non-linear systems are called
bilinear. Bilinear systems are linear in the input and state, but not jointly linear in the input and state.
This special class of non-linear systems appear e.g. in control theory [85], RC-circuits with non-linear
resistors [23] or thermal model of an electrical motor [25].
Section 4.3.1 introduced the concept of distributed interfaces to model convective boundary conditions.
The convection matrix at the distributed interface i is Di . The convection matrix is a diagonal matrix
with zeros for all the DOF not affected by the distributed interface i, i.e.
Di = diag(bk ) bk 6= 0 ∀k ∈ Γi k = 1 . . . n

(4.25)

where bk are nodal weights, Γi is the set of nodes at the distributed interface i, and n is the dimension of
the original system. Let ndi be the number of DOF in Γi . The convection matrix Di can be understood as
a linear map Di . The dimension of the range of Di , ndi , is equal to the number of DOF at the distributed
interface i

dim(range(Di )) = ndi

(4.26)

Another important consideration for the development of the reduction method is determining the dimension of the subspace spanned by (se E − A)−1 Di . The matrix (se E − A)−1 can be understood as a
linear transformation, A. Given that (se E − A)−1 is invertible, A is a bijective linear transformation,
i.e. dim(range((se E − A)−1 )) = n. Thus,
dim(range(A ◦ Di )) = ndi

(4.27)

The intersection of the subspaces spanned by the several convection matrices also needs to be discussed.
In thermo-mechanical models of mechatronic systems, the different convective boundary conditions affect different surfaces. Thus, it can be stated that Γi ∩ Γj = 0 ∀i 6= j. Therefore
range(Di ) ∩ range(Dj ) = 0 ∀i 6= j

(4.28)

This can be extended to the range of A ◦ Di as
range(A ◦ Di ) ∩ range(A ◦ Dj ) = 0 ∀i 6= j

(4.29)

Let VKM S be the KMS reduction basis of the system without parametric convective boundary conditions.
The basis VKM S spans the linear subspace defined in Equation (3.18). All the states in the KMS are a
linear combination of the columns of VKM S , i.e. x ∈ span(VKM S ).
In order to consider the consider the state-dependent inputs, Di x, an iterative approach is applied. The
states multiplied by the convection matrix, i.e. Di VKM S , provide a new set of inputs for the reduction.
The matrix Di VKM S can be added as further inputs to the Krylov subspace of Equation (3.16), providing
a new set of vectors Vi1 . This set of new basis vectors multiplied by the convection matrix, i.e. Di Vi1 ,
provide new inputs. They can be added to the Krylov subspace delivering a new set of basis vectors Vi2 .
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This iterative process can be expressed as
span(VKM S ) = span((se E − A)−1 B) + span(Vµ )
Vi1 = (se E − A)−1 Di VKM S
...

(4.30)

Vik = (se E − A)−1 Di Vik−1
...
Vinme

= (se E − A)

−1

Di Vinme −1

where nme is the number of iterations. The sum of the subspaces spanned by the matrices VKM S , Vi1 ,
. . . , Vik , . . . , Vinme is the reduced subspace Vi

Vi = span{VKM S } + span{(se E − A)−1 Di VKM S } + . . .
+ span{ (se E − A)−1 Di

nme −1

VKM S } (4.31)

Comparing the definition of Vi with the definition of the Krylov subspace, it can be stated that
Vi = Knme {(se E − A)−1 Di , VKM S }

(4.32)

For the creation of the subspace Vi , nme < ndi terms are selected. This process of adding new vectors to
the reduction basis VKM S can be understood as a Krylov reduction of the subspace spanned by (se E −
A)−1 Di . The reduced subspace can be calculated for all the ndist convective boundary conditions.
Given Vi and Vj for two different convective boundary conditions, it can be stated that
Vi ∩ Vj = span(VKM S )

(4.33)

which comes from the properties of the convection matrices shown in Equation (4.29). The reduction
subspace Vp is the addition of subspaces Vi as
Vp =

nX
dist

Vi = span(V )

(4.34)

i=1

where V is an orthonormal basis of the subspace Vp .
The KMS reduction considers certain modes of the system, Vµ , in order to form the projection basis. The
KMS method selects modes up to a certain frequency. The error estimator ensures that the error to the
original system remains below a given tolerance for the frequency range of interest. However, the system
matrix changes with the introduction of the convective boundary conditions, as shown in Equation (4.24).
Thus, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system change. It is required to determine if more modes
need to be considered in order to ensure that the error remains bounded below a certain  in the frequency
range of interest.
In order to investigate this, the Weyl’s Inequality Theorem is presented as a preliminary result. Theorem
2 bounds the eigenvalues of the sum of two matrices M + N given the eigenvalues of M and N .
Theorem 2. Weyl’s Inequality Let M , N be symmetric matrices of dimension Rn and let S = M + N .
Let α1 ≥ α2 ≥ . . . αn , β1 ≥ β2 ≥ . . . βn , and γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ . . . γn be the eigenvalues of the matrices M ,
N , and S respectively. Then,
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γj ≤ αi + βj−i+1 ∀i ≤ j

(4.35)

Proof. See Bhatia [20] Chapter 3.
The result of Theorem 2 can be used to analyze the properties of the eigenvalues of the system of Equation
(4.24) with increasing values of the HTC hi .
P dist l
Theorem 3. Let the system matrix be Ald = A + ni=1
hi Di , where hli ≥ 0 is a sample of the ith
parameters defining the ndist convective boundary conditions.
0 ≥ α1l ≥ α2l ≥ . . . αnl be the
Pndist Let
l
m
l
eigenvalues of Ad . Let the system matrix be Ad = A + i=1 hi Di , where hm
i is another sample of
l ≥ 0. Let 0 ≥ αm ≥ αm ≥ . . . αm be the eigenvalues of Am . Then,
the i parameters such that hm
≥
h
n
1
2
i
i
d
αjm ≤ αjl for j = 1 . . . n.
Proof. The system matrices A and Di are negative semi-definite, i.e. all the eigenvalues are real and
non-positive. The result of Theorem 2 can be particularized for i = j as
γj ≤ αj + β 1

(4.36)

Additionally, considering a negative semi-definite matrix N it can be stated that
γj ≤ αj + β 1 ≤ αj

(4.37)

l
m
l
as β1 ≤ 0. Let δhi be the difference between hm
i and hi for i = 1 . . . ndist , i.e. ∆hi = hi − hi .
l
From the statement of this theorem, ∆hi ≥ 0. The system matrices can be expressed as Am
d = Ad +
P
ndist
i=1 ∆hi Di . Applying the particularization of the Theorem 2 to negative semi-definite matrices of
Equation (4.37), the following result is obtained

αjm ≤ αjl

(4.38)

The result of Theorem 3 states that the higher the HTC, the more negative the eigenvalues of the system
are. The physical interpretation of this theorem is that the higher the convective heat exchange with the
surrounding, the faster the time constants of the system are. On the other side, a system with low HTC
evacuates less efficiently the heat and thus has slower time constants.
Theorem 3 can be particularized for the case that the initial HTC are equal to zero, i.e. hli = 0 for all
i = 1 . . . ndist . This is the case of the first iteration of the bilinearization, as shown in Equation (4.30).
The eigenvalues of the system without convective boundary conditions are less negative. Thus, the
eigenfrequcies of the selected eigenmodes in Vµ increase in magnitude after including the convection
matrices. Therefore, the reduced system with proposed bilinearization remains valid in the frequency
range of interest.
The proposed parametric MOR approach extends the KMS projection basis to include the parametric
dependency of the HTC. Therefore, the dimension of the reduced system increases with respect to the
non-parametric reduced model. The dimension of the parametric model, rp , depends on the dimension
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of the number of convective boundary conditions, ndist , the number of iteration, nme , and the dimension
of the non-parametric reduced system, r, as
rp = r(1 + nme ndist )

(4.39)

The implementation of bilinear reduction combined with KMS is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Bilinear Reduction
1: procedure B ILINEAR R EDUCTION(A, Di , E, B, se , mme , md )
2:
A, E, B
. System matrices
3:
Di
. Distributed interface matrix i ∈ [0, ndist − 1]
4:
ωm
. Maximum considered eigenfrequency
5:
nmax , nguess
. Maximum number of modes and guessed number of modes below ωm
6:
se , mme
. Expansion point and number of moments
7:
md
. Number of moments for the bilinear reduction
8:
VKM S = KMS(A, E, B, ωm , nguess , nmax , s0 , mme )
. See Algorithm 1
9:
V = VKM S
. Initialize reduction basis
10:
for i = 0 : ndist − 1 do
. Loop over all the distributed interfaces
11:
for k = 0 : md − 1 do
. Loop over all the moments
12:
if k = 0 then
13:
Vk = (A − se E)−1 Di VKM S
14:
Vk = R ED R ANGE(Vk , V )
. Reduce range of the basis Vk
15:
else
16:
Vk = (A − se E)−1 EDi Vk
17:
Vk = R ED R ANGE(Vk , V )
. Reduce range of the basis Vk
18:
V = O RTH(V , Vk )
. Extend range of V with the basis Vk
19:
return V
Numerical example: thermal FE model
The bilinear reduction approach presented in this section is further explained with a numerical example
of a simple thermal FE model. The study case is the machine tool table illustrated in Figure 3.3. The
simple geometry under consideration leads to an original system with a small number of DOF, i.e. 4157
thermal DOF. The small size of the original system facilitates the evaluation of its thermal response in
order to compare it with the reduced system.
In order to define the thermal model, the convective boundary conditions need to be defined. The convection to the environment is separated into two different areas, as shown in Figure 4.10. A value of
HTC is associated to each of the convective boundary condition, namely HTCtop and HTCbot .
Similarly to the example in Section 3.2, the machine tool table is exposed to the following thermal loads:
• Convection to the environmental temperature
• Heat dissipated by the linear drive
For the KMS reduction, an expansion point se = 10−8 rad/s is selected in order to match the steady
state response. For the KMS reduction, the highest frequency (ωm ) included in the projection basis
needs to be provided. Section 3.3 proposes an bound the error between reduced and original system.
For this example, the frequency range of interest is up to ωmax = 0.01 rad/s. In that frequency range
the maximum error is set to  = 0.05. Therefore, according to Equation (3.39) ωm is 0.04367 rad/s.
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(a) Convective boundary condition on the bottom of
the table

(b) Convective boundary condition on the top of the
table

Figure 4.10: Boundary conditions of the thermal model of the Y axis of the RMT machine tool of Figure 1.1

The expansion point se and the maximum considered eigenfrequency ωm define the KMS basis VKM S
without considering the distributed interfaces. The bilinear reduction extends the basis VKM S with the
information about the parametric distributed interface. For this thermal model, the number of distributed
interface ndist is 2. The number of moments for the bilinear reduction, md , is set to 2, which is deemed
enough for the complexity of the model under consideration.
In order to evaluate the performance of the reduction method, the FRF of the thermal response of the
original and reduced systems are compared. The input of the FRF is the fluctuation of the environmental
temperature. The output of the FRF is the temperature measured at the drive of the Y-axis. The FRF
is evaluated for different values of the parameters describing the convective boundary conditions. The
error between the reduced and the original system is calculated between 10−5 and 1 rad/s according to
Equation (3.23) for the considered system input and output. Figure 4.11 depicts the relative error between
original and the system reduced by means of the parametric KMS method. The error is negligible small
at low frequencies, as the chosen expansion point matches the steady state response. At high frequencies
the error increases reaching values close to 1. The reduced system succeeds in reproducing the thermal
response of the system in the frequency range of interest, i.e. up to 0.01 rad/s. Additionally, Figure
4.11 shows that the error estimator of Equation (3.39) is an upper bound of the relative error for all
frequencies.
Figure 4.11 shows the reduction errors for one single combination of the input, environmental temperature, and output, mean temperature at the drive. Figure 4.12 extends the evaluation of the relative error of
the reduced and original system to other input and output combinations, fixing the values of HTCtop and
HTCbot to 4 and 8 mW
2 K respectively. For the considered numerical example, the relative errors for different inputs and output combinations show more variability than the errors for Figure 4.11. The proposed
error estimator remains an upper bound of the relative error for the FRF of the reduction error.
The FRF of the relative error shows that the reduced system reproduces the thermal response of the
original system at the frequency range of interest for different combinations of the HTC. In order to study
further the thermal response of the reduced system, it is also interesting to compare its eigenfrequencies
to the ones from the original system. Let ωi be the ith eigenvalue of the system of Equation (4.24) and
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Figure 4.11: FRF of the relative error between reduced and original system for different combinations of values
of HTCtop and HTCbot in mW
2 K . The input is the environmental temperature and the output the mean
temperature of the drive. Comparison with the error estimator of Equation (3.39)
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Figure 4.12: FRF of the relative error between reduced and original system for different combinations of inputs
(heat flow at the drives and environment) and outputs (mean temperature at drive and table). The
values of HTCtop and HTCbot are 4 and 8 mW
2 K respectively. Comparison with the error estimator of
Equation (3.39)

let ω̃i be the ith eigenvalue of the system projected to the subspace spanned by the projection basis V of
Equation (4.34). The relative error for the ith eigenvalue can be defined as

ei =

ω̃i − ωi
ωi

(4.40)
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Figure 4.13 shows the relative error of the first 90 eigenvalues. The relative errors are evaluated for
different combinations of the HTC, considering the same values as in Figure 4.11. The eigenfrequencies
of the systems lie in the frequency range of interest, ranging from 7 · 10−5 to 0.042 rad/s. The relative
error of the eigenvalues increase at higher mode numbers, as illustrated in Figure 4.13. For the thermal
FE model under consideration, the maximum relative error between the eigenvalues of the reduced and
original system remain below 2 · 10−5 . This example shows that the reduced system accurately retains
the same eigenvalues and frequency response of the original system for different combinations of values
of the HTC.

HTCtop = 4 HTCbot = 8
HTCtop = 3 HTCbot = 9
HTCtop = 1 HTCbot = 12
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Figure 4.13: Relative error between the first 90 eigenfrequencies of the reduced and original system for different
combinations of values of HTCtop and HTCbot in mW
2K

4.3.3 Parametric reduction with a local reduction basis: switching boundary
conditions
The previous section presented a reduction method based on a global projection matrix. The main advantage of the global reduction basis that the reduced model is flexible to any parameter value. As a
trade-off, it results in reduced systems of larger dimensions. Local projection matrices is an alternative
to global methods and the focus of this section. Local reduction basis are created at some values of the
model parameters. Therefore, the reduced system projected into the local subspace is only valid for the
specific values of the parameters. The main advantage of these methods is that they result in reduced
systems with a smaller number of DOF, at a cost of losing the flexibility to the change of the model
parameters.
This section focuses on the HTC as the main parameter to be traced. Equation (4.24) describes the system
with ndist interfaces, each of them with a HTC hi . The set of parameters hi can be sampled ns times,
obtaining ns systems as

E ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +

nX
dist
i=1
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where l ∈ [1, ns ]. For each of the samples a new system matrix Al can be defined as

Al = A +

nX
dist

hli Di l ∈ [1, ns ]

(4.42)

i=1

For each Al , a new local projection matrix Vl can be created. Each projection matrix Vl projects the
system into a subspace Vl , creating ns reduced system as
Ẽl x̃˙ l (t) = Ãl x̃l (t) + B̃l u(t) l ∈ [1, ns ]

(4.43)

The local projection matrices create a set of ns reduced system that are valid for a specific sample of
the HTC. If the parameter values switch from one sample l to another sample l + 1, an interpolation
between the two system is required. In principle, interpolating directly between the reduced states x̃l
and x̃l+1 is not possible. The projection matrices Vl an Vl+1 are in different generalized coordinate
systems. This would require performing the interpolation in the full system. However, reconstructing the
full state x from x̃l and x̃l+1 is computationally very expensive. Panzer et al. [94] proposed a coordinate
transformation of the local reduction basis in order to enable the interpolation directly in the reduced
system. The authors introduced a rotation of the subspace by a matrix Q such that the systems are in the
same coordinate system. This is done by the Procrustes transformation.
Firstly, the Procrustes transformation is introduced. Let V1 and Vl be the matrix representation of a linear
transformation V1 and Vl respectively. The orthogonal Procrustes problem finds a rotation matrix Ql that
minimizes
min kV1 − Vl Ql kF

(4.44)

such that Ql QTl = I, being k·kF the Frobenious norm. As explained by Golun and van Loan [45], the
rotation matrix that minimizes Equation (4.44) is related to the SVD of the matrix VlT V1 as
UlT (VlT V1 )W = Σ = diag(σ1 , . . . , σr )

(4.45)

where σr are the singular values of VlT V1 . The product of the left and right matrices of the SVD provide
the rotation matrix that minimizes the norm of Equation (4.44) such that
Ql = Ul WlT

(4.46)

Once the Procrustes transformation is introduced, the rotation matrices Ql can be applied to the local projection matrices Vl . Taking V1 as reference, the reduction matrices of the subsystems can be transformed
as
Ṽl = QTl Vl Ql

(4.47)

After the transformation, the interpolation between the reduced systems spanned by Ṽl is enabled.
The computational cost of the Procrustes transformation is small. It requires computing the SVD of
VlT V1 ∈ Rr , where r  n is the dimension of the reduced system. The Algorithm 4 shows numerical
implementation of the reduction with local basis.
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Algorithm 4 Switch Reduction
1: procedure S WITCH R EDUCTION(Al , E, B, s0 , me , md )
2:
E, B
. System matrices
3:
Ai
. System matrices with distributed interfaces i ∈ [0, nl − 1]
4:
ωm
. Maximum considered eigenfrequency
5:
nmax , nguess
. Maximum number of modes and guessed number of modes below ωm
6:
s0 , me
. Expansion point and number of moments
7:
V = KMS(A, E, B, ωm , nguess , nmax , s0 , me )
. See Algorithm 1
8:
for l = 0 : ns − 1 do
. Loop over all the distributed interfaces
9:
if l = 0 then
10:
Vi = KMS(Ai , E, B, ωm , nguess , nmax , s0 , me )
. See Algorithm 1
11:
else
12:
Vl = KMS(Al , E, B, ωm , nguess , nmax , s0 , me )
. See Algorithm 1
T
13:
U , W , Σ = SVD(Vl V1 )
. Singular Value Decomposition of ViT V1
T
14:
Ql = U W
. Calculate Procrustes transformation matrix
15:
Ṽl = QTl Vl Ql
. Transform basis Vl
16:

return V0 , . . . , Ṽl , . . . , Ṽns −1

The reduction method with local reduction basis is applicable to any sample of the values of the HTC.
The convective boundary conditions of mechatronic systems might switch from one value to another
during operation. A switch in the boundary conditions is the transition between natural to forced convection. This sudden change of the convection might happen for instance when turning on the structural
coolant, introducing cutting fluid into the working space or connecting a fan for mist extraction. The
transition between discrete values of the HTC is an application case for the reduction method bases on
local projection matrices.
Numerical example: thermal FE model
This sections presents a numerical example in order to illustrate the reduction method with switching
boundary conditions. The study case is the thermo-mechanical model described in Section 4.3.2 and
depicted in Figure 3.3. The HTC parameters HTCtop and HTCbot describe the convective boundary
conditions at the top and bottom of the machine tool table. Similarly to the study case of Section 4.3.2,
there are two different thermal inputs for this model, i.e. a source located at the linear drive and the
environmental temperature.
The numerical example describes a sudden change in the value of the HTCtop . The switch of the convective boundary condition represents a sudden modification of the flow of the surrounding fluid temperature. The switch boundary conditions might correspond, for instance, to the introduction of fluid media
on the table during the cutting process.
The switch of the boundary conditions requires the creation of two local reduction bases, V1 and V2 .
Each of the reduced bases represent the captures the bahavior of the system under different values of
the boundary condition described by the parameter HTCtop . The bases are calculated independently by
means of the KMS reduction method presented in Chapter 3. In order to enable the interpolation between
the two reduced systems, the rotation matrix Q2 needs to be calculated according to Equation (4.45) and
(4.46). The rotation matrix Q2 transforms projection basis V2 into Ṽ2 , enabling the interpolation between
the two reduced systems.
The switching boundary condition leads to a linear time variant (LTV). In order to show the response of
a LTV system, the transient response needs to be evaluated. For the numerical example under consider-
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ation, the following load case is considered:
• Constant, homogeneous environmental temperature of 20 °C
• Heat source at the linear drive of 20 W
• After 12 h, sudden switch of the boundary conditions described by HTCtop . The HTC varies from
5 to 50 mW
2K
Figure 4.14 shows the transient response of the temperature evaluated at the top of the table over. The
simulation is represents the behavior of the system over 24 h, with a switching boundary condition occurs
after 12 h. The change of the value of the boundary condition results requires the switch between the
two reduced systems, whose projection matrices are V1 and Ṽ2 respectively. Figure 4.14 shows that the
reduction algorithm presented in this section enables an interpolation between the two systems during
the transition, enabling the computation of varying boundary conditions.
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Figure 4.14: Mean temperature at the top of the table over 24 h with switching boundary conditions
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Software implementation
This chapter focuses on the software implementation of the methods presented in the previous chapters.
The methods developed in this work constitute the simulation software MORe, Model Order Reduction
and more. Spescha [113] started the development of this simulation framework, considering static and
structural dynamic effects. This chapter presents the extension of MORe to include thermo-mechanical
effects. The software package is designed to offer an efficient workflow to create physical models of
mechatronic systems. A graphical user interface (UI) as well as a comprehensive application programming interface (API) facilitates the model development and analysis of the results. These are the main
features in MORe:
• Automatized import of the model into MORe
• Efficient model setup
• Dedicated analyses for characterizing the behavior of mechatronic systems
• Fast simulation integrating the developed MOR techniques
• Interactive visualization of the results

5.1 Efficient model setup
MORe is a simulation framework designed for efficient simulation of mechatronic systems. The software
package is developed in Python [3], an object oriented programming language. The software offers a UI
designed to facilitate the model setup. The Traits package [4] enables an efficient attribute and event
handling. MORe also provides a comprehensive API, allowing the scripting of user specific task. The
combination of a full-featured UI and scripting capabilities enable the user to handle complex modeling
tasks.
The first step in developing a virtual prototype is the FE-discretization of the model, creating the equations of the system. MORe relies on the commercial FE-software ANSYS [2] to deal with FE element
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Re

Model Order Reduction and more

Figure 5.1: Tool chain of MORe

Composition
Component
Interface
Link

Figure 5.2: Structure of the composition in MORe

discretization. ANSYS is one of the most used FE software both in academia and in industry. Figure 5.1
shows schematically the tool chain used. An ANSYS Mechanical macro (JScript) imports into MORe
all the required information from ANSYS. The first task of the script is to import the geometrical information of the part. The second task of the script is to import the FE information by means of an
ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL) macro. The APDL macro creates the system matrices of
the thermal and mechanical system, including the thermo-mechanical coupling matrices. Then the APDL
macro exports the information of the elements and nodes as well as the system matrix in Harwell-Boeing
format.
Once the required information is exported, the model setup continues in MORe. In order to understand
the development of a MORe model, some terminology needs to be introduced. Figure 5.2 shows the
schematics of a MORe model. Composition refers to the whole assembly, containing all the information
defining the mechatronic system.
The composition is an assembly of components, i.e. the different structural parts. The component contains the information about the thermal and the mechanical model. Figure 5.3 displays schematically
the information contained in a component. For each of the models, the interfaces and the systems are
defined. The interfaces define the inputs and outputs of each of the models. There are three types of
interfaces in a thermal model:
• Distributed interface refers to stationary interfaces over a large surface defining the convection to
the environment.
• Bushing interface refers to stationary interfaces. These interfaces can be used as to define an input
(e.g. heat flux) or an output (e.g. temperature measurement point). They are not meant to be used
to define convective boundary conditions.
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• Moving interface defines a non stationary input over a path (e.g. moving heat source or contact
region).

Systems

T
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Reduced

Interfaces
Thermal
model

Bushing

Moving

Distributed

Systems

M

Original Reduced Thermo-mechanical Rigid

Interfaces
Mechanical
model

Bushing

Moving

Figure 5.3: Structure of a component in MORe

The definition of bushing and moving interface is similar for the mechanical model. Apart from defining
the interfaces, the models also contain the information about the systems. The systems provide the
system matrices that define the response of the model. A thermal model has the following systems types:
• Original system provides the thermal system matrices of the full model, as imported from the
FE-software.
• Reduced system provides the system matrices after reduction as well as the reduction basis. The
reduced system considers both the steady state and thermal dynamic response.
A mechanical model has the following systems types:
• Original system provides the mechanical system matrices of the full model
• Reduced system provides the system matrices after reduction as well as the reduction basis. The
reduced system consider both the mechanical static and dynamic response.
• Reduced thermo-mechanical provides the system matrices, which couple the a thermal reduced
system of the same component to the mechanical response. The reduced thermo-mechanical systems only consider the static part of the mechanical response, including the body loads due to
temperature.
• Rigid systems is a lumped parameter model with the degrees of freedom of a rigid solid.
Following the schematics of a MORe composition of Figure 5.3, the next step consists in defining the
connections between the components. That is the function of the links, connecting an interface of a
component to an interface of another component. Additionally, a link can connect an interface to the
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ground. The term ground refers in MORe to the inertial system for mechanical models or environmental
temperature for thermal models. The link properties define the behavior of the link. For mechanical
links, the link properties refer to the stiffness and damping of the machine element. For thermal models,
it refers to the TCC and HTC.
In order to define the composition representing the mechatronic system, the kinematic configuration and
the control system need to be defined. The kinematic configuration defines the direction of movement of
the axis. The controllers define the location of the measurement system as well as the gains that defines
the control system.

5.2 Thermo-mechanical analyses
The previous section describes the process to set up a MORe model. All the information required to
describe the behavior of the mechatronic system is contained in the composition. MORe offers dedicated
analysis to study the thermal and mechanical response of the system.
• Steady state analysis provides response of the mechatronic system after reaching the steady. Several combination of thermal loads (e.g convection or heat flux) or axes position can be evaluated
in the same analysis.
• Thermal frequency analysis provides the FRF, where the inputs are thermal loads. The outputs of
the FRF can be structural temperatures or thermo-mechanical displacements.
• Transient analysis determines the transient thermal response under thermal loads. Time dependent
thermal loads can be defined as an input. The initial temperature can be a homogeneous value over
the whole structure. The analysis also supports non-homogeneous initial conditions, which can be
the result of a steady state simulation.
Once the thermal response of the machine is evaluated, the thermo-mechanical displacements can be
evaluated. The static analysis provides the mechanical response of the system under quasi-static loads.
Forces or torques (e.g. gravity or preloads) can be applied the quasi-static loads. Additionally, these
quasi-static loads can be body forces due to a temperature distribution that differs from the reference
temperature. The temperature field resulting from a thermal analysis can be coupled to the mechanical
system, providing the thermally induced displacements at any time of the thermal transient analysis or
any load case of the steady state analysis.
After the analysis is completed, the results can be evaluated in the postprocessor. The postprocessor provides full-featured animation of the simulation results. Mayavi [103] package enables the visualization
of the geometry, structural deformation, and temperature distribution. Mayavi is an open-source, Pythonbased 3-D visualization package for scientific applications. The post-processor also offers different ways
to interact with data, such as 2D plots, tables, and an exporter to MATLAB [1]. The simulation results
can be stored independently of the composition.

5.3 Numerical implementation
The developed MOR techniques are integrated in MORe, enabling the efficient evaluation of the thermomechanical response of mechatronic systems. This section describes some details on the numerical
implementation included in MORe.
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During the reduction process, large systems of the linear equations of the type Ax = b need to be solved.
Due to their large dimension, solving these systems of equations is a computationally expensive process.
Therefore, selecting the right algorithm for solving the system of equations affects directly the performance. There are two types of solvers, namely direct and iterative methods. Direct methods are mainly
based on Gaussian elimination. They solve the system with a predefined number of operations, which is
suitable for a small to midsize problem sizes. The main drawback of direct method is that they require
large system storage, are hard to parallelize and show a slow performance for large systems. SuperLU
[75], integrated in SciPy [68], provides a set of sparse direct solvers. For large systems, iterative methods
are more suitable. Saad [104] provides an overview on iterative methods for sparse linear systems. Iterative solvers require less memory storage, are easier to parallelize, and need a few vector multiplications
per iteration. The main disadvantage is that there is no guarantee of convergence and might have a slow
convergence rate for ill-conditioned systems. In order to reduce the number of iterations, it is customary
to use preconditioning, improving the condition number. For large systems, Incomplete LU decomposition incomplete LU decomposition (ILU) with generalized minimal residual (GMRES) iterative solver
is efficient.
Another important aspect of the numerical implementation is the selection of the numerical integration
scheme for the system of ODE. The solver needs to have variable time steps, in order to adapt to variation
of the thermal load data. Additionally, the solver needs to handle stiff systems of ODE. Hindmarsh [56]
and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory developed a collection of ODE solvers, ODEPACK.
The ODEPACK solvers are implemented in Fortran and SciPy provides a python wrapper. Among the
different solvers provided in this package, this work uses LSODA [99]. LSODA can automatically switch
from methods for stiff problems to methods suited for non-stiff problems. The Jacobian can be provided
as an input to the solver speeding up the solution. LSODA is a solver with adaptive time step, in order to
adapt to sudden changes of the transient loads. The transient data is provided at discrete time steps. In
order to ensure a smooth behavior between the data points, cubic interpolation is considered.
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Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 introduce the MOR approaches for efficient simulation of thermo-mechanical
models of mechatronic systems. The proposed reduction methods are implemented in a simulation software MORe, especially designed for an efficient simulation workflow. This chapter presents an efficient
thermo-mechanical model of two study cases, applying the reduction methods and the software framework developed in the context of this work. Section 6.1 presents a thermal error model of a 5-axis
machine tool to environmental temperature fluctuations. Section 6.2 focuses on the effect of internal
heat losses in another 5-axis machine tool. Section 6.3 extends the thermo-mechanical model of the
5-axis machine tool to account for the effects of cutting fluid.

6.1 Thermal error model: environmental temperature fluctuations
Section 6.1.1 presents the machine tool under investigation and describes in detail the thermo-mechanical
model. Section 6.1.2 describes the validation of the thermo-mechanical model, comparing the simulated
and measured thermal response of the machine tool to variations of the environmental temperature. The
use of reduced models enables a large amount of evaluations of the model. This can be used to calculate
the sensitivity of the outputs to the variation of model parameters. Once the model is validated, Section
6.1.3 introduces several analysis in order to understand the thermal behavior of the investigated machine
tool.

6.1.1 Description of the thermo-mechanical model
The machine tool under investigation in this section is a 5-axis milling machine with a swiveling axis,
rotary axis, and horizontal spindle. The kinematic configuration according to ISO 10791-1:2015 [62]
adapted for machining centers with vertical spindles is
V [w C2’ B’ X’ b Y Z (C1) t]
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Figure 6.1: Kinematic configuration of the machine tool under investigation

Figure 6.1 shows the kinematic configuration of the machine tool. In order to investigate the thermal
behavior of the machine tool, a thermo-mechanical model is developed in MORe, the software environment presented in Chapter 5. Table 6.1 summarizes the number of nodes and elements of the thermomechanical model. Due to the complex geometry of the machine tool bed, a large number of elements is
required for the FE discretization.

Table 6.1: FEM mesh

N o of nodes

N o of elements

Bed

280373

174906

X-axis

53189

21082

Y-axis

68901

21752

Z-axis & Spindle

21707

10927

B-axis

11306

6121

C-axis

22866

14160

Total

458342

248948

Component

The machine elements, such as bearing and guideways, provide the connection between the machine
tool components. The TCC is the parameter defining the heat flow from one to the other component.
The values of the TCC are supplied for the manufacturers of the machine elements. In case of lack of
availability of the data, the TCC of similar machine elements are assumed.
The linear axes of the machine tool under investigation are actuated by direct linear drives. Between the
stationary and moving part of the linear drives there is an air gap (AG), which transfers heat between the
stationary and moving part. The parameter determining the heat transferred through this AG is the HTC
of the gap, hAG . Jang et al. [31] proposed a simplified thermal resistance model of the AG of a linear
motor, as
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1
(T1 − T2 )
Q̇AG = hAG · AAG · (T1 − T2 ) =
RAG


1
1
1
tL
1
RAG =
=
+
+
hAG · AAG
AAG h1 λL h
tL
2
1
=
+
hAG
λL h

(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)

where h is the convective HTC between the stationary and moving part, tL is the length gap, and λL is the
thermal conductivity of the stationary air in the AG. Table 6.2 shows the values used for the evaluation of
the HTC of the AG. The convective HTC α are calculated according to empirical formulas [44]. These
correlations use a characteristic length, L, defined as the ratio between the area of the surface and its
perimeter.
Table 6.2: parameters describing the HTC, hAG , of the AG

tL [mm]

W
λ [ mK
]

L [m]

h [ mW
2K ]

hAG [ mW
2K ]

X-Axis

2.2

26 · 10−3

0.248

2.42

1.1

Y-Axis

2

26 · 10−3

0.197

2.52

1.5

Z-Axis

4.8

26 · 10−3

0.372

2.27

0.94

Axis

In order to describe the thermal behavior of the machine tool, the cooling circuits of the different components need to be included in the model. The temperature of the cooling fluid is controlled in an external
tank, with a constant set temperature. The pump pressurizes the fluid and distributes it in parallel to
the different circuits. A large amount of fluid is pumped into the cooling system, ensuring a constant
temperature over the whole cooling circuit. Therefore, the thermo-mechanical model assumes a fixed
temperature on the surfaces of the cooling channels. Natural convection determines heat exchange between the machine tool structure and the environment. This is explained in further detail in Section
6.1.2
Once the thermal model is defined, the mechanical model is developed. The machine tool bed is fixed
to the inertial frame by four supports. One of the supports is completely fixed, with a finite linear and
rotational stiffness. The other three supports are only fixed in vertical direction. The values of the
stiffness are provided by the machine tool manufacturer and summarized in Table 6.3. The guideways
and bearings connect mechanically the different components. They provide a stiffness in every direction
except for the direction allowing the movement (axial direction for the guideways and rotational direction
for the bearings). Table 6.3 states the stiffness values provided by the specifications of the manufacturer.
The model includes the control system, which is responsible for keeping the axes at the commanded
position. The mechanical system responds quasi-statically to the variations in the temperature field.
Therefore, the linear drives correct instantaneously the position of the linear axes according to the measured values of the glass scale.
Once the definition of the thermo-mechanical model is completed, each of the components of the composition is reduced according to the MOR methods of Section 3.2 and 3.4. The parameters for the KMS
of the thermal system are
• Expansion point s0 = 10−8 rad/s
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Table 6.3: Stiffness at the mechanical links [Pa]

Link

Axial

Transversal

Normal

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

Fixed Support

1 · 109

1 · 109

1 · 109

1 · 109

1 · 109

1 · 109

Floating Support

0

0

1 · 109

0

0

0

Rail - Carriage

0

1 · 109

2.4 · 109

3 · 105

3 · 105

3 · 105

Bearing B & C

1 · 109

1 · 109

1 · 109

0

1 · 109

1 · 109

0

0

0

8 · 107

0

0

Motor B & C

• Maximum considered eigenfrequency ωm = 0.001 rad/s
• Maximum error between reduced and original system  = 0.05 according to the error estimator of
Equation (3.39).
Considering the error estimator of Section 3.3, the KMS reduction leads to a thermal system with 194
DOF from the 408,535 DOF of the original system. In order to characterize the response of the machine tool under investigation, a thermo-mechanical reduced model is created. The thermo-mechanical
coupling uses an expansion point s0 = 30 rad/s, in order to capture the static mechanical behavior of
the system under the thermal loads. The resulting assembled mechanical model has 838 DOF from the
1,223,129 of the original system. The thermal and thermo-mechanical reduced models shorten significantly the time required to evaluate the model, enabling applications requiring a large amount of model
validations. This has a great importance in facilitating the validation process presented in Section 6.1.2.

6.1.2 Validation of the thermo-mechanical model
In order to validate the model, the predicted TCP displacements are compared to the measured values.
The first part of this section presents the measurement setup and the thermal load case under consideration. The second part of this section performs a sensitivity analysis in order to investigate the influence
that the model parameters have on the thermal displacements. Once the sensitivity of the model is introduced, the third part of this section searches the values of the parameters within a certain range of
physical relevance that minimize the difference between the measured and simulated thermo-mechanical
response.
Thermal error measurement
In order to validate the thermo-mechanical model, the thermal response of the machine tool is measured.
The ISO 230-3 [64] proposes a measurement setup to characterize the thermal response of machine tools
at one position of the working space. Figure 6.2 illustrates the ISO 230-3 measurement setup, which
evaluates the relative deviation between a mandrel attached to the spindle and the fixture bolted to the
machine tool table. A set of 5 linear displacement sensors measure the displacements between the parts.
The machine tool is powered and the control places the axes at the commanded position.
This section focuses on the response of the machine tool to fluctuations in the environmental temperature. Changes in the environmental temperature stand out as one of the main external thermal error
sources limiting the precision of machine tools. Great efforts are devoted to mitigate these effects, such
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Figure 6.2: Measurement setup according to ISO 230-3:2007, adapted from [64]

as acclimatization of production facilities. This results in higher energy demands in order to achieve
the precision requirements. Therefore, investigating the response of machine tools to environmental
temperature fluctuations is key to improve the overall thermal behavior.
For the purpose of investigating environmental effects, this section presents the thermal response of the
machine tool to a step of the environmental temperature. Figure 6.3 shows the considered load case,
the step response over 24 h inside a temperature controlled room. As illustrated in Figure 6.3, there is a
spatial variability of the environmental temperature. The air temperature is measured outside the machine
tool housing at 3 different locations at increasing heights, namely ground, bottom and top. The higher
the measured air temperature, the faster it reacts to changes. Figure 6.3 also depicts the air temperature
inside the machine tool housing, namely machine room (MR), affecting all the surfaces covered by the
enclosure. The cooling fluid is provided to the different cooling circuits by an external tank. The tank
has a temperature control unit which is set to 22 °C over the whole measurement time. This temperature
data is used as input for the thermo-mechanical model, describing the air and cooling fluid temperature
for the different convective boundary conditions.

Sensitivity analysis
The model depends on several physical parameters describing, for instance, the material properties or
thermal boundary conditions. The values of these parameters are obtained from different literature
sources, such as stiffness values of bearings from the specifications of the manufacturer or empirical
correlations for the values of the HTC. However, there is an uncertainty associated with the values of
the physical parameters, which are not a deterministic value. Therefore, the intrinsic uncertainty of the
physical parameters of the model needs to be considered in order to understand the thermo-mechanical
model. The thermo-mechanical model investigates the thermal behavior of the machine tool under fluctuations of the environmental temperature, as illustrated in the load case of Figure 6.3. The convective
heat exchange determines the thermo-mechanical response of the system. Thus, this section focuses on
investigating the parameters describing convection, i.e. HTC.
The convective heat exchange represents the heat transfer between the structure and the surrounding fluid
media. The thermo-mechanical model introduces these effects by means of the Robin boundary condi-
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Figure 6.3: Load case for validation: drop of the environmental temperature. MR stands for machine room temperature

tions, stated in Equation (3.3), or distributed interfaces, according to the MORe terminology introduced
in Section 4.3. The Robin boundary condition approximates a complex interaction between the two media. This approximation can be considered a linearization of the heat transfer between the fluid media
and the structural parts. Empirical correlations [44] as well as meta models based on CFD simulations
[97] provide a first approximation to the values of the parameters describing the convective heat transfer.
However, the values of the HTC depend on the conditions of the airflow inside and outside the machine
tool enclosures. These flow conditions are too complex to be assessed and monitored. Therefore, there
is a large variability associated to the values of the HTC. In order to deal with the large variability of
the HTC, the sensitivity of the model outputs to changes of the values of the HTC is investigated using
sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis can provide the boundary conditions with a larger impact on
the thermally induced displacements. The results of the analysis can be used to devote further efforts in
constraining the values of the HTC associated to the most sensitive boundary conditions.
Saltelli et al. [107] describes the sensitivity analysis in 5 steps: model setup, definition of the outputs of
the model, definition of the uncertainty of the model parameters, Monte Carlo simulation, and evaluation
of the sensitivity. The first step is to set up the model, which is described in detail in Section 6.1.1.
The convective boundary conditions are defined as distributed interfaces in the MORe terminology introduced in Section 4.3. The discretization of the convective heat exchange into ndist distributed interfaces
accounts for the different air flows inside and outside the machine tool housing. Equation (4.24) is the
parametric state space representation of the thermal system with the ndist distributed interfaces, where
the parameters are the HTC, i.e. hi . The TCP displacements can be considered the mechanical output
of the system, ymech (t) according to Equation (3.67). The original model is reduced using the MOR
approach presented in Section 4.3.2. The reduced system allows the efficient calculation of the thermal
response for different values of the parameters of the HTC. For the reduction methods, the following
numerical parameters are used:
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• Expansion point s0 = 10−8 rad/s
• Number of distributed interfaces ndist = 13
• Number of moments for the bilinear reduction md = 2
The second step focuses on the determination of the outputs of interest for the sensitivity analysis. The
thermo-mechanical model predicts the position and orientation errors at the TCP relative to the workpiece. One alternative is evaluating the sensitivity for every time step of the outputs. Sampling the
thermal response at every time step for all the different combinations of the HTC is a computationally
expensive process, even with a reduced system. This work opts for evaluating only the difference between the initial and the final state, representing the response of the system to the step of the load case of
Figure 6.3. It is assumed that if the difference between the initial and final state is sensitive to a certain
parameter, the transient response of the system is also sensitive. Before proceeding with the sensitivity
analysis, the outputs of the system need to be formalized. For a given thermal frequency the transfer
function can be evaluated according to Equation (3.14). For the low frequency range the thermal outputs
can be evaluated as
yth = −CA−1 Bu

(6.4)

Considering the linearity of the model, the difference between the initial and the final state can be directly
evaluated considering the input vector u as the difference between the initial and the final input. For
the mechanical response, the output matrix Cmech defined in Equation (3.67) is included. Thus, the
mechanical output of the system can be evaluated as
ymech = −Cmech A−1 Bu

(6.5)

The next step of the sensitivity analysis is the evaluation of the uncertainty of the model parameters. The
correlations available in the literature for natural convection provide values between 1 to 10 mW
2 K for the
surfaces of the structure of the machine tool. Therefore, a uniform distribution between these two values
is assumed for the sensitivity analysis.
The following step is to sample the parameter space according to the distribution of the values of the
parameters of the model. Several sampling techniques are available in the literature, such as Monte Carlo
sampling or Latin Hypercube. In this work, a Monte Carlo sampling considering the uncertainty of the
input parameters is performed. The parameter sample is obtained from UQLab, an uncertainty evaluation
software implemented in Matlab by Marelli and Sudret [77]. The dimension of the parameter space to
be sampled is 13, which corresponds to the number of HTC defining the convective boundary conditions
of the thermo-mechanical model. The model is evaluated 104 times with different combinations of the
HTC. The size of the parameter sample is considered large enough to evaluate the response of the model
over the whole parameter space. The output of the models are calculated according to Equation (6.5),
providing the TCP displacements relative to the workpiece in X-, Y- and Z-direction.
Once the Monte Carlo simulation is performed, the response of the model for the different combinations
of the values of the HTC can be evaluated. The scatter plot of Figure 6.4 represents the response of the
system for the different 104 combinations of the HTC. The scatter plots are a useful tool to understand
the variability of the outputs to changes in one parameter. The horizontal axis represents the variation
of one of the parameters of the model, namely the HTC of the machine room (MR). The vertical axis
represents the simulated outputs, the thermal displacements in Y-direction. The increase of the HTC of
the MR results in a positive trend of the thermally induced displacements in Y-direction. This suggests
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that the convection inside the enclosure has a direct effect on the thermal displacements in Y-direction.

15.0
HTC MR

12.5
Y deviation [µm]
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Figure 6.4: Scatter plot of the thermal displacements of the Monte Carlo simulation. The output of the system is
the displacements in Y-direction for different values of all HTC of the thermo-mechanical model. The
scatter plot shows the variation of the displacements in Y-direction for values of the HTC of the MR

In order to facilitate the visualization of the scatter plot, the average value and standard deviation of the
outputs of the Monte Carlo simulation can be evaluated. Figure 6.5 illustrates the mean value and the
standard displacements of the displacements in X-, Y- and Z-direction. The mean value and standard
deviation are calculated in steps of 0.1 mW
2 K for two of the HTC describing the convection with the
environment, i.e. MR and electrical cabinet (EC). On one hand, Figure 6.5 shows that the modification
of the value of HTC of the MR results in a significant change of the displacements values in Y- and Zdirection. On the other hand, Figure 6.5 illustrates that the convective heat exchange inside the EC does
not affect the thermally induced displacements in Y- and Z-direction. The results of Figure 6.5 do not
show a significant variation of the displacements in X-direction with variations of the HTC of the MR
or the EC. This suggests that other convective boundary conditions might have a greater impact on the
displacements in this direction. The plots of Figure 6.5 can be extended to illustrate all the combinations
of the considered model parameters and model outputs.
The scatter plots of Figure 6.4 and the average and standard displacements of Figure 6.5 visualize the
changes in the model outputs with variations of the input parameters. However, these representation
of the Monte Carlo simulation do not provide a quantitative estimation of the sensitivity of the outputs
to the model parameters. Therefore, the next step is to determine the sensitivity indices to rank the
model parameters in order of importance. A global sensitivity analysis (GSA) investigates how much the
simultaneous modification of the input parameters affect the results of the model. The GSA explores the
sensitivity of the model in the whole parameter space. This is the opposite to local sensitivity analysis,
which investigates the variation of the model outputs for modification of the input parameters in the
vicinity of their nominal values. This work opts for the Sobol sensitivity index [112, 111]. The Sobol
indices, based on the evaluation of the variance of the model outputs, are a widely accepted method to
evaluate the sensitivity of physical models (see Iooss and Lemaître [61]). Let Y be the output of a model
and Xi the i uncertain input of the model, the first order sensitivity index Si of the parameter i is
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Figure 6.5: Mean value and standard deviation of the results of the Monte Carlo simulation. The outputs of the
system are the TCP displacements relative to the workpiece in X-, Y-, and Z-direction. The model
parameters are the HTC of the electrical cabinet (EC) and machine room (MR)
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Si =

V ar(E(Y |Xi ))
V ar(Y )

(6.6)

where V ar(·) stands for the variance and E(·) the expected value. E(Y |Xi ) stands for the mean value
of the conditional probability distribution of Y given a value of Xi . The first order sensitivity index Si
describes the isolated influence of the parameter Xi . The sensitivity indices of higher order describe the
interactions between the parameter Xi with all other parameters. In order to quantify the effects of all
the interaction terms between the different parameters of the model, the total sensitivity index STi can
be defined. STi describes the influence of the parameter Xi considering the interactions with all other
parameters, i.e. X∼i . The total sensitivity index STi is defined as
STi = 1 −

V ar(E(Y |X∼i ))
V ar(Y )

(6.7)

The Sobol indices can be calculated directly from the results oft he Monte Carlo simulation. As explained
by Sudret [116], the Sobol idices can also be calculated from a polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) meta
model. The PCE uses the information of the Monte Carlo simulation to derive a meta model and evaluates
analytically the associated sensitivity indices. The UQLab [77] provides dedicated functions to create
the PCE as well as to evaluate the Sobol sensitivity indices. Figure 6.6 illustrates the total Sobol indices
of all the parameters considered in the Monte Carlo simulation for the thermal displacements in X-, Yand Z-direction. For the model under investigation, the difference between the total and the first order
Sobol indices is negligible. This implies that the effect of the interaction and higher order terms of the
Sobol decomposition are not as influential as the first order interaction. Therefore, for the subsequent
sensitivity analysis only the total Sobol indices defined in Equation (6.7) are considered.
The results of the sensitivity analysis of Figure 6.6 shows that 3 to 4 parameters are the most relevant
to describe the thermal response in each direction. As already shown in Figure 6.4, the output in Yand Z-direction is sensitive to the variation of the HTC of the MR. The sensitivity analysis presented
in Figure 6.6 determines which model parameters do not have an effect on the model outputs. For the
model and the load case under consideration, the HTC of the EC, machine bed ground, B-axis, C-axis,
sensor holder, mandrel and emergency brakes do not have a relevant contribution to the outputs. Thus,
an accurate estimation of the value of these parameters does not have to be considered. Only the HTC
with a significant effect on the model outputs are investigated further in detail in the next section.

Parameter identification
The previous section introduces the sensitivity analysis, which determines the most relevant parameters
to describe the thermal response of the machine tool to fluctuations in the environmental temperature.
The next step of the validation process requires identifying the set of HTC that provides a better match
of the model to the measured thermal response.
The results of the sensitivity analysis states that 6 out of the originally 13 HTC of the model are relevant
to describe the thermo-mechanical behavior of the model. Similarly to the sensitivity analysis of the
previous section, a Monte Carlo simulation is carried out with the six parameters with the highest sensitivity indices. The model is evaluated 105 times for different combinations of the remaining HTC. The
parameters are varied within a range between 1 to 10 mW
2 K . For each sample of the parameters, the model
provides the values of the TCP displacements in X-, Y- and Z-direction relative to the workpiece. For a
sample l of the Monte Carlo simulation, the simulated outputs are xs , ys , and zs , according to Equation
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Figure 6.6: Total Sobol sensitivity index. The outputs of the system are the TCP displacements relative to the
workpiece in X-, Y-, and Z-direction. The model parameters are the HTC
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(6.5). The simulated outputs are compared with the measured outputs, designated as xm , ym , and zm .
The root mean square error (RMSE) between measurement and the simulation for the parameter sample
l is
l
ERM
SE =

q
2
2
2
(xm − xls ) + (ym − ysl ) + (zm − zsl )

(6.8)

l
The parameter identification is based on choosing the parameter set l that minimizes ERM
SE . Table 6.4
shows the identified values of the HTC for the convective boundary conditions that have the largest impact on the thermal displacements according to the sensitivity analysis of Figure 6.6. Table 6.5 provides
the simulated and measured difference between the initial and the final state with the parameter set that
minimizes the RMSE. It can be observed that the difference between the simulated value remains below
0.06 µm.

Table 6.4: Identified values oft he HTC for the most sensitive convective boundary conditions

Convective boundary condition

HTC [ mW
2K ]

Bed MR

8.1

Bed Top

8.4

Bed Bottom

5.2

X

3.4

Y

2.2

Z

1.1

Table 6.5: The simulated (xs ) and measured (xm ) difference between start and end point of the transient

Direction

Measured [µm]

Simulated [µm]

Difference [µm]

X

1.43

1.45

0.02

Y

4.60

4.65

0.05

Z

3.43

3.37

0.06

The identification of the HTC focuses on the difference between the initial and the final state of the environmental step response. However, the thermal transient behavior is the most relevant in order to validate
the thermo-mechanical model. The transient response shows the time constant of the machine tool and
determines its stability under variation of the environmental temperature. Figure 6.7 and 6.8 compare
the simulated and measured transient response over 24 h for the load case illustrated in Figure 6.3. The
thermo-mechanical model with the identified values of the HTC succeeds in representing the measured
transient linear and angular displacements. Figure 6.7 and 6.8 show that the model is validated, capturing the interactions between the machine tool and the environment. The main discrepancies between the
simulated and measured thermal response are the transient response in X- and Z-direction. One reason
for these differences is an insufficient level of detail in the discretization of the convective boundary conditions. The convective heat exchange of many structural parts are modeled with a homogeneous value
of the HTC. The discrepancies in the transient response between the model and the measured data can
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be also attributed to measurement uncertainty. The measured thermal displacements have an associated
uncertainty, especially in B-direction. Moreover, the temperature sensors used to measure the temperature of the environment and the cooling fluid, shown in Figure 6.3, have an intrinsic uncertainty. These
temperature signals are used as inputs for the thermo-mechanical model and thus contribute to the overall
uncertainty of the model.
As illustrated in Figure 6.7, the linear displacements remain below 5 µm for variations of the environmental temperature of over 4 °C for the current position of the linear axes. Therefore, the cooling systems
succeed in damping the effects of the variations in the environment. The machine tool under investigation has a small sensitivity to changes in the surrounding temperature. This makes the validation process
more challenging, as the model needs to match small values of thermally induced displacements. Figure
6.7 shows that the deviation in Y- and Z-direction are dominant for the considered load case. A part
of the displacements in Z- and Y-direction is compensated by the direct measurement system. Section
6.1.3 investigates in further detail the thermo-mechanical behavior of the machine tool using the results
provided by the validated model.
The angular displacements in B-direction depicted in Figure 6.8 are another interesting aspect to discuss.
The variation of the environmental temperature over 4 °C results in an angular deviation between TCP
and workpiece below 11 µm
m . The lack of accessibility of the coolant to certain structural parts leads to
an inhomogeneous temperature field in the tool-sided axes. Therefore, the changes in the environmental
temperature result in a variation of the squareness of the Z-axis to the Y-axis. These effects lead to the
angular errors at the TCP relative to the workpiece in B-direction.
The measured angular displacements in A-direction are too small to be captured with the measurement setup. Thus, the angular errors in A-direction are not considered in the validation of the thermomechanical model. The displacements in A-direction are also excluded from the evaluation of the performance of the machine tool in Section 6.1.3.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the measured (full line) and simulated (dashed) transient response in X-, Y- and Zdirection for the load case of Figure 6.3

In order to proceed with the validation of the thermo-mechanical model, the measured and simulated
thermal response to another load case is evaluated. Figure 6.9 shows the considers load case, representing
a step increase over 4 °C of the environmental temperature. Similarly to the previous case, the spatial
vertical stratification of the temperature of the room can be observed with 3 different sensors, namely
ground, bottom and top. The machine tool enclosure damps variation of the air temperature, as depicted
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the measured (full line) and simulated (dashed) transient response in B-direction for
the load case of Figure 6.3

in Figure 6.9. The cooling control temperature is also set to a constant 22 °C over the 24 h.
Figure 6.10 and 6.11 compares the measured and simulated linear and angular displacements originated
by the load case of Figure 6.9. The thermo-mechanical model uses the same set of identified HTC as for
the previous load case. The linear displacements in Y- and Z-direction dominate the transient response
also for this load case. The good agreement in trends and absolute displacements between prediction
and observation confirms that the developed thermal model captures the main interactions between the
machine tool and the surrounding environment.
Figure 6.11 depicts the measured and the simulated angular displacements in B-direction. Similarly to
the linear displacements, the model succeeds in matching the trends and absolute values of the of the
measured thermo-mechanical behavior. The angular displacements in B-direction also play an important
role in the transient response to the step variation of the environmental temperature.

6.1.3 Evaluation of the thermo-mechanical response to environmental
influences
The previous section presents the validation of the thermo-mechanical models comparing the simulated
and the measured thermal response. This section introduces analysis tools that enable a comprehensive
investigation of the thermal behavior of machine tools. These analyses facilitate the evaluation of the
thermo-mechanical behavior of the 5-axis machine tool using the thermal model validated in Section
6.1.2.
In order to understand the thermal design of the machine tool under investigation, it is interesting to
analyze the effect of the thermal inputs on the outputs of the model. The Equation (3.14) and (3.68) state
the FRF of a thermo-mechanical model, which describes in frequency domain how changes in the thermal
inputs affect the system outputs. Figure 6.12 shows the frequency response of the TCP displacements
relative to the workpiece originated by changes in the environmental temperatures. The input frequency
ranges from 10−6 to 10−3 rad/s in this analysis. The FRF can be interpreted as the thermal response of the
machine tool to a homogeneous variation of the environmental temperature. The frequency response is a
useful analysis tool to determine the time constants of the different outputs to the inputs. The vertical line
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Figure 6.9: Load case for validation: raise of the environmental temperature
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of the measured (full line) and simulated (dashed) transient response in X-, Y- and Zdirection for the load case of Figure 6.9

in Figure 6.12 indicates the frequency associated to a periodicity of 24 h. This frequency has a special
interest, as it is the periodicity in many of the industrial workshops associated with the day-night cycle.
Figure 6.12 shows that the displacements in X- and Z-direction react quasi-statically to the changes of
the environment with periodicities of 24 h. However, the gain of the displacements in Y-direction is
reduced for inputs with a frequency associated to the 24 h periodicity. The fact that the displacements in
Y-direction do not follow quasi-statically the inputs results in a delay between the input signal and the
output signal, which needs to be accounted for in the thermal error compensation strategies.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the measured (full line) and simulated (dashed) transient response in B-direction for
the load case of Figure 6.9
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Figure 6.12: FRF response of the 5-axis machine tool. Input: homogeneous environment temperature. Output:
TCP displacements relative to the workpiece for the X-, Y- and, Z-direction

Additionally, the frequency response can be used to evaluate the thermo-mechanical behavior of the
machine tool to changes in the cooling temperature. Figure 6.13 illustrates the frequency response,
being the input of the FRF the cooling temperature of all the cooling channels and the outputs the TCP
displacements in X-, Y- and, Z-direction. The frequency range considered for this analysis is 10−6 to
10−3 rad/s. The frequency response shows that the TCP displacements are sensitive to changes in the
temperature of the cooling fluid, in particular in Z-direction. Therefore, it is crucial that the temperature
control of the cooling fluid ensures a constant temperature over time in order to reduce the magnitude of
thermally induced TCP displacements relative to the workpiece.
Figure 6.13 shows that the FRF of the displacements in Y-direction shows a maximum value for frequencies close to 1.5 · 10−4 rad/s, corresponding to periodicities around 12 h. The maximum value of the FRF
is also referred in the literature as thermal resonance frequency [79]. The reason for this behavior can
be further investigated. For the Y-direction, the displacements of the tool-sided axes and the workpiece-
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sided axes occur in opposite directions. At low frequencies, massive parts (e.g. bed) and lighter parts (e.g
table) react fast to changes in the inputs. The displacements of the tool-sided axes and the workpiecesided axes compensate each other, as they have an opposite sign. This results in smaller values of the
displacements. However, at higher frequencies the more massive parts slower to changes in the inputs,
which is not the case of lighter parts. Therefore, the magnitude of the thermally induced deformations of
more massive parts is reduced while the deformation of lighter parts remains the same. This effect results
in an increase of the thermal displacements at higher frequencies, as shown in Figure 6.13 in Y-direction.
The thermal resonance frequency is excited for any input signal with frequency content of 1.5 · 10−4
rad/s, corresponding to a periodicity close to 12 h. This further justifies the need of ensuring a constant
temperature of the supplied coolant in order to avoid these effects.
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Figure 6.13: FRF response of the 5-axis machine tool. Input: cooling fluid temperature. Output: TCP displacements relative to the workpiece for the X-, Y- and, Z-direction

The thermal FRF enables the visualization of the effect of the inputs on the outputs for the frequency
range of interest. The frequency response illustrated in Figure 6.12 and 6.13 combines effects of the
different boundary conditions into one input. However, the environmental temperatures affecting the
different components of the machine tool are not the same in the case of the environmental temperature
variation. Therefore, other analyses are required allowing the separation of the effects of the single
boundaries to the model outputs. This motivates the definition of the thermal compliance matrix (TCM).
The thermal transfer function is defined in Equation (3.14), where the output matrix Cth represents the
average temperature at certain points of the surface of the structure. Each of the columns of the input
matrix B represent the different boundary conditions to be analyzed. In principle, the TCM can be
calculated for any excitation frequency s of interest. However, in this section a low value (s = 0) is
chosen in order to represent the steady state behavior. For the selected excitation frequency, the TCM,
Mth is then defined as
Mth = −Cth A−1 B

(6.9)

The TCM can be extended in order to account for the mechanical response. Considering that the mechanical output matrix is Cmech , the thermo-mechanical TCM Mmech is then defined as
Mmech = −Cmech A−1 B

(6.10)
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The main advantage of the TCM is that it enables the visualization of the effects of the different single
boundary conditions on the outputs of the system. The TCM is different from the sensitivity analysis
introduced in Section 6.1.2. The sensitivity analysis investigates how changes in the model parameters
affects the outputs. The sensitivity is evaluated for a given, deterministic value of the inputs of the model,
i.e. environmental temperature fluctuations or heat fluxes. The TCM determines the weight of the inputs
on the value of the outputs. In principle, for every set of model parameters the effect of each input might
vary, creating a new, different TCM.
Figure 6.14 and 6.15 show the TCM for the boundary conditions of the environment and the cooling
circuits respectively. The outputs of the TCM are structural temperatures located on different parts of
the structure of the machine tool and the linear displacements of the TCP relative to the workpiece. The
convective boundary conditions affecting the bed are top, bottom, MR, ground, and EC. The names of the
other inputs refer to the axes or component they are affecting. In Figure 6.14 and 6.15, the colors visually
highlight which inputs have the largest effects on the displacements. Figure 6.14 shows that the boundary
conditions related with the bed (top, bottom, MR, and ground) and the linear axes have the largest effects
on the displacements. The boundary conditions of the rotary axes and measurement system (mandrel and
sensor holder) do not have a great impact on the resulting TCP displacements, even if they do affect the
values of the structural temperatures. Figure 6.14 also illustrates an interesting behavior of the machine
tool in Z-direction. On one hand, the variation of the environmental temperature on the Z-axis results in
a negative Z-deviation, i.e. the tool and the workpiece get closer. On the other hand, the variation of the
temperature of the environment surrounding the bed results in a deviation in positive Z-direction. This
effect reduces the sensitivity of the machine tool design to changes in the environment.
Output
Bed Top Bed Bottom MR
Ground EC
X
Y
Z
B
C
X [µm / K]
-0.727
-0.731
0.4 0.354 -0.054 -0.09 1.269 0.126 -0.002
0
Y [µm / K]
0.812
-0.834 -2.658 0.109 0.009 0.667 -0.271 0.076 0.187 0.077
Z [µm / K]
-1.265
0.038 3.077 0.881 0.131 -0.726 -0.428 -0.854 0.014 -0.086
Figure 6.14: The thermal compliance matrix (TCM). The inputs are the environmental temperatures of the different convective boundary conditions. The outputs are the thermally induced displacements in X-, Y-,
and Z-direction

Figure 6.15 depicts the TCM for the thermal inputs related with the cooling systems of the structures.
The boundary conditions Channels refers to the cooling circuit inside the machine tool bed. The other
boundary conditions refer to the cooling circuits of the torque, linear, and spindle motors. The bed cooling channels provide a large amount of fluid that reaches most of the machine tool structure. Therefore,
the TCP displacements as well as the structural temperatures are highly sensitive to variations of the
temperature of the cooling fluid, as discussed also in Figure 6.13. The TCM also shows that the axial
elongation of the spindle is greatly affected by variation of the temperature of the cooling.
Output
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X Motor
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Figure 6.15: The thermal compliance matrix (TCM). The inputs are the temperatures cooling fluid of the different
convective boundary conditions. The outputs are the thermally induced displacements in X-, Y-, and
Z-direction
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The accuracy of the machine is defined by the thermal stability of the machine tool in the whole working
volume. However, the TCM and the frequency response analysis introduced so far show the relationship
between the inputs of the system (environment and cooling temperature) and the outputs of the system
restricted to one point of the working space. Therefore, new analyses that evaluate the spatial, thermal
behavior of the machine tool are required. For the machine tool under investigation, the variation over
time of the positioning error EZZ is investigated. In order to perform this analysis, the load case of
Figure 6.3 is considered. In order to evaluate EZZ , the Z-deviation is evaluated every 50 mm along the
Z-axis. One position along the stroke of the axis is taken as reference point to evaluate EZZ , according
to ISO 230-2:2014 [65]. In addition, the interest lies in the variation of the positioning error over time.
Therefore, initial positioning error is considered as the reference. Figure 6.16 illustrates the simulated
values of the variation of EZZ over 24 h along the stroke of the Z-axis. The outputs of the model are
evaluated every 1 h, from the initial state in red to the final step in blue. Figure 6.16 shows that the
response of the Z-axis to the variation of the environmental temperature is a reduction of the length of
the axis, i.e. the axis becomes smaller. During the step response, the spindle is cooled to a constant
temperature. This results in a smaller effect of the temperature drop of the structural deformation of the
spindle. However, the direct measurement system is exposed to the environment, affecting directly the
variation of the positioning error of the Z-axis.
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Figure 6.16: Variation of the positioning error EZZ over the stroke of the Z-axis under the load case of Figure 6.3.
The EZZ is shown every 1 h from the initial time step (red) to the final (blue) over 24 h

The analysis tools presented in this section so far allows the designer to understand the thermo-mechanical
behavior of the machine tool and improve its performance. The validation process presented in Section
6.1.2 uses a step response to determine the uncertain model parameters. However, the load case of Figure 6.3 does not represent a typical temperature profile of an industrial workshop. Therefore, another
interesting analysis is the evaluation of the thermal response of the machine tool under an environmental
temperature fluctuation representing a room without control temperature. Figure 6.17a illustrates a temperature profile with a peak-to-peak variation of 3.33 °C over 60 h. The fluctuation of the environmental
temperature is applied homogeneously as a convective boundary condition to the whole structure. Figure
6.17b depicts the associated thermal displacements in X-, Y-, and Z-direction. For the load case under
consideration, the thermally induced displacements remain below 6 µm over the 60 h of simulation. It
is important to note that there is a time delay between the environmental temperature signal and the
displacements at the TCP relative to the workpiece. This is clearly appreciated in the displacements in
Y-direction, as already mentioned in the frequency response of Figure 6.12. Determining the delay be-
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Figure 6.17: Thermally induced TCP errors for a homogeneous environmental temperature fluctuation over 60 h

tween the measured temperature and the displacements is important in order to develop robust thermal
error compensation strategies.

6.2 Thermal error model: internal heat sources
This section presents a model of the thermal response of a 5-axis machine tool to internal heat sources.
Section 6.2.1 introduces the investigated machine tool and describes in detail the thermo-mechanical
model. Section 6.2.2 presents the validation process, describing the thermal error measurement setup and
thermo-energetic flows in the machine tool. Section 6.2.3 evaluates the thermal design of the machine
using the validated thermo-mechanical model.
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6.2.1 Description of the thermo-mechanical model
The machine tool under investigation in this section is a 5-axis milling machine with a swiveling axis,
rotary axis, and horizontal spindle. The kinematic configuration according to ISO 10791-1:2015 [62]
adapted for machining centers with vertical spindles is
V [w C2’ B’ b [Y1 Y2] X [Z1 Z2] (C1) t]
The working volume is 730x510x510 mm, with a table of 500 mm of diameter. Figure 6.18 shows the
geometry and FE-element mesh of the machine tool. The linear axes are arranged in a box-in-box design,
ensuring the thermal symmetry of the machine tool.

Figure 6.18: Model of the Mori Seiki NMV 5000 DCG in MORe

The machine tool enables turning operations by means of the rotation of the C-axis up to 1200 rpm.
The rotation of the C-axis originates thermally-induced displacements, which are investigated in this
section with a physical model. The physical model of the machine tool is created in MORe, the software
platform presented in Chapter 5. According to the workflow of Figure 5.1, the first step for creating the
thermo-mechanical model is the FE discretization of the geometry in a commercial FE-software. Table
6.6 summarizes the number of nodes and elements required for the thermo-mechanical model of Figure
6.18. The geometrical complexity of the structural parts of the bed, X- and, Y- axis leads to a FE-mesh
with a large number of nodes.
The second step of the model setup is the definition of the material parameters of each of the components. Table 6.7 details the material of each of the structural parts. Table 6.8 summarizes the material
properties required to define the thermo-mechanical model, namely ρ density, thermal conductivity λ, cp
heat capacity, α thermal expansion coefficient, E Young modulus, and Poisson ratio ν.
The next step required to setup the model is the definition of the thermal and mechanical connections
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Table 6.6: FEM mesh

N o of nodes

N o of elements

Bed

107217

55453

X-axis

115954

64480

X-screw

11434

1803

Y-axis

100486

57203

Y-screws

29110

4582

Z-axis & Spindle

53597

24822

Z-screws

21707

10927

B-axis

62144

34707

C-axis

15656

8353

Total

508462

253275

Component

Table 6.7: Material properties

Material

Components

Steel

Z-axis, Spindle, Ballscrews, B-axis, and C-axis

Cast iron

Bed, X-, and Y-Axis

Table 6.8: Material properties

Material

ρ

h

kg
m3

i

λ



W
m◦ C



cp

h

J
kg◦ C

i

α



1

◦C



E [MPa]

ν [−]

Cast iron

7200

52

447

11 · 10−6

110

0.28

Structural steel

7850

60.5

434

12 · 10−6

200

0.3

between the different machine tool components. The TCC defines the heat flowing between two parts
in thermal contact, e.g. the inner and outer race of a bearing. For the heat load under investigation in
this section, the bearing of the C-axis is a significant heat source determining the thermal response of
the system. Therefore, it is important to estimate the parameter defining the thermal heat transfer of the
bearing of the C-axis. Weidermann [125] proposed an empirical correlation for the TCC of bearings
based on the geometry and rotational speed. The TCC λT CC in W
K can be expressed as

λT CC = Z

d2b q
14 + 2 ln(vp ) − 2 ln(db )
2400

(6.11)

where Z is the number of rolling elements, db is the diameter of the rolling elements in mm, and vp is
defined as
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vp =

d + dp
nr
19099

(6.12)

being d the mean diameter of the bearing in mm, and nr the rotational speed of the bearing in rpm. According to Weidermann [125], a value of vp = 0.1 is considered for stationary bearings. The remaining
thermal contacts are estimated with values from the literature.
The convective boundary conditions are relevant in order to describe the thermo-mechanical behavior of
the system. On one hand, the structural parts outside the working space and the environment exchange
heat by means of natural convection. The parameters of the HTC for natural convection in open spaces
can be calculated with empirical correlations [44]. On the other hand, the rotation of the C-axis modifies
the air flow inside the machine tool enclosure, enhancing the circulation of the air inside the working
space. The mechanical enhancement of the airflow results in a more efficient heat exchange between the
air inside the enclosure and the structure, leading to forced convection. Cardone et al. [29] proposed a
correlation for the Nusselt (N u) of a rotating disk for turbulent flow corresponding to values the Reynolds
(Re) number above 320,000 as
N u = 0.0163 · Re0.8

(6.13)

The Reynolds number is defined as

Re =

r2 · ω
ν0

(6.14)

where ω is the rotational speed in rad/s, r is the radius of the disk, and ν0 is the kinematic viscosity of
the air. The Nusselt number is defined as

Nu =

h·r
λ

(6.15)

where h is the HTC and λ is the conductivity of the air.
For the definition of the mechanical model, the stiffness values of the machine elements are required.
These parameters are obtained from the data sheets of the suppliers. In case of lack of availability of the
data, the stiffness values are estimated from similar machine elements. Appendix C shows the values of
the stiffness of the machine elements. The machine tool has magnetic linear scales, keeping the linear
axes in the nominal position. For the developed thermo-mechanical model, the measurement system of
the linear axes is modeled considering a high stiffness in the direction of the movement in order to keep
the axis in the desired position. If more information about the measurement system and the control is
available, the model can be extended to include the whole mechatronic system.
After defining the thermo-mechanical parameters describing the contacts between axes, a reduced system
is created for each of the components. The distributed interfaces, as explained in detail in Section 4.3.1,
represent the area where the convective boundary conditions are applied. In order to enable the variation
of the HTC parameters after reduction, the bilinearization method in combination with the KMS reduction is introduced in Section 4.3.2. The numerical parameters for the reduction of the thermal systems
are:
• Expansion point s0 = 10−8 rad/s
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• Maximum considered eigenfrequency ωm = 0.01 rad/s
• Maximum error between reduced and original system  = 0.05
• Number of distributed interfaces with bilinear reduction ndist = 4
• Number of moments for the bilinear reduction md = 2
The combination of the KMS and the bilinearization approach transforms the original thermal system of
508,462 DOF to a reduced system of 392 DOF. In order to evaluate the mechanical response, a reduced
thermo-coupled system needs to be also created according to the methods presented in Section 3.4. For
the thermo-mechanical coupled system, an expansion point at s0 = 30 rad/s is chosen in order to capture
the static mechanical response. The original mechanical model of 1,525,386 DOF is reduced to 1,164
DOF. The reduced model require 113 s for the transient thermal simulation of rotation of the C-axis over
3 h. Thus, reduced models facilitate the validation process.

6.2.2 Validation of the thermo-mechanical model
Thermal error measurement
In order to validate the thermo-mechanical model, the thermally induced displacements originated during the rotation of the C-axis are measured. The R-Test is an indirect volumetric measurement technique
developed by Weikert [126] for geometric calibration of 5-axis machine tools. This measurement technique can also be applied for thermal error measurements of rotary axes of 5-axis machine tools. Ibaraki
and Hong [60] pretested a measurement cycle for the evaluation of the error motions and, position and
orientation errors of rotary axes.
Gebhardt et al. [43] developed the concept of the discrete R-Test. The discrete R-Test evaluates the linear
displacements between a sensor nest located on the spindle and the precision sphere located on the table
at 4 different indentations of the rotary axis. With the information of the relative displacements between
the TCP and sphere at 4 different position of the C-axis, the variation over time of the position and
orientation errors of a rotary table can be evaluated, i.e. EX0C , EY0C , EZ0C , EA0C , and EB0C . Additionally,
the radial growth ER0T of the table (T) as a functional surface can be evaluated.
Blaser et al. [22] adapted R-Test discrete measurement with an on-machine measurement system. Instead
of a sensor nest with displacement sensors, the measurement setup uses a 2.5D touch trigger probe. The
touch probe triggers when contacting a precision sphere located on the table and the linear glass scales
determine the relative position between the TCP and the sphere. Figure 6.19a shows the touch probe and
the sphere used in this measurement setup. The reference sphere, which is made out of steel, is mounted
on an aluminum support plate. The position of the center of the sphere is evaluated by measuring four
points at the center of the equator of the sphere, providing the displacements in X- and Y-direction. The
displacements on Z-direction are evaluated by measuring a single point on the mounting plate. This
measurement cycle is repeated 4 times at different indentation of the C-axis, as shown in Figure 6.19b.
The information captured at the four different indentation of the rotary table enables the evaluation of
the position and orientation errors of the C-axis.
This work uses the measurement setup proposed by Blaser et al. [22]. The main advantage of this measurement setup is that it is an on-machine measurement system. In comparison with the original R-Test
setup, it does not require the calibration of the linear displacement sensors. However, the measurement
resolution with the touch trigger probe depends on the resolution of the glass scales of the linear axes. For
the investigated machine tool, the resolution of the measurement system of the linear axes is 1 µm. The
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Table

Reference sphere
Mounting plate
(a) Touch probe and reference sphere

(b) Position of the sphere on the machine tool table

Figure 6.19: Discrete R-test with a touch probe system by Blaser et al. [22]

time required for measurement cycle is 95 s, which is carried out every 5 min over the whole experiment
time.

Thermo-energetic measurement
For the validation of the thermo-mechanical model, a quantification of the heat losses at the different
machine tool elements is required. Mohammadi et al. [84] developed a thermo-energetic model of the
investigated machine tool. The authors presented a model to predict the different energy flows, i.e.
mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, and thermal, for different operational points. The model was developed
in the EMod, a simulation framework developed by Züst [133] for thermo-energetic models. The thermoenergetic model of Mohammadi et al. investigated the energy flows during the manufacturing of a test
piece, where the linear axes and the spindle were involved. The energy consumption due to the rotation
of the rotary table was not considered in this study.
Figure 6.20 illustrates schematically the energy flow during the rotation of the C-axis. The axis unit
receives electrical power (Pax ) and is provided to amplifiers. The amplifiers rectify the supplied AC
signal and provide a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal to the torque motor (Pm ). Part of the input
power Pax is lost in the amplifiers in the form of thermal energy (Q̇amp ). The amplifiers are structurally
disconnected from the structural parts and the heat is removed from the EC by the ventilation system.
Thus, the heat dissipated by the amplifiers Q̇amp is not considered for the thermo-mechanical model of
the C-axis. The efficiency coefficient ηamp defines the power supplied to the motor as
Pm = ηamp · Pax

(6.16)

Considering the energy flow illustrated in Figure 6.20, the supplied electrical power to the motor Pm can
be decomposed as
Pm = Pmech + Q̇ag + Q̇rt + Q̇st + Q̇b

(6.17)
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Q̇b
Q̇cool
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B-axis
torque motor
Figure 6.20: Energy flow due to the rotation of the C-axis. Green represents electrical power, red thermal power,
and blue hydraulic power

where Q̇st are the losses at the stator, Q̇rt the losses at the rotor, Q̇ag the losses at the AG, Q̇b the losses
at the bearing, and Pmech the mechanical power required to rotate the axes. This energy balance is valid
for rotary axis with direct transmission, as explained by Züst [133]. The mechanical power Pmech can
be expressed in terms of the required torque Mmech and rotational speed ω as Pmech = ω · Mmech . The
mechanical torque is
Mmech = ω̇ · Θax

(6.18)

where Θax is the inertia of the moving parts. For a constant rotational speed, the required mechanical
power is zero, i.e. Pmech = 0.
The losses at the AG can be expressed according to Saari [105] as a function of the shear stress τag at the
AG as
Q̇ag = π · τag · ω · Dro · lro

(6.19)

Züst [133] developed a meta model to determine the shear stress τag as a function of the rotational speed
and the Reynolds number. For the dimensions of the motor of the axis under investigation and a maximal
rotational speed of 1200 rpm, the losses at the AG are 1.3 W. Therefore, the heat losses at the AG are
considered negligible in comparison with the other heat inputs to the system, i.e. Q̇ag ≈ 0.
The next term of Equation (6.17) is the heat losses of the rotor Q̇rt . The axis depicted in Figure 6.20 uses
a torque motor, which is a type of motor with winding exclusively in the stator. Thus, heat losses do not
occur in the rotor, i.e. Q̇rt = 0, and only the losses the stator need to be considered Q̇st . The previous
consideration results in a simplification of Equation (6.17) where only two terms need to be determined,
namely Q̇st and Q̇b .
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The losses at the stator Q̇st can be calculated in terms of the rotational speed ω and the current of the
motor I, provided several characteristics of the motor are known. The losses at the bearings Q̇b can be
calculated provided the type of bearing, lubrication, preload, and rotational speed the heat losses of the
bearings can be estimated, as explained by Harris and Kotzalas [52]. However, the characteristics of the
torque motor and the required bearing information at the bearing is not available. Therefore, bearing
losses Q̇b are estimated considering the efficiency of the torque motor ηmot as
Q̇b = ηmot · Pm

(6.20)

The heat losses at the stator can be calculated as
Q̇st = (1 − ηmot ) · Pm

(6.21)

As illustrated in Figure 6.20, an internal cooling system removes part of the heat introduced by the
machine elements. A pump located outside the machine tool working space supplies pressurized cooling
fluid from a tank. An external unit controls the temperature of the fluid to a reference temperature
provided by a sensor located in the machine tool bed. The heat removed by the structural cooling Q̇cool
is
Q̇cool = cp · ρ · V̇ · (Tout − Tin )

(6.22)

where cp is the heat capacity, ρ is the fluid density, V̇ is the volumetric flow, Tout is the outlet temperature,
and Tin is the inlet temperature. Mohammadi et al. [84] measured the volumetric flow, which is 24
kg
L
J
min . The heat capacity of the cooling fluid is 1600 kgK and the density is 850 m3 . Due to the limited
information available in CAD data, the areas where the cooling is applied can only be estimated. The
inlet and outlet coolant temperature are measured in order to quantify the heat removed by the cooling
system of the C-axis.
According to Equation (6.16), (6.20), and (6.21), the quantification of the heat losses at the machine
elements requires the evaluation of the supplied power Pax to the axis. The energy demand of the axis
can be measured according to ISO 14955-2:2018 [63]. Gontarz et al. [46] presented a multichannel
measurement system to evaluate the energy consumption of machine tools. The power measurement
device allows the visualization of the measured power signal for the different components.
Figure 6.21 shows the energy demand of the machine tool for different rotational speeds of the C-axis.
The electrical power is measured before the amplifiers separately for the C-axis and the unit supplying
power to the B-axis, linear axes, and spindle. The power is measured after a constant rotational speed
is achieved. Therefore, the power peak associated to the acceleration of the rotary table is not shown in
Figure 6.21. The electrical power demand of the B-axis, linear axes, and spindle is around 750 W and
stays constant for the different values of the rotation speeds. The power consumption of the C-axis, i.e.
Pax in Equation (6.16), ranges from 504 W for standing still to 1977 W for 1200 rpm, which corresponds
to the maximal rotational speed.

Parameter identification
Once the thermo-energetic flows of the machine are described, the thermo-mechanical model can be
validated comparing the simulated and the measured thermal response. The investigated thermal load
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Figure 6.21: Energy demand of the axes of the machine tool for different values of the rotational speed of the
C-axis

case is the rotation of the C-axis to 1200 rpm over 3 h. Figure 6.22 shows the inlet and outlet temperature,
which measured during the experiment. According to Equation (6.22), the difference between these two
temperatures provides the cooling power. This temperature difference is used as an input for the model.
In order to define the boundary conditions, the fluctuations of the temperature of the air needs to be considered. One one side, the workshop environmental temperature is an input for the thermo-mechanical
model. During the validation measurement, the environmental temperature remains constant. On the
other hand, the air inside the machine tool enclosure varies over time, as illustrated in Figure 6.22. The
heat losses occurring during the rotation of the C-axis are transferred to the air inside the machine tool
housing. The temperature of the air inside the working space rises over the course of the experiment
3.3 °C. The temperature increase stabilizes after 150 min of the rotation of the C-axis. The temperature
data of Figure 6.22 are filtered in order to avoid numerical oscillations during the transient simulation
associated to the limited resolution of the digital temperature sensors.
Once the convective boundary conditions are defined, the heat losses of each of the elements need to be
quantified. The efficiency of the torque motor ηmot is assumed to be 0.3, which corresponds with the
typical efficiency of torque motors of this type. The efficiency of the amplifier ηamp is not fully known
and therefore needs to be estimated. In order to estimate the value of the efficiency of the amplifier,
the thermal response of the machine tool is evaluated for values of ηamp ranging between 0.6 to 0.9.
The simulated response for the different values is compared to the measured thermal response. The best
agreement is found for a value of ηamp = 0.63 for the investigated rotational speed of 1200 rpm.
Figure 6.23 shows the comparison of the measured and simulated displacements in X-, Y-, and Zdirection during the rotation of the C-axis over 3 h. The direction of the displacements are depicted
according to the TCP coordinate system of Figure 6.18. The simulated thermal displacements are sampled every 5 min, which is the same as sampling frequency of the measured thermal displacements.
The thermal displacements in X-direction remains constant over the rotation of the C-axis due to the
symmetry of the machine tool design. The model shows a good quantitative agreement between the
measured and simulated thermal displacements in Y- and Z-direction. The main discrepancies between
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Figure 6.22: Measured temperature of the environment inside the MR, inlet, and outlet during the rotation of the
C-axis at 1200 rpm over 3 h

the thermo-mechanical model and the measured data occur in the first 100 min in Z-direction. The
measured response shows a slower time constant than the model. However, the difference between the
simulation and the measurement does not exceed 9 µm over the 3 h. Thus, the thermo-mechanical model
succeeds in capturing the response of the machine tool during the rotation at 1200 rpm.
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Figure 6.23: Comparison of the measured (full line) and simulated (dashed) transient response in X-, Y- and Zdirection for the rotation of the C-axis at 1200 rpm over 3 h

The thermo-mechanical model validated in Figure 6.23 shows the thermo-mechanical response of the
machine tool for a single value of the rotational speed, i.e. 1200 rpm. The validation of the model is
extended to two different rotational speeds, namely 900 and 600 rpm. The time for the validation is
prolonged to 6 h, in order to ensure that the steady state is reached. The thermo-mechanical model uses
the values of the power consumption for different rotational speeds shown in Figure 6.21. Furthermore,
the model uses as input the measured MR temperature and the difference between the inlet and outlet
temperature, which are shown in Appendix C. Figure 6.24 illustrates that the developed model captures
the transient behavior and the steady state values of the displacements associated to the rotation of the
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(a) Rotational speed of the C-axis 900 rpm
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Figure 6.24: Comparison of the measured (full line) and simulated (dashed) transient response in X-, Y- and Zdirection for the rotation of the C-axis at two rotational speeds over 6 h

C-axis for two different rotational speeds.
The comparison between the model results and the measured data of Figure 6.23 and 6.24 is performed at
a constant rotational speed, allowing the required time to reach the steady state. However, the operation
of the C-axis during turning operations might combine several rotational speed over a prolonged time.
Therefore, the validation of the model is extended to a random speed profile over 6 h, shown in Figure
6.25. The rotational speeds range from 300 rpm to 1200 rpm, with steps every 1 h. The inputs of the
model considers the measured energy consumption of the C-axis shown in Figure 6.21 as well as the
measured MR temperature and cooling power, which are shown in Appendix C. Figure 6.26 depicts the
comparison between the measured and simulated thermal displacements for the load case of Figure 6.25.
Figure 6.23, 6.24, and 6.26 show that the developed thermo-mechanical model is validated and can be
used to understand the thermal behavior of the investigated machine tool during the rotation of the C-axis.
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Figure 6.25: Speed profile of the C-axis over 6 h
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Figure 6.26: Comparison of the measured (full line) and simulated (dashed) transient response in X-, Y- and Zdirection for the rotation of the C-axis over 6 h with rotational speeds shown in Figure 6.25

6.2.3 Evaluation of the thermo-mechanical response to internal heat sources
The validated model presented in Section 6.2.2 is used to analyze the thermo-mechanical behavior of the
machine tool. The FRF describes in frequency domain the effect of the variation of the model inputs on
the outputs of the system. Equation (3.14) and (3.68) state the transfer function of a thermo-mechanical
model. Figure 6.27 shows the frequency response of the machine tool to internal heat losses. The input
of the FRF is the energy provided the motor Pmotor . As explained in Equation (6.20) and (6.21), the
input power is divided into two different heat sources, i.e. Q̇st and Q̇b . The outputs of the FRF of
the Figure 6.27 are the displacements between the TCP and the workpiece in X-, Y-, and Z-direction.
The thermal transfer illustrates that internal heat losses affect predominately the displacements in Ydirection, as observed also in the transient response of Figure 6.23. The introduction of heat results in a
thermal expansion of the workpiece-sided axes. These effects are illustrated in Figure 6.29a, depicting
the structural deformation associated to the FRF of Figure 6.27 at low frequencies. The time constant of
the system is another interesting information that can be extracted from the FRF. The model predicts that
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the time constant associated to the displacements in Y-direction is slower than the time constant of the
response in Z-direction. The considerations of the different time constants of the thermal response in Yand Z-direction is of interest when designing a thermal error compensation strategy.
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Figure 6.27: FRF response of the machine tool of Figure 6.18. Input: heat losses at the machine elements. Output:
TCP displacements relative to the workpiece for the X-, Y- and, Z-direction.

Figure 6.28 depicts the thermal FRF of the investigated machine tool for the variations of the machine
tool temperature inside the MR. The outputs of the FRF is the displacements between the TCP and the
workpiece in X-, Y-, and Z-direction. The FRF shows that the modification of the temperature inside
the working space results in a thermally induced deviation predominantly in Y-direction. Figure 6.29b
illustrates the structural deformation of the machine tool associated to the FRF of Figure 6.28 at low
frequencies. Figure 6.29b shows that the main effect of the change of the air temperature is a linear thermal expansion of the B- and C-axis, resulting in displacements in Y-direction. The time constant of the
deviation in Y-direction associated to the variation of the MR temperature is comparatively smaller than
the time consonant due to internal heat sources. The difference between the time consonants associated
to different inputs also needs to be accounted for in the design of thermal error compensation strategies.
The rotation of the C-axis at results in a transient structural deformation of the workpiece-sided axes, as
illustrated in Figure 6.29. However, the rotation of the C-axis also leads to a thermal response of the toolsided axes. The variation of the air inside the enclosure modifies affects the part of the Z-axis inside the
working space, as depicted in Figure 6.29b. Therefore, the tool-sided axes are accountable for part of the
thermally induced displacements. If the TCP displacements are measured relative to the inertial system,
i.e. not considering the workpiece as a reference, the thermal displacements in Z-direction are -2.4 µm
for a rotational speed pf 1200 rpm. This corresponds to 12% of the relative deviation between TCP and
workpiece. For other directions, the contribution to the total thermal displacements of the tool-sided
axes is negligible. The fact that part of the thermal displacements are originated in the tool-sided axes
have a great significance during the design of the thermal error compensation strategies. The workpiecesided displacements in Z-direction at B = 0° result in displacements both in Z- and X-directions for
other positions of the B-axis different than 0°. However, the tool-sided displacements in Z-direction are
unaffected by the position of the B-axis. Therefore, the possibility to quantify and separate between the
tool- and workpiece-sided displacements benefits directly the quality of the thermal error compensation.
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Figure 6.28: FRF response of the machine tool of Figure 6.18. Input: variation of the environmental temperature
in the MR. Output: TCP displacements relative to the workpiece for the X-, Y- and, Z-direction.

(a) Load case: internal heat sources

(b) Load case: temperature of the MR

Figure 6.29: Structural deformation of the machine tool. Only the Z-, B-, and C-axis are shown

6.3 Thermal error model: cutting fluid
This section extends the thermo-mechanical model of Section 6.2 in order to account for the influence
of the cutting fluid. Section 6.3.1 introduces describes the thermo-mechanical model and Section 6.3.2
presents the validation of the thermo-mechanical model.

6.3.1 Description of the thermo-mechanical model
This section develops a thermo-mechanical model of the 5-axis machine tool of Figure 6.18 considering
the influence of the cutting fluid. The thermal and mechanical connections between the parts as well as
the convective boundary conditions outside the working space are not modified with respect to Section
6.2.1. The introduction of cutting fluid alters the convective boundary conditions of the structural parts
inside the working space. The investigated machine tool supplies cutting fluid to the working space by
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means of several nozzles located around the spindle. These nozzles can be reoriented freely in order
to provide fluid to the desired part of the working space. In principle, the cutting fluid can affect any
surface of the B- and C-axis. However, this work is limited to one orientation of the nozzles, namely all
the fluid is directed into the C-axis. Figure 6.30 shows the structural parts of the C- and B-axis of the
machine tool, depicting in yellow the areas affected by cutting fluid. The remaining external surfaces of
the B-axis are exposed to the environment inside the MR.

Figure 6.30: B- and C-axis of the machine tool of Figure 6.18. Structural parts affected by the cutting fluid are
marked in yellow

The introduction of pressurized fluid media into the working space results in a transition from natural
convection to forced convection. Empirical correlations define the HTC for forced convection on a flat
plate
N u = 0.664 ·

√

Re ·

√
3

Pr

(6.23)

where Re is the Reynolds number and P r is the Prandtl number defined as
Pr =

ν · ρ · cp
λ

(6.24)

where cp is the heat capacity, ρ is the fluid density, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and λ is the thermal
J
conductivity. The heat capacity of the cooling fluid is 1670 kgK
, the density is 860 mkg3 , the kinematic
viscosity is 6.8 · 10−5

m2
s ,

and the thermal conductivity is 0.140

W
mK .

6.3.2 Validation of the thermo-mechanical model
Thermal error measurement
In order to validate the thermo-mechanical model, the thermal displacements are measured with the
measurement setup described in Section 6.2.2. The cutting fluid is supplied continuously into the working
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space over 12 h. This experiment focuses on the isolated effect of the cutting fluid, i.e. it does not
include any other heat sources such as the spindle or C-axis rotation. Figure 6.31 depicts the measured
temperatures over the whole measurement time. The cutting fluid temperature rises up to 28 °C over the
12 h. An external tank with no temperature control stores the cutting fluid, which is supplied into the
working space by an pump. The heat dissipated by the pump warms up the fluid, reaching a steady state
value after 8 h. Figure 6.31 shows that the introduction of cutting fluid also alters the temperature of
inside MR. The constant supply of fluid media results in a rise of the MR environmental temperature up
to 20 °C.
The cooling of the C-axis is active during the experiment, removing part of the heat introduced by the
cutting fluid. The inlet and outlet temperature of the cutting fluid are recorded, as shown in Figure 6.31.
The difference between these temperature signals provides the heat removed by the cooling system,
according to Equation (6.22).
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Figure 6.31: Measured temperature of the environment inside the MR, inlet of the cooling, outlet of the cooling,
and cutting fluid

Parameter identification
The thermo-mechanical model considers that the cutting fluid affects the surfaces shown Figure 6.30.
However, the cutting fluid does not flood completely these surfaces during the operation of the machine
tool. Therefore, these surfaces are exposed to a combination of environmental temperature and cutting
fluid. This effect is not deterministic, as it depends on the arrangement and orientation of the cutting fluid
nozzles. Thus, a parameter identification based on the experimental data is required in order to account
for the combination of environmental and cutting fluid temperature.
The input vector u defines the time varying inputs of the thermo-mechanical model as
h
iT
u(t) = TM R (t), Q̇cool (t), TCFC (t), TCFB (t)

(6.25)

where TM R is the MR temperature, Q̇cool is the cooling power, TCFC is the cutting fluid temperature
affecting the C-axis, and TCFB is the cutting fluid temperature affecting the B-axis. Two empirical
coefficients, kC and kB , are defined in order to account for the combination of environmental and cutting
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fluid temperature, which affects the structural parts of the B- and C-axis. These empirical coefficients,
kB and kC , scale the increase of temperature cutting fluid affecting the B- and C-axis respectively.
The simulated and the measured displacements between the initial and final state over the 12 h are
compared in order to perform the parameter identification. In Section 6.1.2, Equation (6.5) is introduced,
which defines the thermal displacements between the initial and the final state. The input vector u of
Equation (6.5) is the difference between the initial and the final input signals, including the empirical
coefficients as
u = [∆TM R , ∆Qcool , kC ∆TCFC , kB ∆TCFB ]T

(6.26)

The values of kC and kB are selected so that the difference between the simulated and measured displacements are minimized between the initial and final state. The parameter identification results in values of
the empirical parameters of 2.88 and 1.97 for kC and kB respectively.
In order to validate the thermo-mechanical model, a transient thermo-mechanical simulation is performed. The simulation uses as input the temperature signals Figure 6.31 and the identified empirical
parameters. The displacements are evaluated every 10 min for the 12 h simulation time. Figure 6.32
illustrates the comparison between the measured and simulated thermal displacements over 12 h. The
thermo-mechanical model succeeds in capturing the trends of the thermal displacements and well as the
absolute values.
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Figure 6.32: Comparison of the measured (full line) and simulated (dashed) transient response in X-, Y- and Zdirection with cutting fluid continuously supplied over 12 h

The thermo-mechanical model shows that the introduction of cutting results in thermal displacements
that are comparable in magnitude to other internal heat sources such as the rotation of the C-axis. The
main difference with the thermal load case studied in Section 6.2 relies on the time constants. The
step response to a rotation of the C-axis requires around 3 h for reaching a steady state value while the
introduction of cutting fluid needs up to 8 h for the stabilization of the thermal displacements. This
information is relevant for the design of the machine tool as well as the development of thermal error
compensation strategies. Furthermore, the cutting fluid influences almost exclusively the workpiecesided displacements, i.e. the deformation of the tool-sided structural part is negligible. Therefore, the
thermal error compensation strategies need to account for this effect when the machine tool is operating
at different positions of the B-axis.
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Conclusions and outlook
The focus of this work is the development of methods that enable the efficient simulation of thermomechanical models of machine tools. In this dissertation, a full-featured simulation framework, MORe,
is developed to accurately and efficiently simulate the thermo-mechanical behavior of machine tools.
The review of the literature identifies that model order reduction (MOR) techniques are required in
order to simulate efficiently the thermo-mechanical behavior of machine tools. In the reviewed literature, several reduction methods are available for the efficient simulation of general linear time invariant (LTI) system. However, the reduction approaches are not specifically suited to the characteristic
thermo-mechanical behavior of thermal models of mechatronic systems. Therefore, this work develops
a new MOR method to reproduce efficiently the thermal behavior of machine tools, the Krylov Modal
Subspace (KMS) method. A decaying amplitude of the response with increasing frequency of excitation
characterizes the thermal response of the systems under investigation. The KMS method uses this property to create the reduction basis. The reduced system reproduces the steady state response by including
the information of the Krylov subspace basis with an expansion point at a low frequency. Additionally,
the reduction basis represents the transient thermal response including the thermal modes of the system
up to a certain frequency of interest.
The KMS method computes a reduction basis projecting the original system into a subspace of lower
dimension. The reduced system captures the most relevant part of the response in a certain frequency
spectrum of interest. However, there is always an error between the original and reduced system associated with the reduction process. Thus, quantifying this error is required in order to assess the validity
of the reduced model. One method to determine the error is the direct comparison of the response of the
reduced and original models. However, both the reduction process as well as the evaluation of the original system is a computationally expensive process. Therefore, estimating the reduction error is needed
in order to select the correct parameters for reduction. This thesis presents an a priori error estimator of
the reduction for the KMS method. It is shown that the error estimator is an upper bound of the actual
reduction error for the frequency spectrum of interest. The proposed estimator can be used to select the
maximum eigenfrequency to be included in the KMS basis so that the error of the reduction remains
below a certain value for the frequency spectrum of interest.
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The outputs of interest of the thermal error models of machine tools are the thermally induced displacements at different positions of the working space. Therefore, the model needs to evaluate structural deformations associated to inhomogeneous, time-varying temperature distributions. An approach to couple
the thermal and the mechanical response of the system is presented. The developed coupling method creates a dedicated reduced mechanical system. On one hand, the mechanical system describes the response
to any mechanical input, e.g. preloads or gravity, for any combination of the position of the axes. On the
other hand, the mechanical system provides the response to any temperature distribution computed by the
reduced system. The combination in a single reduced system of the mechanical and thermo-mechanical
behavior is one of the main advantages of the developed method. The second main advantage of this
method is that it directly couples the reduced thermal states as inputs to the reduced-order mechanical
system. It avoids the computationally expensive process of projecting the reduced thermal states into the
original system.
Several physical parameters describe the thermal response of thermo-mechanical models of machine
tools. The most relevant parameters are associated with the thermal boundary conditions, such as the
thermal contact or the convective boundary conditions. The parameters describing these boundary conditions might change over time. However, conventional MOR approaches create reduced systems that
are only valid for specific values of the physical parameters. Therefore, this work presents MOR methods in order to enable the traceability of some physical parameters after the reduction. The concept of
thermal interfaces is introduced, which represent surfaces where the thermal boundary conditions are applied. This work distinguishes between two types of thermal interfaces, namely bushing and distributed
interfaces. The bushing interfaces can be used to approximate thermal contact between two different
parts. Based on the approximation of bushing interfaces, this thesis presents a method that enables to
modify the position of a thermal contact area after reduction. This method proposes a trigonometric
approximation of the thermal contact area by a finite number of harmonic functions. The trigonometric approximation describes continuously the contact area with a finite number of inputs, enabling the
possibility to compute the thermal response of the system at different positions of the axes after the
reduction.
The parameters describing the convective boundary conditions are also subject to change over time. The
distributed interfaces represent the convective heat exchange between the structure and the surrounding
fluid media. This thesis introduces a method enabling the modification of the heat transfer coefficient
(HTC) associated to the distributed interfaces. The developed method uses the concept of bilinearization,
adapting it to the KMS reduction introduced for thermal systems. The main benefit of this MOR approach
is that it enables the evaluation of the thermal response for any value of the HTC. The reduced system
approximates the original system in the frequency spectrum of interest for any value of the HTC at a
cost of a higher order reduced model. Another reduction approach is presented for varying convective
boundary conditions. This method creates several reduced systems that are each valid for a single HTC
and enables the direct interpolation between the systems. This reduction method can be applied to cases
where the HTC of the model transitions between a finite number of discrete values, such as a sudden
switch of the convective boundary conditions.
The numerical methods developed in this work are implemented in a software package MORe. The software platform incorporates the methods presented in this work and provides the required functionalities
to enable an efficient development of physical models of machine tools, including static, dynamical, and
thermo-mechanical effects. The design of MORe ensures a straight-forward workflow during the model
setup. Dedicated analyses facilitate the comprehensive investigation of the thermo-mechanical behavior
of mechatronic systems, supported by a full-featured postprocessor with cutting-edge visualization tools.
The developed MOR methods in combination with an efficient simulation platform are the key contribution of this work, providing the necessary tools for the development of thermo-mechanical models
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of macnhine tools. This thesis illustrates the usability of the developed methods and software platform
investigating the thermal behavior of two different case studies. A thermo-mechanical model of a 5-axis
machine tool exposed to fluctuations of the environmental temperature is introduced. The parameters describing the convective heat exchange with the environment are relevant in order to represent the thermal
behavior of the investigated machine tool. However, the values of the HTC are subject to uncertainties.
Therefore, the bilinearization MOR reduction approach is applied in order to enable the evaluation of
the behavior of the system for different values of the HTC. The reduced models enable a large amount
of model evaluations, because of their reduced computational expense. Therefore, the sensitivity of the
model outputs, i.e. tool center point (TCP) displacements relative to the workpiece, to the variation of
the HTC can be calculated. This provides the information about the values of the boundary conditions
that need to be constrained so that the simulated response matches the measured response. The thermomechanical model is validated for two different temperature profiles of the environmental temperature.
This work also introduces several analysis tools, such as the frequency response or the thermal compliance matrix (TCM), in order to understand the thermo-mechanical behavior of the machine tool, identify
uncertain model parameters, and enable design optimization.
This work presents another study case focused on the investigation of the effect of internal heat sources.
The machine tool under investigation is a 5-axis machine tool and the considered heat input is the rotation of the C-axis. In order to compute the thermally induced deformations, the different energy flows
between the machine elements are estimated. The simulated thermal response of the machine tool is
validated with thermal measurements of the TCP displacements relative to the workpiece for several rotational speeds of the C-axis. The thermo-mechanical model of the 5-axis machine tool is extended in
order to account for the effect of introducing metal working fluid into the working space. The validated
model serves as a virtual prototype to investigate the thermal design of the machine tool and assess the
validity of the thermal error compensation strategies.
Thermo-mechanical models are a great asset to understand and improve the thermal design of machine
tool. However, translating the results of thermo-mechanical models into design principles can be complicated. This leads to the fact that thermo-mechanical models are used mainly in an academic context.
Therefore, future research needs to concentrate on creating methods that assist the design of thermally
stable machine tools using thermo-mechanical models. A good example is the dimensioning of cooling unit for different structural components. Combining the information of thermo-energetic models,
which quantify the heat dissipated by the machine elements, and thermo-mechanical models, new design methodologies will facilitate the dimensioning of the cooling unit limiting the thermal errors in the
whole working space. In order to contribute the design process, these methods need to be integrated in a
software platform that provides dedicated macro models and analysis tools.
The validity of thermo-mechanical models is tested comparing the simulation results with the measured
response of the machine tool. However, the validation of thermo-mechanical models remains a timeconsuming task that requires expert knowledge. Efficient thermo-mechanical models are a great asset
during validation process. They enable to test a large number of model parameters in a computationally efficient manner. However, a systematic methodology for model validation is still missing. Future
research in this field will investigate the optimal thermal loads in order to excite the thermal response
in frequency range of interest. Instead of using random speed profiles or environmental temperatures
of a workshop, designed inputs need to be used. Using system identification strategies in combination
with the efficient modeling approaches presented in this work will facilitate the validation of the thermomechanical models.
The methods and software platform developed in this work open a large number of possibilities for future
research on thermal behavior of machine tools. The thermo-mechanical models presented in this work
are limited to the investigation of the thermal response of the machine tool. However, a comprehensive
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7 Conclusions and outlook

model needs to consider the geometric errors of the manufactured part. Therefore, future research needs
to include the thermal behavior of the workpiece and clamping system. This requires further research
on quantifying the heat due the manufacturing process, as well as the investigating the response of the
system with metal working fluid. Another aspect related to the manufacturing process is the reduction of
the volume of the part. Future research needs to assess the effect of the volume reduction on the thermal
response of the workpiece. Due to the volume loss of the workpiece during the manufacturing process, a
large amount of chips is introduced into the working space. These chips convey part of the heat generated
in the cutting zone. The evaluation of the effect of the chips on the thermal response of the machine tool
is another topic requiring further investigations.
The reduction of the thermal errors with external cooling units is a common practice in current machine
tool design. However, removing all the heat dissipated in the machine elements is an energy demanding
process. Therefore, an alternative to increasing the amount of cooling fluid is thermal error compensation. Thermal error compensation is based on predicting the thermal errors and offsetting the machine
tool axes considering that information. In order to achieve a fully compensated machine tool, firstly a
repeatable thermal behavior is required. Secondly, the design needs to ensure that the machine tool axes
can compensate the resulting thermal errors, e.g. angular errors. Therefore, future research should provide design principles that enable the fully compensated machine tool. Furthermore, the reduced-order
thermo-mechanical models are real time capable. They can be running in NC of the machine tool and be
used directly for thermal error compensation.
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A
Implementation of the KMS reduction
Section 3.2 introduces the KMS reduction for thermal systems and its algorithmic implementation in
Algorithm 1. This algorithm relies on numerical methods that are summarized in this Appendix for
completion. The numerical methods presented here are based on the implementation in MORe [113].
Algorithm 5 Block Arnoldi
1: procedure B LOCK A RNOLDI (A,E, B, se , me )
2:
A, E, B
3:
se , me
4:
for i = 0 : me − 1 do
5:
if i = 0 then
6:
Vi = (A − se E)−1 B
7:
Vi = M OD GS(Vi )
8:
V = Vi
9:
else
10:
Vi = (A − se E)−1 EVi
11:
Vi = R ED R ANGE(Vi )
12:
V = O RTH(V , Vi )
13:
return V

. System matrices
. Expansion point and number of moments
. Loop over all the moments

. Orthogonalization of the basis

. Reduce range of the basis Vi
. Extend range of V with the basis Vi
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Algorithm 6 Modal Basis
1: procedure M ODAL(A, E, ωm , nguess , nmax , se )
2:
A, E, B
. System matrices
3:
ωm
. Maximum considered eigenfrequency
4:
nmax , nguess
. Maximum number of modes and guessed number of modes below ωm
5:
se
. Expansion point
6:
ωi = 0
. Initialize variables
7:
i=0
n
−n
8:
nstep = max 4 guess . nmax is the maximum number of modes, nguess is the guessed number
of modes
9:
OP = = LU(A − se E)
. LU decomposition of (A − se E)
10:
while ωi ≤ ωm and i < 5 do
. ωm is the highest frequency
11:
nmodes = (i + 1)nstep
. Number of modes to be evaluated
12:
Φ, ω = EIGSH(OP , nmodes ) . Provides nmodes first eigenvalues ω and eigenvectors Φ
13:
ωi = max ω
. Save the highest eigenvalue
14:
i=i+1
15:
return Φ, ω

Algorithm 7 Orthogonalization
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

procedure ORTH(V1 , V2 )
V1 = M OD GS(V1 )
V2 = M OD GS(V2 )
ncol
V = V1
for i = 0 : ncol − 1 do
vi = V2 (:, i)
vi = kvviik
2

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
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t = V T vi
if ktk2 >  then
vi = vi − V t
V = [V , vi ]
return V

. Orthonormalize the bases
. Number of columns of V2
. Loop over all columns of V2
. Get ith column of V2
. Normalize vi
.  is the deflation tolerance
. Concatenate vi column

Algorithm 8 Reduce range
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

procedure R ED R ANGE(V1 , V2 )
V1 = M OD GS(V1 )
V2 = M OD GS(V2 )
V = []
ncol
for i = 0 : ncol − 1 do
vi = V1 (:, i)
vi = kvviik
2

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

t = V2T vi
if ktk2 >  then
vi = vi − V2 t
V = [V , vi ]
V = M OD GS(V )
return V

. Concatenate vi column
. Orthonormalize the resulting basis V

2

8:
9:
10:

T v
t = Vorth
i
if ktk2 >  then
vi = vi − Vorth t
vi
]
Vorth = [Vorth , ktk
2

11:

. Create an empty matrix V
. Number of columns of V1
. Loop over all columns of V1
. Get ith column of V1
. Normalize vi
.  is the deflation tolerance

Algorithm 9 Modified Gram Schmidt
1: procedure M OD GS(V )
(:,0)
2:
Vorth = kVV11(:,0)k
2
3:
ncol
4:
for i = 1 : ncol − 1 do
5:
vi = V1 (:, i)
6:
vi = kvviik
7:

. Orthonormalize the bases

. Take the first column of V and normalize it
. Number of columns of V
. Loop over all columns of V1 except the first one
. Get ith column of V
. Normalize vi
.  is the deflation tolerance
. Concatenate vi column

return Vorth
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B
Implementation of the Finite Element Method
This appendix provides further details about the FEM and its implementation in the MORe software.

B.1 Numerical integration of surface elements
The FEM discretization require the integration of the shape functions over the domain of the element, as
explained by Avilés in [9]. The integration is for instance required for the evaluation of the Neumann
boundary conditions, as stated in Equation (3.10) and (4.1).
The shape functions of the elements are defined in natural coordinates (ξ, η). The location of a point z
inside the element Ωe can be described in terms of the natural coordinates as

z(ξ, η) = ne (ξ, η)z e

(B.1)

where z e is the coordinates of the nodes of the element e. The integration of Equation (4.1) can be
expressed in natural coordinates as

e

Z

w =

ne (ξ, η)w(z(ξ, η))Je (ξ, η)dξdη

(B.2)

Γe

where Je (ξ, η) is the Jacobian of transformation between coordinates. For a triangular surface element
with midnodes, the shape function in natural coordinates is
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where ν = 1 − ξ − η. The Jacobian can be expressed in natural coordinates as
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−4η

0
4η − 1
−4ξ
4ξ
4 − 8η − 4ξ

For a quad element with midnodes the shape function is



1
 4 ((1

The Jacobian for the quad element is
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These integral of Equation (B.2) is computed numerically as a sum of a finite number of terms by means
of Gaussian quadrature.

e

w =

ng
X

gi ne (ξ i , η i )w(z(ξ i , η i ))Je (ξ i , η i )

(B.7)

i

where ξ i and η i are the Gauss integration points and gi is the weight function. Table B.1 and B.2 provide
the gauss points and weights for the numerical integration according to Equation (B.7) of a triangular
and a quad element.

B.2 Thermal solid elements
The objective of thermal error models of machine tools is to describe the thermally induced deviations
between the TCP and the workpiece. This requires an efficient coupling of the thermal and the mechanical response of the system, as explained in Section 3.4. In order to compute the body forces associated to
any temperature distribution, the coupling matrix of Equation (3.65) is required. As explained in Figure
5.1, the FE discretization of the components is performed in Ansys [2]. This commercial software platform provides the possibility to extract the coupling matrix of Equation (3.65) from several multiphysics
elements, such as SOLID226 and SOLID227. These elements are solid elements with midnodes with
thermal and mechanical dof.
The discretization of the elasticity equations requires the use of elements with midnodes in order to
represent the structural deformation. However, for the thermal system, the elements with midnodes have
an excessive number of nodes in order to represent the smooth solution of the conductivity equations. In
addition to this, there are some other numerical issues with the capacity matrix Cth defined in Equation
(3.11). According to Jackson [66], the capacity matrix becomes singular after the integration with 14
e of Equation (3.7). In order to avoid numerical issues
gauss points of the element capacity matrix Cth
with singular matrices, a diagonalized heat capacity matrix is used, according to Hinton et al. [57].
e
The definition of the convection matrix Kconv
of Equation (3.9) is leads to other numerical issues. The
numerical integration of Equation (3.9) evaluated the integral in the gauss points. Therefore, several
e
off-diagonal terms appear in Kconv
. This is called consistent convection matrix. Bruns [26] pointed out
that consistent convection matrix might lead to numerical oscillations of the dof close to the convective
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boundary condition. Therefore, a diagonalization of the convection matrices is used in this work to avoid
these numerical issues.
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Table B.1: Gauss points for numerical integration of a triangular element

Gauss Point (ξ i , η i )

Weight gi

1 1
3, 3

1

1 1
6, 6

1
3

2 1
3, 6

1
3

1 1
6, 3

1
3

1 1
3, 3

− 27
48

1 3
5, 5

25
48

1 1
5, 5

25
48

3 1
5, 5

25
48

0.44594849091597, 0.44594849091597

0.22338158967801

0.44594849091597, 0.10810301816807

0.22338158967801

0.10810301816807, 0.44594849091597

0.22338158967801

0.09157621350977, 0.09157621350977

0.10995174365532

0.09157621350977, 0.81684757298046

0.10995174365532

0.81684757298046, 0.09157621350977

0.10995174365532

0.33333333333333, 0.33333333333333

0.22500000000000

0.47014206410511, 0.47014206410511

0.13239415278851

0.47014206410511, 0.05971587178977

0.13239415278851

0.05971587178977, 0.47014206410511

0.13239415278851

0.10128650732346, 0.10128650732346

0.12593918054483

0.10128650732346, 0.79742698535309

0.12593918054483

0.79742698535309, 0.10128650732346

0.12593918054483
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Table B.2: Gauss points for numerical integration of a quad element
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Gauss Point (ξ i , η i )

Weight gi

0, 0

2

0.577350269189626, 0.577350269189626

1

−0.577350269189626, 0.577350269189626

1

−0.577350269189626, −0.577350269189626

1

0.577350269189626, −0.577350269189626

1

−0.774596669241483, −0.774596669241483

0.308641975308642

0., −0.774596669241483

0.493827160493827

0.774596669241483, −0.774596669241483

0.308641975308642

−0.774596669241483, 0.

0.493827160493827

0., 0.

0.790123456790123

0.774596669241483, 0.

0.493827160493827

−0.774596669241483, 0.774596669241483

0.308641975308642

0., 0.774596669241483

0.493827160493827

0.774596669241483, 0.774596669241483

0.308641975308642

0.861136311594053, 0.861136311594053

0.121002993285602

0.861136311594053, 0.339981043584856

0.226851851851852

0.861136311594053, −0.339981043584856

0.226851851851852

0.861136311594053, −0.861136311594053

0.121002993285602

0.339981043584856, 0.861136311594053

0.226851851851852

0.339981043584856, 0.339981043584856

0.425293303010694

0.339981043584856, −0.339981043584856

0.425293303010694

0.339981043584856, −0.861136311594053

0.226851851851852

−0.339981043584856, 0.861136311594053

0.226851851851852

−0.339981043584856, 0.339981043584856

0.425293303010694

−0.339981043584856, −0.339981043584856

0.425293303010694

−0.339981043584856, −0.861136311594053

0.226851851851852

−0.861136311594053, 0.861136311594053

0.121002993285602

−0.861136311594053, 0.339981043584856

0.226851851851852

−0.861136311594053, −0.339981043584856

0.226851851851852

−0.861136311594053, −0.861136311594053

0.121002993285602

C
Additional information of the
thermo-mechanical models
This appendix provides additional information of the thermo-mechanical model of the Mori Seiki NMV
5000 DCG developed in Chapter 6.
Table C.1 provides the mechanical properties of the machine elements. The data are obtained from the
data sheets provided by the manufacturer of the machine elements. If no data is available, the mechanical
properties are taken from data of similar machine elements.
Figure C.1, C.2, and C.3 are the temperature data of MR environment, inlet, and outlet of the cooling
during the rotation of the C-axis over 6h at several rotational speeds. The temperature data is an input
for the thermo-mechanical model of Figure 6.24 and 6.26. A Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff
frequency of 0.001 rad/s removes the faster oscillations of the input data. The preprocessing of the
data is required in order to ensure a good performance the adaptive time step solver during the transient
simulation.
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Table C.1: Stiffness at the mechanical links [Pa]

Link

Axial

Transversal

Normal

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

Support

6 · 107

6 · 107

4 · 107

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 · 105

0

0

Bearing back ballscrew Y and Z

1.62 · 109

1.62 · 109

1.62 · 109

0

0

0

Bearing back ballscrew X

1.47 · 109

1.47 · 109

1.47 · 109

0

0

0

Bearing front ballscrew X, Y, and Z

1.62 · 109

1.62 · 109

1.62 · 109

0

0

0

Bearing B

1 · 109

1 · 109

1 · 109

0

1 · 108

1 · 108

Bearing C

1 · 109

1 · 109

1 · 109

0

1 · 108

1 · 108

Linear guide X and Y

0

1 · 109

1 · 109

3 · 105

3 · 105

3 · 105

Linear guide Z

0

2.8 · 108

2.8 · 108

2.8 · 108

2.8 · 108

2.8 · 108

Ballscrew X (pitch 0.02 m)

5.4 · 108

0

0

0

0

0

Ballscrew Y (pitch 0.015 m)

4.5 · 108

0

0

0

0

0

Ballscrew Z (pitch 0.015 m)

5.4 · 108

0

0

0

0

0

Motor linear axes
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Figure C.1: Measured temperature of the environment inside the MR, inlet of the cooling, and outlet of the cooling
during the rotation of the C-axis at 600 rpm over 6h
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Figure C.2: Measured temperature of the environment inside the MR, inlet of the cooling, and outlet of the cooling
during the rotation of the C-axis at 900 rpm over 6h
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Figure C.3: Measured temperature of the environment inside the MR, inlet of the cooling, and outlet of the cooling
during the rotation of the C-axis with the speed profile of Figure 6.25 over 6h
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